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AUTHOR'S FOREWORD

After almost ten years of research in the field of paranormal, during which I was absolutely dedicated to finding new, more efficient, alternative methods of healing the diseases that could not have been treated by traditional medicine, while deeply meditating, I contacted a spiritual energy that has undertaken my further development. The spiritual being showed me how to exercise and lower the brain-wave frequency, which was the basic prerequisite for the progress in the field of paranormal, it has been doing so all until I reached the limits of human capacities in that domain.

During the past couple of years I have been achieving my healing sessions as well as programming my products of energy medicine exclusively with the assistance of the spiritual, super-intelligent energies.

The three books I have written most recently: "Healing", "Places of Power" and "Holly Knowledge" are the result of what I have been told by the spiritual beings or energies while I was in deep meditation. I received the information through cognition and recorded them.
simultaneously on the tape, because I could not remember a single thing after I came out of
the meditation.
The complete given material of the book "Holly Knowledge" has been transferred with no
changes and in the very order I was receiving it. I also kept the way the spiritual beings were
addressing me during the process. Upon their request, and in order to save time, I have not
received some of the topics that have already been published in my books "Healing" and
"Places of Power", they have simply been copied in this edition.

The message that is contained in this book could be divided into four main segments:
The first discovery of the universe that gives us the true picture of its contents, its vastness, its
history, development and its future. Nothing remained hidden or understated. This segment
pays particular homage to the Creator, as someone that has created everything that exists.
Unraveling human misconceptions about the universe: the universe is not a world of matter
but a world of energies; human civilization is not the only one there, but is at the bottom of the
hierarchy of tens of millions of races, of both material and immaterial beings. But, it is still
exceptionally important because it was given a task by the Creator; the task being the
assistance in the development of luminous bodies, that are responsible for the maintenance of
the universe.
Discovering what human capacities are in the field of paranormal. Also, instructions on how
they can be used for the well-being and the development of the human race regarding health,
harmonizing human thoughts with the Creator's will, obtaining the heating energy and electric
energy from the universe, improvement of agriculture, changing climatic conditions.
The universal energies, even the Creator himself are almost begging us to come to our
senses and rectify our way of thinking, because the damages of the earth's aura inflicted upon
our negative thoughts have reached such a point that the cataclysm capable of destroying all
the living beings on earth is at our doorstep.

While I was writing this book I started applying the assistance from the universe. This
assistance is seen in the shape of healing energies and I have created a pendant called "Anti-
Smog" that protects completely from smog and pollen, so the person wearing it can breathe
pure air.

I hope that people will understand the appeals of the spiritual beings and save themselves.

THE HOLY KNOWLEDGE

In the course of the following months, approximately every other day, you will be receiving the
knowledge, which will be the contents of a book you are going to write and which is to be
called "the Holy Knowledge". This knowledge is completely new to you and to all the
humanity.

The scope of human capacity covers a relatively wide area, but the people have completely
neglected it, especially in the West. This has been due to the fact that they have turned
exclusively towards the scientific and materialistic conception of the world around them during
the past hundred or so years. The book will show what human capacities are in the domain of
paranormal. It will encompass the sacred truth, as well as its overview and instructions on how
to use it for the benefit and development of humanity.

You have been chosen for this mission because your capacities to deal with energies are
exceptional, and the book will be dealing with the human capacities and the human need to
use certain, to them still undiscovered energies. That is why the book will be very interesting
not only for its readers, but for you too, because you have the hunger and wish to find out new things from the field of paranormal energies. The book will contain the abundance of descriptions and ways of how different energies act. Also, it will contain the practical uses of these energies that you will bring closer to people either through your direct action or through the products.

BEFORE THE UNIVERSE THERE WAS THE POTENTIAL

The world of energies that you have been introduced to only partially represents the essence of the universe. Without the energies, the universe would be without its skeleton and would have no contents.

People say that the universe has no end, but they are not capable of grasping that fact. They are also not capable of grasping the fact that the universe has existed forever and that it shall exist forever. People are even less capable of understanding that last bit.

Has there been any sort of a beginning or has there been a time when there was no universe? That time did exist, but it is infinitely far away in the past and it can not be measured by any realistic temporal units. It is also true for the size of the universe – it has its end, but it can not be measured within the comprehensible system of measuring units. There was a time when there was no universe, but it is so far away that no measurement could be capable of showing it. Although that time is so far away from the present, people will still want to know about it. Therefore, one can say it in the language that could be understood by the people. Before the universe was created there had been a Potential that was capable of creating it. The time this Potential was created, however, is as far away from the first moments of the universe as the creation of the universe is from the present.

What is, actually, that Potential?
The potential was an immeasurably spacious, powerful and super-intelligent energy field that covered the space of the present universe. This exceptionally powerful Potential, that existed for the immeasurable time, felt a need to create new contents within itself.

What made the Potential to wish for that?
Its enormous intelligence and capacity to achieve everything it wanted made it necessary for the Potential to expand its own contents so that those capacities it had would be actualized; so that the Potential would change, realize, create a part of its immense capacities.

The aim was to transform one part of the Potential into a creation, an achievement. Its first task was to transform a part of its potential capacities into the energy field the vastness of which was corresponding to the vastness of the Potential. It engulfed the entire volume of the universe as we know it today. This energy field took over the capacities of the Potential out of all of its segments. The Potential wanted this Unique Field to take over the further organization and realization of new contents within the Potential. The Unique Field was only one manifestation of the Potential, and as such it could only realize what the Potential wanted. Because of this it has not achieved anything that has not been to its smallest detail according to the wish of the Potential from its creation to this day.

THE CREATOR
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After it had created the Unique Field, the Potential finished its potential period and commenced the creative period of its existence. Thus the name 'Creator', because all creations in the universe began there.

The beginning of the creation of the universe was, therefore, represented as the creation of the Unique Field. By giving all the power, all of the knowledge and all of the capacities to the Unique field that he himself possessed, the Creator has secured an enormous all-encompassing creative energy. His own potential did not participate in the process. It had absolute control over the complete contents of the universe and the process of its creation. At first, the Unique Field was creating energies that were the sprouts of great energy complexes. Therefore, they were the stifles in the embryos of great energies conceived by the creator so that they can be the contents or the skeleton of the universe. These energies developed relatively quickly due to their super-intelligence and their awareness of the need to create the contents of the universe.

There was aberration to what the Creator had imagined, in the course of the development, because of the enormity of the universe and the particular complexities of the functions of these energies. In order to stop these and prevent further aberration, the Creator produced energies that were different from the usual energy structures. These had the power to correct all of the aberration thanks to its super-intelligence and knowledge, its indestructibility, i.e. its lack of capacity to merge with other energies, since they were to become a new energy, its eternal life or duration.

The necessity for these universal maintenance operators was becoming bigger and bigger since the universe was becoming more and more complex. The need for these energies is really strong today, but it is almost impossible for the Unique Field to constantly create this energy because of the remarkable complexity and contents of the universe, and the tasks that the Unique Field has. The Unique Field has ceased producing this energy approximately halfway between the beginnings of the creation of the universe and today. From that time on, certain departments within the universe, such as constellations, galaxies, or even certain small planetary systems have taken over the task of creating these precious energies.

**THE CHRIST ENERGY**

After he had activated the embryos of the future vast energy systems of the universe, the Creator followed its gradual development and tuned it with the general development of the universe. There are tens of great energy systems that are functioning in the universe today, but only three systems are interesting to humans.

The first one is the so-called "Braid of Christ Energies." They are a number of a couple of hundreds of energies, each one with its contents, its purpose and its energy characteristics. They are not equal in their intensity, but they are irreplaceable and necessary and that is why they are spread all around the universe, covering it completely. The feature of these energies is that at one point in the universe they braid themselves into a beam, and than they spread again, covering the universe. If we could draw a scheme it would look like this: they are moving towards one direction, pass the entire universe and return through the energy beam or braid.

What is the task of Christ Energy in the universe? This energy, as the strongest and most complex in the entire universe has a myriad of tasks that are connected to the maintenance of the normal functioning of the cosmos. Most of these contents and tasks are incomprehensible.
to the human brain. We are going to deal only with those functions of Christ Energy that are interesting and important to people.

Christ Energy emits the energy wave that is called the Life Wave or the Life-Giving Wave, and it is spread all around the universe and engulfs it completely. The frequency of this wave varies from 2.6 to 26 Hz. The Life Wave carries programs within itself. These programs are capable of activating life in inanimate matter. Living beings are created through the activities of the Life Wave. In this manner, the inanimate matter starts to live, develop, multiply, adjust to the conditions of the environment, and change; at that, it is constantly under the influence of the Life Wave. Should this wave stop spreading around the universe, all of the living beings all around the universe would die. The Life Wave is, therefore, the activator, something that actualizes life, and the means of keeping it in constant flow. The Life Wave has created numerous living beings in the universe, and each of them has been adjusted to their own environments.

Special sort of living creatures are non-materialistic living beings, which consist only of energies, but they too have to thank the Life Wave for their development, multiplying, adjusting to their environments and their lives. Instead of affecting the inanimate matter, in their case the Life Wave triggered the spark of life in certain energy structures.

During his work on the development of the universe, the Creator was adding and developing great energy structures so that they could be the backbone of the universe. He added certain functions to them, including the tasks which, after they had been fulfilled, made the universe a versatile, richer, more developed world. That is the reason why the Christ Energy consists of hundreds of different energies, each of them responsible for finding solutions to the problems of the universe from its beginning.

Apart from the capacity and commitment to create a living world, the Christ Energy made it its task to take care about the cyclic creation of mature luminous bodies. They are the prerequisite for the normal functioning of the universe. The Christ Energy organized the development of the luminous bodies with the assistance of the beings that have free will, due to their unbound creativity.

Out of the tasks that Christ Energy has that have to deal with humans, we are going to mention its taking care of the planets and other places with living beings within the universe. This care involves constant watching over these life-given systems, and minding that they are safe, that cataclysms and the destruction of a large number of animals and plants do not occur. This may include the destruction of the planets themselves as well as other places where living beings dwell. At critical moments the Christ Energy adjusts the energy states and in this manner it prevents the cataclysms and ensures the further development of the living beings.

**THE ENERGY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT**

The Holy Spirit is the second energy in its importance that has been created by the Unique Field after the Creator's wish. This energy as well as the Christ energy are spread all around the universe and are everywhere. It came to being, just as the Christ Energy, at the very beginning of the creation of the universe. It is responsible for maintaining the global energy structures in the universe. At the same time its task is to create inanimate matter. You were introduced to the basics of how the inanimate matter is created. This energy is important to
the human species because it supports the Life Wave in its struggle to create living beings by giving life to inanimate matter.

THE SPACE ENERGY

The third, the biggest energy grouping, created by the energy field is called the Space Energy. As the two mentioned above, it is spread around the universe, but its functions are in a way different from the two. Its activities are different in different parts in the universe. Its operations are coordinated with the needs of a particular space within the universe: it is different in energy spaces and in inanimate or animate matter. Its role is very important, because it helps with the processes that take place there, without regards to whether they are energy based or whether they are in connection to the states of inanimate or animate matter. Concerning humans, the Space Energy helps him or her to clear certain conflict situations he or she has in regards to the nature, environment, i.e. to the air, soil, food, energies surrounding them. It also helps the energies and inanimate nature that is around humans. But the part of the Space Energy that dwells in humans helps them to solve problems they face when contacting nature. That is why this is a healing, developmental, and rejuvenating energy that helps the man to accomplish the tasks given to him by the Creator.

THE COSMIC CATACLYSMS

By creating the cosmos, the creator achieved the unity of the spirit, energies, matter, and living beings. This has been done during the eternal existence of the universe. However, there were periods in the development of the universe, especially during the first third of its existence, when the above mentioned elements were not perfectly synchronized. There were horrendous cosmic cataclysms that destroyed everything that had been being created for tens of billions of years. These cataclysms occurred because certain elements deviated from their tasks and goals. Afterwards, special attention was given to the role of the universal maintenance workers i.e. luminous bodies, who not only remove the existing aberration, but also watch over certain sectors of the universe so that there will be no aberration.

Approximately halfway into the age of the universe, the Creator initiated thorough changes in the structure of the universe. The main idea was to completely harmonize the universe and that only minor problems should be allowed to occur. In order for it to be done, many additional energies had to be introduced that would be operational within the entire universe or its particular segments. These energies would have to have very defined and limited functions. Some of these energies are the parts of the Christ Braid. From then on, the universe has been functioning fairly satisfying, with occasional aberration from normal flows. Luminous bodies are in charge of re-connecting to the normal flows. They are the maintenance workers of the universe, and they do their job on a satisfactory level.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE LIVING BEINGS

When did the first living beings in the universe come to being? After approximately one fifth of the age of the universe the Christ Energy was creating the wave of life that created, activated and maintained only the immaterial living beings. This was going on until one third of the age of the universe. Those beings were the energy structures that multiplied, developed, and to the lesser extent adjusted to new situations. Somewhere at one third of the age of the universe, the Christ Energy together with the energy of the Holy Spirit created the first material living beings. They were first created in certain areas of the universe that had the best
conditions for their development. Those beings were very primitive structures, but they could multiply and up to a point they could adjust to new situations, thus they could develop gradually.

**THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIQUE FIELD**

After he had created one energy after another, the Creator was completing and making the functioning of the limitless universe more complex. However, during the first third into the life of the universe, a certain resistance arose, to the creation of the cosmos as we know it. This happened due to the inertia of certain energy fields that were the part of the Creator himself. Their inertia and aspiration to keep the existing state the way it is created certain difficulties in this period. They actually did not want to deal with the creation of energy fields all through the universe, their functioning, and remaining as such. That is why the Creator designed the Unique Field that in the first time had the task to completely control the rising, functioning, and stabilizing the new energies within the entire universe.

Gradually, after it had stabilized the functions of the first big energies, the Unique Field was capable of achieving the existence of certain energies. Later on, it was to a greater extent capable of taking over this function. So, since half the age of the universe, the Creator has not been doing anything directly. His ideas have been actualized through the Unique Field, whose power reached unthinkable of capacities.

**THE CHANGES WITHIN THE CREATOR’S BEING**

After he had transferred the role of realization to the Unique Field, the Creator released completely his limitless capacities to create the universe. Gradually, his own fields, which were resisting the changes due to their inertia, managed to fit in the new functioning of the universe. Bearing in mind these changes, one can say that the Creator changed himself in the process of creating the universe. What was it that happened when new energies were created? We ask this because we bear in mind that the Creator's energy field was completely fulfilling the universe.

Thanks to its limitless creativity, the Creator generated new energies within his own being. He also generated the energy fields with new characteristics and new functions that the Creator had not had. After these energies and energy fields had been created, the Creator withheld the essence of his being, while the newly created energy fields were stationed at certain parts of the universe, simultaneously with the Creator's field. These fields were completely independent one from the other. The only thing in common was that all these new energies functioned exactly the way the Creator designed them, they worked completely in harmony and were synchronized with the Creator's being.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERCONNECTIONS OF THE ENERGIES**

In the process of creating certain energies the Creator decided that their interconnections could be very important in the functioning of the universe. Those connections had existed for a while within the very Creator's being. Later on, energy flows were created, in shapes of paths or rivers. These energy flows interconnected certain energy structures within the universe. Later on the Unique Field took over the role of the mutual energy field and all of the universal energy fields flowed into it and out of it. That is why the role of the Unique Field is incomparably bigger than the part that regarded the creation of certain energies. Because the merging and synchronization of the work of all the energy structures, regardless of their size,
is one of the most important tasks and functions of the entire universe. Designing the Unique Field, the Creator gradually adjusted its role and harmonized it with the development of the universal contents. From that time on, the Unique Field has had more or less the same role – creating new energies of medium and small size, because the big ones had been created long time ago. It has also had the role of keeping contact and synchronizing the work of all the energies within the universe regardless of the time they came to being; thus the name "Unique Field". By gradually developing the energy structure of the universe, the Creator was finding new contents that he developed in the universe.

THE ORIGINS OF THE INANIMATE MATTER

There was one issue in the development of the universe that was of great concern to the Creator. It dealt with the spontaneous expansion of the fields although their dimension and intensity had been defined by the Creator. This was the reason why a special energy had to be created, which would stop the dissolution of the fields and bring them back into their two-dimensional intensive framework. Reacting timely to these changes was why this energy was present in all the parts of the universe. However, quite accidentally, when two energy fields that were very near to each other expanded, they mixed their energies. This resulted in equal representation of both fields at one point in space. After being affected by the special Energy Denser of the Fields something strange and unexpected happened. Solid matter was created under the influence of the Energy Denser on the mixed energies. At first, this solid matter was in a shape of material particles that were smaller from the smallest particles known today. However, due to the further influence of the Energy Denser, larger and larger particles were created. They gradually established certain relations with the Field for Condensation. This field was the only one remaining after the other two fields had retreated. These relations defined an energy interconnection of energy particles that gradually led to the creation of atoms, and later on of molecules. The Energy Denser did not take these particles along when it left the region where it had created the solid matter, so the matter remained at that very place. In this way the connection with the Energy Denser was terminated. However, there was the constant energy connection with the energies these particles had been made of. This connection remained interrupted to this day. That is why matter does not exist as a separate entity, but is the condensed part made of the two energies and with the assistance of the Energy Denser which left the region after the process had finished.

WHY HAS THE CREATOR MADE THE UNIVERSE?

The initial phase of the creation of the universe was slow and it lacked systematism. It was so due to its enormity. Later on, approximately after one third of its existence, the Creator managed to connect the energies, systematize, and synchronize them. The next thing he did was to create a line of subsystems within the vast energies that withheld the main responsibility for the functioning of the system designed by the Creator.

These subsystems generated new ones, completely independently, thus building a network with no limits. This network was one of subtle functions of certain vast energies, their systems, and the entire universe.

The Creator did not have playing on his mind, as it was misinterpreted by some ancient sources. His intention was to create the contents of potentials that have always existed within him, or even the new ones that have emerged under the pressure of the old ones. He felt the need to actualize these potentials, just as a pregnant woman feels before she delivers her child. That was his wish, but it was also something that could not be avoided. One can not be
precise enough by saying that these potentials have matured after a lot of time and that they insisted on their actualization. It would be more fair to say that the feeling the Creator had within his entire being was more like a flood of wonderful feelings that could not be stopped and that have gradually, one by one, been transformed into energies that the universe was made of.

There is one area in the universe, where the Creator has not initiated the establishment of the contents similar to those in the rest of the universe. That part is very important regarding the space it takes up. Only the Creator as the Potential dwells there. The creator left this 'room' as a part of himself that had remained unchanged since times immemorial, and it is going to function forever as the Creator – Potential. No energies or matter that were created by him can enter it. It represents the pure substance of the Creator's genius. This is the part of the universe, or the part of the Creator one can not reach. It is sacred to the entire universe.

**THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROTECTION AGAINST THE DISFUNCTIONING WITHIN THE UNIVERSE**

The universe was made, we have already mentioned it, as the result of the Creator's will to design a complex structure of the universe that, in its most part, functions really well. However, due to the infinite number of the contents incorporated within, it is not possible to keep its perfect functioning. At first, the Creator removed certain dysfunction in the universe by directly acting upon those problematic energy structures. One third into the age of the universe energies were introduced that controlled the functioning of certain big energy complexes. About one half into the age of the universe, the Creator abandoned the existing system of the universal maintenance and started using the universal system that involved forming such precious energy structures that would be capable of solving all the problems, regardless of the energy structures within the universe, and regardless of the level of deviations from the normal. Those energies had to be very specific. They had to be super-intelligent and capable of solving any problem in the universe.

Since they were supposed to contact energies that did not function properly, and in order to avoid the danger of the malfunctioning energies interacting and leading to the creation of the third kind of energy, these precious energies had to be protected from any sort of damages.

The third condition these energies had to meet was that they had to last forever.

The initial phase when these energies were created was very problematic. This was so because they were supposed to be created as a concoction of the concentrates of knowledge and intelligence of a large number of energies and yet they had to be indestructible and everlasting. There were not many of such perfect energies and they were doing their jobs in an excellent manner, but due to their insufficient number, they could not do their repair work on time. That is why some great disturbances occurred in certain regions of the universe. In order to eliminate this fault, the Creator gave the task of creating this precious energy to the first beings that did not have a material body. The problem occurred again, this time due to the slow forming and development of this precious energy because all of these beings were super-intelligent, albeit without free will, so their creativity was constricted. Without the creativity the natural development of these precious energies would be very slow. Once the beings with free will were introduced, and they were exclusively materialistic in their nature, a great revolution took place concerning the velocity of the produced precious energy. This was the definite solution to the problem of how to create a necessary number of luminous bodies.
THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSE

What would happen should the universe cease to exist? This question sounds absurd from the point of view of the Holy Knowledge, because the universe will never cease to exist. However, one could accept the question that concerns the further development of the universe. The universe will continue with its eternal development and will never cease developing, because it will never disappear.

What direction is the universe going to develop in? The present development of the universe points out to the tendency that it will develop further on. The universe is gradually going to be given more and more contents; these contents are going to be complex; its functioning is going to be more and more synchronized; living beings will become more complex and more developed; the luminous bodies – the maintenance workers of the universe will grow in their number so that they can cope with the growing needs of the universe. The universe may go through some revolutionary changes, as it did after the first period of its wavering development and great cosmic cataclysms. But these revolutions in the universe can not be predicted and planned, and they can only be a consequence of what may become of the universe one day.

THE THREEFOLD BEING OF THE CREATOR

By giving all of the power to the Unique Field so that it can actualize his creations, the Creator has enabled his entire being to fully immerse into the creation of the universe. However, one part of his being, around one third of it, has not been included in the creation of the universe from the very beginning. This part of the Creator's potential represents a special sort of knowledge and power that are considerably different from the rest of his being. It is actually the oldest segment of the Creator, its germ, so to speak, and his Potential grew out of it. The difference between this segment and the rest of the Creator's potential is that this core was ordered to create additional potential and could not be included in, or to be more precise, transformed easily into the creator of the Potential. This means that his function was only to make the potential, and the Potential itself has developed its own capacity to actualize, i.e. be creative. That is why this core will forever remain out of the further development of the universe. The rest of the Potential will deal with the universe. The space that the universe covers, or a part of its space where this core is situated, does not function in the same way as the rest of the universe. It has no energies within, or material created by the Creator. It contains the energy of the core and the energy of the potential is imbued with it. A part of the potential, that exists at the same part of the universe as the core does, is not active in the function of the Creator. It exists only as a potential. That is why one can say that the being of the Creator is threefold and consists of:

The core;
A segment of the Potential in the area of the core;
The rest of the Potential, that turned into the Creator out of the Potential.

After it had given enormous power to the Unique Field, the Creator ensured his maximum of creativity and its actualization through the Unique Field. However, the energies created by the Unique Field had its own creations and actualization, so that the process of creativity and its actualization was being spread all over the universe. Although, at a first glance, the Creator did not have influence on the creativity and their actualization of a vast number of energies in the universe, nothing in their creation happened without his approval. This system has been functioning thus for almost half the age of the universe. Possible aberration from the usual
behavior of the energies or matter within the universe are fixed by the maintenance workers – the luminous bodies who return them to their normal functions very safely and successfully.

**DECOMPOSING OF THE MATTER**

By organizing constant forming of the luminous bodies with the assistance of the living beings with free will, the Creator has completely solved the issue of the universal maintenance. However, besides the aberration from the normal activity of energy fields and the matter that is adjusted by the luminous bodies, there are other issues that are not so dangerous for the functioning of the universe, but have to be paid attention to, because the luminous bodies do not have any effect on them. These deal with issues that take place in different areas within the universe and are connected to the process opposite to the one of creation – they deal with the process of the decomposing the matter to its original energies. This process is very rare and happens only when celestial bodies, or some other sort of matter that does not separate from the energies they came out of, contact, completely accidentally, some wandering energies which resemble wandering tentacles of energy fields (Certain energy fields have thin endings and those endings that look like tentacles occasionally wander and touch the endings of certain fields they pass by). Their activity, that is, the activity of the energies they are composed of leads to the loosening of the connections between the energy fields the matter was made of and the matter itself. This loosening leads automatically to the gradual decomposing of the matter to its basic component, i.e. to the energies of two neighboring fields and the catalyst energy – the Energy Denser. This decomposing of the matter can be partial and complete, but once the wandering energy field has passed, the matter is never to be established, regardless of the intensity of its damage. This is so because the third element is missing – the Energy Denser, which is one that assists and enables the process of regenerating the matter.

This can be very rare and we mention them simply as something curious and interesting as well as the fact that apart from matter being created from the energies, there are processes that decompose the matter to its basic energy parts.

**THE PROCESS OF CREATING THE ENERGIES**

The Creator has insisted on the creation of intelligent and especially super-intelligent energies. How could this be? The process of generating new energies is by itself an exceptionally complex process, because the energies were created out of nothing, i.e. they were not created out of some other energies or matter. The Creator's energy and being were necessary for the creation of new energies. The entire process can not be explained to the people, but the essence of it can. It has to deal with the generation of the energy with the Creator's energy as the catalyst.

As I was explained while I was meditating, this process was or is very slow; it is as if something that looks like cells start forming around a small energy particle; these cells grow in numbers and join each other and the whole thing grows in one direction.

Energy and energy field were created in this manner. The very process took billions and billions of years for an energy or energy field to gain medium strength. That very same process of creating the energies was done by the Unique Field too. It also used the same principle and the same power that the Creator had when creating energies, including the unique field itself.
THE CREATION OF THE INTELLIGENT ENERGIES

The creation of the intelligent energies is an incomparably more complex process than the process of creating the unintelligent energy fields. It consisted of slow training the energies, i.e. gradual transforming the knowledge and intelligent capacities from the Creator himself onto each of the energies that he thought might have to be intelligent. This means that they were not created as intelligent, but that they just had the embryo of intelligence that was within them when they were created. However, the development of this embryo could not be independent. It had to be connected to the Creator's assistance, later on to the assistance of the Unique Field. This process, only on a larger scale of complexity and subtlety, resembles up to a point the developmental process of the luminous bodies with the assistance of humans. The luminous bodies also had all the genetic features of the mature luminous bodies in their initial phase, but their development depended on their contacts with the humans, their answers to human questions, and luminous bodies multiplied all the information gathered because they could grasp far more issues than the humans themselves.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE UNIVERSE

The universe is not organized the way people imagine it. They mostly regard the skeleton of the universe i.e. stars, planets, nebulae, in one word – matter. The contents of the universe and its organization are quite the opposite from this. The biggest part of the universe consists of energies, while the matter is the least important one, concerning both its contents and the area it covers. People will have this misconception all until they accept the Holy Knowledge, because their capacities to prove the existence of the spiritual and other energies that are contained in the universe are next to nothing. That is why the book that you are going to write, based on what you are being told now, will be THE FIRST REVELATION OF THE UNIVERSE and it will give the true picture of its contents, vastness, history, development and future. Nothing of these will remain hidden and unsaid. Everything will be called by its true name and shown exactly as it is. That is why you have a great responsibility to present the Holy Knowledge given to you in the appropriate way. You will have our full support in this task.

BORDERLINE ENERGIES

While he was expanding and developing new powerful energies all around the universe, the Creator made a very powerful, efficient, all-imbuing and well synchronized energy network. This network has been responsible for the functioning of the universe for half of its age. The Creator remains to be the most important element of the universe with its threefold being: the core, the potential and the creative potential. By developing his idea about the contents of the universe furthermore, the creator has created a certain number of energies through the Unique Field that have been situated among the huge energy complexes, the most important being the Christ Energy, Energy of the Holy Spirit, Energy of Space and other big energy structures not important to humans. These energies have been situated at places where they touch at the borders of these energies. Their task is twofold:
To prevent protrusions and mixing of these energies and keep them within their frames.
To enable easy and simple contact among themselves, so that their activities and effects could be synchronized and give best effects.

These Borderline Energies are borderline sentries among these groups of energies and they take care that there should be no volatilization and that energy fields would not enter each other. At the same time they make maximum efforts to establish good energy connections among these groups. One has to understand that energy fields can exist within the same
space at the same time without disturbing each other and that the borders don't have to regard to space and time necessarily; they are completely different, they have energy in their nature.

ENERGY INTERSPACE

Starting from basic conditions for the functioning of the universe, the Creator has, again through the Unique Field, actualized his creative ideas regarding the creation of such energies and energy fields that were put in the interspace among the energy fields, enabling them to keep contacts, regardless to the vastness of the space between each other. These energies often connect important energy fields. At the same time, they don't have any connection with some other, less important energies that take up the space these new energies have taken up. There are many such energy sorts that are there to fill in, contact, separated, activate and deactivate, keep the status quo, as well as for some other tasks so that the vastness of the space and the immense versatility of the universal energies can be protected from aberration from the supposed way of functioning. All of these energies are of practically no importance to people and they will never contact them. They have been mentioned here only as a means for keeping the normal functioning of the universe and to illustrate the complexity and versatility of the universe.

WANDERING ENERGY FRAGMENTS

After he has given the Unique Field its enormous capacities, that are practically the same as the capacities of the Creator, he has taken burden off his creative potential and started dealing especially with creating. On its side, the Unique field has accepted to actualize whatever the Creator wanted without attempting to do anything that would be different from what the Creator had imagined. This perfect cooperation shall continue as long as the universe exists, therefore – forever, for the Creator has imagined it and programmed it that way. Other energies that were created with the assistance of the Unique Field also perfectly fit in within the scope of the Creator's desires and they actualize them perfectly. However, great energy groups such as the Beam of Christ energy, Holy Spirit and Energy of Space, whose complexity of activities is incomprehensible to humans, occasionally have problems with actualizing everything that has been planned in every part of the universe and at every moment. One of basic problems are the Wandering Energies. They are bits of big energy fields that have separated from their own fields and wander around the universe for a long time. In the process, they make contacts with different energies. These fragments are mostly in touch with the three above-mentioned energies, as well as some other ones not important to humans, since these imbue the entire universe. In most cases these contacts are harmless and they leave no trace. However, a part of these wandering fragments creates certain problems. They occur when they adjoin the great energies under certain circumstances and then they create a third kind of energy. This energy is harmless as a rule, yet it marks the bit that no longer has a fragment of its basic energy. As a result, their function is reduced or damaged. That is why these energies, or at least their dangerous part represent a problem in the functioning of the universe and they have to be removed. This is one of basic tasks Luminous Bodies have, because they have to maintain the functioning of the three energy complexes all over the universe at any point in time, since this is the fundament of the entire functioning of the universe.

The spiritual beings that transfer the Holy Knowledge onto me have pointed out the need to introduce the reader further on with the importance and role of the luminous bodies for the
development of the human civilization and each individual. In order to save time, I was recommended to use the true facts that Spiritual Beings have already told to me, and which I have already printed in my books "Healing" (1995), and "The Places of Power" (1998). Respecting their attitudes, I am taking certain excerpts from these books and they are: Luminous Body, Yellow Energy Core, Enlightenment and the Places of Power.

LUMINOUS BODY

Through the Unique Field, the Creator constantly actualizes the creation of different energies whose goal is to work in harmony with the needs of functioning of the universe. There is, however aberration regarding the normal energy behavior in the universe, which can occur due to the immensity of the universe and its contents. In order to keep the aberration at a low level, one has to correct them promptly so that normal functioning of the universe would constantly take place. Energies that could fulfill such tasks have to answer to these criteria:

- they have to be consisted of such subtle super-intelligent energy that no other energy can change it in any way.
- their super-intelligence has to provide them a suitable solution in any situation
- they have to last forever

There is no such energy in the nature. Not even the Unique Field can produce it. It has to prepare itself for all sorts of actions. This development is best achieved along the living beings that have a free will. Since the Christ's energy is in charge of all the living beings in the universe, it emits embryos of future luminous bodies which then attach themselves to the auras of the most prospective living beings on certain planets. The luminous body has to spend thousands of years in order to cross the path from an embryo to a mature living being. It takes most luminous bodies, which are connected to living beings, between 150 and 200 thousands of years to accomplish such a task. Such a large number of luminous bodies make up a critical mass for the initiation of the regeneration of the aura of the planet they were created on. Later on, they will take up other responsibilities, helping wherever their help is needed. After the long time spent correcting errors in the universe, mature luminous bodes melt into the Unique Field, where they go on living forever, until the end of the universe.

HUMAN SPECIES GETS CHOSEN

144000 years ago human species has been chosen to accomplish this GREAT TASK. The competition was tough; it was humans against chimpanzee, dolphin, and pig. From then on luminous bodies have been activating the creativity process and development of human intelligence; in return, human creative behavior has been making it possible to develop from an embryo to the final stage of mature luminous body. In this way luminous bodies have, following the life of one man, reached a certain level of development. After this person died, luminous bodies took over the next human embryo in order to make another step forward in their development. Exceptionally creative persons managed to advance the development of their luminous body to such an extent that they reached the level just a step away from maturity. That is when one experiences enlightenment. It is the time when a person is given exceptional creative, mental, paranormal and physical capacities that can not be had by an ordinary human. If the enlightened person uses the given creative capacities for the development of the human society, the person's luminous body fully matures.

THE SECOND LUMINOUS BODY
Parallel with the maturing of the luminous body that followed lives of hundreds of human generations, another luminous body matures. This body was created from the yellow core of the person, as a consequence of its exceptional development during the person’s life. After both luminous bodies have matured the enlightened person can regulate his or her length of life so that it can actualize all the programs it thought of regarding the development of the human civilization. After their biological life is over, both luminous bodies go to places of power where all the mature luminous bodies have been gathering for thousands of years.

The difference between the first and the second luminous body is that the first one originates from the spark emitted by Christ’s energy and it developed gradually, following hundreds of human lives, until it reached maturity. Once it matures, it does not need to follow human lives any longer, and it does not take over human embryos any more.

“The second luminous body was created as a result of a person’s exceptional development during the person’s life. It represents, just like the first body does, the knowledge of the universe, but at the same time it is the conscious or the soul of the person. After his biological death, the conscious continues to ponder. His soul continues to live without the physical body in the shape of energy that the mature luminous body consists of. Gathering of mature luminous bodies at the places of power and their millennial stay there is a phase in reaching the big goal. Their role is to assist the development of persons who come to visit the places of power by imbuing with the luminous body of the visitor, thus transferring onto him the amount of knowledge it is capable of receiving. It will stay at the places of power all until luminous bodies of most people on earth mature. Once it has achieved it there is no need for the process of creating mature luminous bodies and it is terminated. That is when the process of cleansing the Earth’s aura as well as the auras of other celestial bodies begins.”

HOW I DISCOVERED THE EXISTENCE OF THE LUMINOUS BODY

Ten years ago I wanted to find out the source of information received through radiesthesia, so I performed an experiment with my extrasensory colleague, who observed it all. To our mutual surprise, he told me that the information had arrived from a certain spherical energy structure, which could be seen above my head. Little did I know then that this finding will have a crucial influence on my research in the field of healing sources and on my paranormal development as such. I had even more problems realizing that this energy structure played a crucial role in the life of all the people. I called it a luminous body, having in mind what the extrasense saw.

I was slowly gathering information on the nature of the luminous body by the ways of radiesthesia, by experimenting in order to find healing methods, through data it gave to me, as well as many conversations we had with it. This work was observed by the extrasense.

ORIGINS AND APPEARANCE

The luminous body begins its life as a spark, which represents its embryo where all of his future capacities are incorporated. However, this incorporated program is not activated automatically, it is merely a capacity that has to be actualized. Sparks come to Earth from the all-imbuing energy, which we can call Christ. When the sparks and pre-historic people were joined together, it marked the initiate period that led to the gradual development of their conscious, and so they were no longer animals, they were human.

People with a developed paranormal sight can see the luminous body as a spherical plasmatic structure the color of old gold, which at some points turns to dark-red. There is an
aureole around which one feels peaceful and quiet. It is never still. Like plasma, it constantly moves, creating bulges and dents in its surface in the process. This points out the fact that these movements are not superficial, but that there are movements inside too. A luminous body is situated in the space around us, outside of our body and the aura. It moves through the space at its own will, showing up instantly wherever it wants to be, without moving. However, there are limits to this. It can only go as far as 300 meters from the human body. The luminous body is a strong energy charge, composed of different sorts of intelligent energies, most of them precious, especially, as we named it, the yellow energy. It can emit these energies under certain circumstances, or it can take over new ones.

Each person has his or her own luminous body. To be precise, each luminous body has its own person. It plays an immense part from the conception of an embryo until the death of a person. It participates in the creation of our aura and our physical body.

THE FUNCTIONING OF THE LUMINOUS BODY

The work of the luminous body has a number of different directions, thus paving our way through life, and above all, strengthening our creativity. Although it shows us the best path we have to follow, the final choice is up to us. It sends us messages, but not with its voice. They reach our mind by paranormal ways, and, because this is so, our mind only partially deciphers them to us. Which part of the full quantity of messages sent is to be translated from the paranormal onto the normal level, depends to a great extent on the sensitivity of a person, as well as the person’s mental and physical state. The luminous body is our spiritual creator and guide throughout our entire life. But, our death is not its death, too. It continues to live its eternal life. However, after the person it guided dies, it has to find another human embryo within 49 days. If it does not succeed in it, its final term is 60 days. It will, in the same manner, as in the previous case, follow the development of a new being, until its death, and then it has to find another child. And so they change lives of hundreds of people, one after another, until the luminous body, which once was a spark, reaches its ripe age.

Is there a connection with the luminous body even after we die? And is there a connection among those hundreds of people it changes during its development? After we die, our soul, or our conscious, as a separate energy structure, consisted of the white bioenergy, which have during our lives been an integral part of our aura, remains alive for a very long time, unless it is damaged. But, our complete life is integrated within the memory of the luminous body - everything that had happened to us, all the thoughts, wishes, all the experiences, and all the knowledge we gained. When the luminous body breaths the conscious into the new embryo, it recreates us, only this time in some other body, for our had to die due to its limited life span. But this newborn baby is not aware, nor will it be when it grows up, that it is the continuation of some else’s life, and this person, as a rule, is neither his deceased father nor mother, nor any other relative. This ‘predecessor’ can be of any gender, nationality, race, religion, from any part of the globe.

This reminds of metamorphoses that a butterfly goes through, when it hatches from an egg as a caterpillar, which at the end of its life becomes a cocoon, within which it gradually changes, and becomes a butterfly eventually. Once it leaves the cocoon, it is not aware it was alive in another shape. The caterpillar, although it ceases to exist in its shape, does not die, it shall live as a butterfly, but it shall not be aware of it. Instead, it will consider that its life terminates in the cocoon.
Our parents have a task of creating our body in this life and to ensure our undisturbed mental and physical development by giving us love and sacrificing themselves for our sake. In this manner they insert a part of their being into us, it is also our task to do the same for our children. However, our real predecessor, and not our parents, is, according to the luminous body, the one person who lived before us, maybe on a completely opposite part of the world from our own, maybe it was of a different gender from ours, different color of skin and of other religion. Therefore, all the lives followed by our luminous body are not the lives of different people, they are our lives, only in different bodies, which lived in different points in time. The luminous body follows our life for thousands of years.

THE SELECTION OF A NEW HUMAN EMBRYO

There are two basic criteria that the luminous body employs to choose the new embryo. The first one is genetic. This criterion considers the intellectual and emotional features of the parents that the child will inherit. The second one is the sort and degree of the development of the cultural environment, for if the culture is high and supportive, then the creativity will be developed. The civilization surrounding us, and the educational models are even more important than the genetic basis. The luminous body will not choose an intelligent child in some forsaken place. It will rather choose a less intelligent one living in a civilized surrounding, where there is enough information, and whose parents are supportive and ready to work with their children, because it will ensure a bigger creativity to the new personality.

Should this person be creative, the luminous body will be able to improve itself to a greater extent, than it might have had in tens of earlier lives. If, however, this person is uncreative, the luminous body shall stagnate in its development, waiting for a new human embryo after this person dies.

THE MATURE LUMINOUS BODY

What happens when the luminous body matures? After it was being developed through hundreds of generations of people, the luminous body will be close to its maturing, to its full ripeness. This can happen within the life span of one very creative person. Such a person will reach a state of enlightenment due to his exceptional creativity, and this will lead to the massive increase of the creative potential the activation of which will bring its luminous body to its full maturity. Very often the enlightened do not use this opportunity and do not lead their luminous body to maturity. In this case, after they die, their souls go to the universe, and the luminous body chooses a new embryo. However, if the enlightened manages to lead his luminous body to maturity using its creative activity, something exceptional happens. Another mature luminous body is created out of the yellow core of the enlightened person. It represents a reward to this person for its immense striving and creativity during its life. So, in the process of maturing it is two, never one, luminous bodies that are simultaneously created. They are not equal. They differ in size and other characteristics. The first one is developed due to the creative work of hundreds of generations of people, while the other reaches its full maturity during just one life.

Once they have reached maturity, luminous bodies gather together and live at certain places on earth. There are many such places, and they are mostly at the sites of ancient temples. They are places where ancient peoples’ civilizations started their development. Here one can also find luminous bodies that have not yet matured, but they are here only during the period between the death of the former and before the new person is chosen.
THE IMPORTANCE OF CREATIVITY

The luminous body is developed from the spark to its maturity only with the assistance of its human – it can not develop on its own accordance. The very process consists of the following: our creative work forces the body to be constantly awake and active in order to follow our activities. This leads to its development. The development consists in the energy strengthening of the body and the increase of paranormal powers, dimensional increase and augmentation of the glow. Its development will not be constant. In some of our lives we will help its development to a great extent, whilst in other there will be a stagnation; at the same time the only criterion will be our creativity. Yet, after many generations the luminous body will attain its full development, it will be mature. As human assistance is necessary to support the development of the luminous body, once it is mature and attains perfection, it no longer needs people. Everyone of us will sooner or later be enlightened and cease to exist in human form, like a large number of people has already been. It is everyone’s aim, and from life to life we are closer to it. The luminous body, once it matures fully, continues to live forever.

THE LUMINOUS BODY AND REINCARNATION

Regarding the philosophy of reincarnation, what I realized regarding the luminous body speaks of two very important differences. According to the philosophy of reincarnation, the soul of the deceased person returns to a new human embryo after 49 days at the latest. According to what I found out, the soul goes to the universe after a person’s death, where it lives for a long time and never returns to the Earth. At the same time, the perfect copy of our soul (or our conscious) can be found in the luminous body of that person. The luminous body takes over a new human embryo within 49 days.

Another difference is that, once the perfection is achieved, the person becomes enlightened, and this person does not reincarnate, he or she does not return as a human - his or her soul goes to the universe where it lives forever. According to what I found out, the very act of enlightenment is commenced at the moment when the luminous body is very close to its maturity. Its role is to increase creativity of the person to the maximum so that the luminous body would achieve the full maturity as soon as possible. If the enlightened person does not succeed in this, its soul shall, like all the previous ones, go to the universe, while its luminous body chooses a new embryo and in that way continues creating a new man, and the enlightened will indirectly return to the Earth. If, however, it succeeds to lead its luminous body to its full maturity, because of its creative power, its soul will not, after the person’s death, remain just an energy being. The person’s yellow energy core within his the aura will reach a level of a mature luminous body, and so the enlightened will be rewarded for his efforts, and his conscience will become a new, completely new luminous body. It will, as the luminous body that followed him throughout all of his lives, live forever, and there will be no danger of it being damaged. It will have a capacity to move wherever it wants, but it will also spend long time in the places of power where such bodies gather together.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE SOUL AFTER DEATH?

The soul of the previous, deceased, body, is not transferred to the new being. It goes to the universe. A young soul is generated and developed simultaneously with the new body out of aura remains of dead microorganisms and other plants and animals from its surrounding.
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When it leaves the body after its death, the soul consists of white energy, which was an incorporated part of that person’s aura, and is an intelligent energy being with its conscious incorporated in it.

After we die, our life continues in two following forms:

as a soul which is our conscious, and which has no connection with our previous lives, apart from the last one, nor shall it have any connections with our future lives or the luminous body.

In principle, it lives a very long life, if it avoids various dangers that can damage it or fully demolish it, especially on its way to cosmic sanctuaries.

as our luminous body which has all the data on our previous lives, including the last one to the tiniest details.

HOW A LUMINOUS BODY GATHERS KNOWLEDGE

Even though the paranormal world is so much different from the normal one that even the most vivid imagination can think of, nothing accidental happens within it. Laws of this world rule here, and everything happens according to them. The luminous body can not find out anything of a person, for example, if it does not establish a contact with it. As there are no senses, it uses its beam for contacts. This way of communication, however, gives a lot more information than senses do. Besides its complete insight into the mental and physical health of a person, and what it knows of its thoughts, plans, wishes, fears, it sees his or her past, and possible alternatives of the future. In order to find out facts on various phenomena, the luminous body uses its powers to obtain them from the sources at their hand, such as mature luminous bodies at places of power, spheres of knowledge and others. Once it gains the knowledge, it is, due to its super-intelligence, multiplied and innumerable new conclusions and facts are drawn out of it. People can not even presume what levels of knowledge luminous bodies have, and they can not grasp their intelligence.

THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A PERSON AND HIS OR HER LUMINOUS BODY

The moment a spark is attached to a person, this person’s capacities to develop increase substantially, and he starts to develop in a much faster tempo. This tempo has not always been the same. In the beginning, he advanced slowly, and his spark developed slowly too. Once a person’s spark achieves a third of its development, its development and the development of its human become faster substantially. The fastest development is achieved when the luminous body is left with 3 – 5 % to mature fully.

The development of a human is seen through an increased intelligence, greater creative achievements and inclinations, increased ability to understand and see paranormal phenomena. The development of luminous bodies can be seen in the increase of the energy potentials of a generous energy, as a result of their striving to contact sources of knowledge. All the knowledge and answers to their questions are given to luminous bodies by the sources of knowledge, which can be found at places of power. These sources can be mature luminous bodies, or energy fields created by luminous bodies, which represent a unique encyclopaedia of knowledge. They are capable of replying to almost all questions. These energy fields were made to put to disposal a part of enormous knowledge of mature luminous bodies to developing luminous bodies. Out of these treasuries of knowledge, the developing luminous bodies gain easier access to answers to their simple questions, rather than getting them from mature luminous bodies, which give answers only to the most complex questions.
The way of asking and answering follows the energy beam, which goes from a developing luminous body to energy field, or a mature luminous body residing at a place of power. It consists of infinite number of energy channels. Information flow down these channels in the shape of energy. Answer given in this way is memorized in the developing luminous body, and the information, adjusted so that a human can grasp it, is directed through a similar but simpler beam to the aura. This beam touches the outer, least dense part of the aura, where energy information reaches the ends of information channels, which, gradually, lead the information energy from the aura’s surface to the contacts with the nervous endings in the body. Following the peripheral nervous system, the information reach the brain and are decoded to a smaller or greater extent.

In this way the brain either understands something, or is given an idea to do something. Choice of a segment of information will be correctly understood, depends on whether the information channels are conductible within the aura and the exceptional capacities of the contact joints at nervous endings within the body. A possible level of taking over the information is high, but it can be substantially reduced due to various clogging of channels in the aura and changes on nervous endings at nervous joints. The questions the brain asks, on some phenomenon or regarding solving of a problem are emitted into the air in shape of thoughts as spherical energy waves and as such they reach a luminous body. It is a mechanism of a reciprocal development of a man and his luminous body. Information achieved from the source of knowledge, as well as those from the man, are systemized and enriched because of its enormous intelligence, and in this way they create an incomparably larger volume of knowledge from the one it received.

**THE SPECIAL CAPACITIES OF LUMINOUS BODIES**

A luminous body, as you called it, actually represents a man's potential through a large number of generations. It is necessary to point out to certain deviations of the luminous bodies' behavior from the classic ones. They occur in two exceptional situations when a luminous body is given an impulse, from its own genetic code, to act differently.

The first one relates to a situation when someone’s life is in danger and needs to be protected. This is a person of special importance for the development of mankind. In that case a luminous body uses certain potentials which are there for such purpose only. Its capacities and power overcome those used for normal functioning. It is even possible in such cases to bring back to life a clinically dead person.

Another situation is in connection to a capacity of a luminous body to give a person certain powers by transferring a part of its generous energy into the yellow core of this person. Such way of transferring the knowledge and power sometimes leads to enlightenment.

**THE COOPERATION WITH THE LUMINOUS BODY**

Once I learned about the existence of luminous bodies, during the described experiment, I contacted it every day using the plumb line. Since this way of communicating is very limited, it was necessary to invest a lot more effort in order to attain just a piece of information. Yet, the luminous body had for more than seven years been the only paranormal source of information that I was capable of addressing, alone or with the assistance of the extrasense. The help that I thus received from the luminous body was so important that I would remain where I had been without it. Through this help I was given ideas; had the ability to use new powers; they
could be transferred onto me; I could organize and use it, and, also, interpret these phenomena. Our contacts were more frequent and more intimate. And then, five years ago, a constant beam between us was established, and I hope that it will not be interrupted as long as I live. The extrasense told me on one occasion that our contact was so intimate that it momentarily reacts to my every appeal or a wish.

For a couple of months after establishing my first contact with it, after I sent a paranormal order to it, I succeeded in leading it to heal patients. The extrasense was observing this and he first saw the energy waves, that looked like a rocket launching, emerging from the back of my head on the way to the luminous body. As soon as they reached it, it instantly reacted by directing the energy wave towards the patient's aura. A couple of months after we had discovered the existence of the luminous body, the extrasense managed to speak to it. It helped us to gain information much faster and more precise than we had using the plumb-line.

**SEEING A LUMINOUS BODY**

In order to see a luminous body one has to come to a certain level of paranormal powers. Many people in the past and present must have had a necessary level; however; no one succeeded in doing it, for it has not been mentioned in literature on this topic. The luminous body explained it to me that many people, who were capable of seeing it, never paid attention to it, because they had other fields of interest.

**THE YELLOW ENERGY CORE**

Yellow energy and the creation of the yellow energy core of the aura plays a vital part in the normal and paranormal development of a human. Normal aura consists of gray and white bioenergy, while the apparition of strings of yellow generous energy – the same matter the luminous body consists of, represents the beginning of maturity of the aura. This yellow energy core, made of a number of sorts of yellow energy, is created in the center of an aura that is in the abdominal-thoracic area of the body. This core can be created in two ways: by long-term efforts in creativity, or by wearing my healing talisman.

The yellow energy core sprout that was created in this manner will gradually be developed due to further creative work of this person.

Yellow energy core of an aura has three basic functions:
It enables the aura to mature,
Human aura is given a capability to develop independently, and so in accordance with the advancement of the yellow core, less conditions for its development are necessary,
It leads to a strong development of creativity.

Even though it is necessary for the creation of the yellow core to engage substantial creative efforts, once it is created, the creativity arises as a need, it seeks itself. To the person who has initiated all the functions of the yellow energy core, this represents the beginning of his liberation from his own astrological and karmic predestination, as well as from the fact that his life depends on everyday circumstances.

Yellow energy outside of the core is a part of the aura and it shows its state, while the yellow energy core, also created of the same yellow energy, is the essence by itself with its own conscience; it is the purpose of the aura. It becomes a new, conscious being, a small luminous body, the development of which is controled and assisted by the person's luminous
body. The yellow core shall, sooner or later, after the enlightenment, become a mature luminous body. The soul or the conscious of this person, will identify with this second luminous body, instead of going to the universe, and once it identifies with it shall continue to live forever, for the mature luminous body is indestructable.

THE ENLIGHTENMENT

There is no bigger goal in life for a human than his enlightenment. No treasure can compare to it; no power; no knowledge. Any man can achieve the enlightenment, but it will be much easier for a person whose luminous body is highly developed. When a person reaches it, his aura becomes perfectly clean. The man does not have to be aware of the existence of this goal in order to be enlightened. Many thinkers, writers, artists, religious philosophers and others were enlightened without being aware of the existence of such a notion. They brought their auras to the state of purity with their positive thoughts and deeds during their lives, and the purity of the aura is the prerequisite of enlightenment.

An enlightened person goes through very important changes:
In a physical sense the person is rejuvenated, active, one’s physical capacities grow, chronic illnesses disappear, they are tireless, they sleep only for 2 to 3 hours a day.
Mental changes lead to a calm and blissful state because many fears and worries disappear because the person can foresee events, and any kind of surprise is out of the question
Changes regarding paranormal powers are certainly the greatest. The enlightened can clearly see past and future, they can see a cause and type of disease and know how to remove them by using energies. One can read mind, see at great distances, move objects, levitate, understanding of the nature of all energies. The source of their great wisdom and knowledge gives them a capacity to constantly contact mature luminous bodies, spiritual beings and the very Unique Field, i.e. the Creator.
Regarding the normal powers, there are no matters that can not be understood, starting with the perfect knowledge of the functioning of the entire organism, human psyche, solving economic problems, producing food, even the positive influence on masses, strengthening tolerance among people and states, and securing peace in the world.

The enlightened person is given the task to use its newly acquired capacities to the maximum, and help the development of the human civilization. The final goal of this process is for as many people as can be to follow the Creator's path. Only then will the hopes of the Creator and effort put in those persons by the spiritual beings, as well as the person's own efforts, bring fruit.

PLACES OF POWER

Around 138,000 years ago, that is, 5000 years after the sparks of luminous bodies had joined the pre-historic human's auras, about thirty luminous bodies matured. They gathered together and formed the first place of power, in the air, above the square among a group of huts in pre-historic people's village. These people were chosen because they luminous bodies found them most likely to advance. This happened at a place called Jaipur, some 200 kilometers south of New Delhi, India. Today it has 3,000,000 inhabitants. It is the first place of power and it still exists. This place of power is the most powerful one on earth. I visited it with my family and some of my followers and friends in September this year.

Later on, with the creation of new mature luminous bodies new places of power were formed at different continents, following the development of the human civilization. When first solid
buildings or temples were created, places of power moved above them. Today there are 87 places of power.

What is a place of power?

It is usually a temple or remains of a temple, where some of ancient civilizations such as Incas, Mayas and Aztecs in North and South Americas were created. The places of power are also: the Sistine Chapel in Vatican, Rome, Westminster Abbey in London, Holy Mountain in Greece, Aia Sofia in Istanbul, the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, three pyramids near Cairo: Cheops, Chephren, and Mycerinus, some Buddhist and Hindu temples and many others.

What are the contents of the places of power?

They are mature luminous bodies that levitate two hundred meters in the air. They are gathered in a shape of grapes, and they constantly move. There can be from 30 to 772, as in Jaipur, of them at one place of power. Their power mainly depends on the number of the present luminous bodies and the civilization they represent.

The role of mature luminous bodies at places of power is to transfer a part of their enormous knowledge to a person whose luminous body is relatively developed. The transfer of knowledge goes as follows: the mature luminous bodies approach and imbue with the visitor's luminous body, which always follows the person and can not be more than 300 meters away from him. To those who can see this phenomenon it looks as two balls of fog passing through one another and then separating. The number of mature luminous bodies that are to imbue with the visitor's luminous body depends on his or her development. If it is not developed there will be no imbuing, if it is developed it will imbue with all of the mature luminous bodies at a place of power. The knowledge taken over will later be used by the visitor's luminous body to encourage this man's creativity and give him new ideas. Many places of power are archeological sites today, or active places of worship visited by a large number of people, and none of them are aware that they arrived at a place of power. It is one visitor's luminous body in ten thousand that is lucky enough to experience the imbuing with the mature ones. All of the others are not given the possibility, because their auras are not clean enough or because their luminous bodies are poorly developed. Yet, they too have benefits off these visits because they made contacts with the fields that exist at every place of power.

THE ENERGY FIELDS

Besides the mature luminous bodies, places of power also contain three fields: Light, Creator's Presence and Peace.

Light is a huge energy field the center of which is 50 meters beneath the place of power, but it affects all the visitors, cleanses their auras, makes them feel refreshed and fine. It also makes them respect the temple and a wish to return there. People with paranormal capacities can contact this field and enter it.

Creator's Presence is the main element of a place of power. It is known that the Creator never realizes his intentions himself, that he does it through the Unique Field. In this case the creator has decided to act directly in order to emphasize the importance of the place of power and to show that he takes care of this place of power. That is why the Creator's Presence is a precedent of a rare kind. Out of the entire planet, only the places of power are honored with
the active participation of the Creator. It is situated beneath the field of Light and it has a
diameter of 50 meters. When I contacted this field, I could see a completely clear space 100
meters underground, although it normally consisted of stones and soil. This particle of the
Creator’s energy is active in a way that is not clear to humans, but has been influencing the
positive development of the civilizations belonging to the temple through thousands of years.

The Peace field is a gigantic energy field, it spreads up to 50 kilometers in diameter. It makes
the visitor experience peace, relaxation and safety. By doing so it directs him to enter deeper
in the field and finally reach the place of power. Similar experiences played an important role
in keeping the priests and other people of the temple from leaving it. This capacity of the field
was of great use when smaller human communities were gathering in prehistoric times. Their
decision to live in the vicinity of the places of power guaranteed their faster development.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PLACES OF POWER FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
HUMAN CIVILIZATION

Throughout the history of the human race, places of power played a very important role,
because the civilizations of various peoples began their intensive development and
blossomed fully at the time of their dwelling at places of power. That is why one can claim that
the places of power have been the main factor of the development of the human civilization.

The places of power prevented the occurrences of cataclysms, wars and other disasters on
many occasions. Many places of power in the world were aware of the last of the cataclysms
we know of as "the Flood" that occurred 7000 years ago that happened because a large
celestial body passed by the earth, and they had timely warned the people to move away from
the flood. The most important warning of all was the warning that was given by an enlightened
priest from the place of power in Mesopotamia, where the Sumerian people lived, who were
the most advanced civilization on earth. This man was not Noah, as the legend says, and
people were not saved in the Noah's ark. They saved their lives by hastily migrating towards
mountains in order to run away from the tidal wave that destroyed everything before it.

All the places of power on earth are connected through the three fields, and with those they
are connected to all the places of power in the universe, where their role is similar to the one
on this planet.

Benefits from the places of power

Persons whose luminous body is developed have outstanding benefits from visiting the
places, but we talked about this. However their ratio is 1 to 10,000. What happens with the
vast majority of visitors to the places of power? They too benefit from the visit because they
must have spent at least an hour or two in the fields of Light, Creator's Presence, and Peace.
As a consequence of this in the following couple of months they experience good mood,
calmness, a kind of quiet happiness, improvement of health conditions, increased creativity,
clearer overview of their problems, and they find solutions to these easier.

Those in possession of paranormal powers can advance. After my visitation to Jaipur in India,
I completely developed the capacity to disassemble blood clots and to clean the blood vessels
of the heart or some other organs from fat. The energy beam that I work with activates a
biochemical process that completely dissolves these fat layers one by one, and the patient
feels it immediately, since his pains disappear.
Places of power in the present

One could presume that the places of power were important only in the past, while they are insignificant on the present level of the human development. However, this is not true. Great capacities are hidden in the three fields of Light, Creator's Presence, and Peace, and they have never been used. In order to activate these capacities one has to have great paranormal powers. I have the powers. One could act simultaneously with the fields of Light from all the places of power on earth, and it produces great power. One can also do the same with all of the fields in the universe, which is something I am still not capable of doing.

Light can affect any field of human activities: healing, cleansing of the aura, advancing in the field of the paranormal, on individuals as well as on groups of people at the same time. By doing this one can assist in asserting the peace in the world and creating the healthier, advanced and happier human community.

The Creator's Presence acts regarding changes. It is a developmental, gradual activity that harmonizes the individual's thoughts and thoughts of larger groups of people with the Creator's path. This leads to improved human relationships, tolerance, awareness of a possible co-existence, removing war tensions, inter-national and religious hatred.

Simultaneous activities of all the fields of Peace have extraordinary power. This power can encircle a large number of people at the same time; it creates tolerance among people and it especially creates kinds of mutual goals that are in accordance with the Creator's will.

No one had heard of places of power until the extrasense I cooperated with and myself received information on them from our luminous bodies. That is why our previous visits to the places of power were accidental and unintentional. We would simply go to visit the archeological sites, or a temple out of pure tourist curiosity. No one had any idea what it was all about. We went to the first journey to a place of power in 1991. For a couple of years only my family and I went to these places. Three years ago I visited the Sistine Chapel in Vatican, together with 26 attendants of my ‘Road to Enlightenment’ seminar. Two years ago, 40 of us went to visit Aia Sofia in Istanbul, Turkey, and 55 of us went to visit the Chilandar monastery. A couple of smaller groups, and tens of individuals from Yugoslavia and Slovenia went to Chilandar, Aia Sofia, and Rome in the past years. My family went to India with a small group of friends and seminar attendants and visited Jaipur, the strongest place of power in the world, as well as other three places of power.

My book “Places of Power”, that was published in September last year will contribute to the popularity of places of power and help the truth about the places of power to spread around the world very soon.

People will visit them more and more, aware of the fact that they will benefit from the visit, that they will be healthier, more creative and happier.

Places of power in the future

In 143,000 years since humans joined their luminous bodies, 15,000 of luminous bodies matured, and there are 87 places of power. However, there are predictions that say that in the following 50 years the number of the mature luminous bodies and places of power will be doubled. How can this be achieved?
Teachings based on full truth about the importance of places of power not only for the development up to now, but for the development in the future, development of the human civilization and importance of luminous bodies for the development of humans will spread at various places on earth. Around the year 3000 this knowledge will be accepted as a fact all around the world.

In 12,000 years almost all of the luminous bodies will mature and the human civilization will cease to exist.

THE UNIVERSE IN A BILLION BILLIONS OF YEARS

The Creator has created the universe as he wanted to. Yet, at the very beginning, his idea did not encompass the complete state of the present universe. It only had basic contours and most of the necessary details. However, in the process of creating the universe, certain deviations occurred, regarding to what the Creator has imagined, and corrections had to be made on the way. Still one can say that the universe was created as the Creator had imagined it. The universe will continue with its development, in accordance with the Creator's idea, for its present state is not the final product, and the present moment is not an important time in the development of the universe. It will be continually developed, its functions will be more complex; its energies, matter and living beings more advanced. This process will never end, for the universe will never end.

What changes are expected within the universe during the following billion billions of years? The changes in the behavior of great energies and energy groups will be practically unnoticeable. However, the changes within the less important energies will be more noticeable and will deal with their improved coordination with other energy structures in the universe. The changes regarding the inanimate matter will be reflected in the increased mass of inanimate matter through accidental contacts of energies that will make them. The reverse process, the decomposing of matter into energies is very rare, so this process will result in the slow and mild increase of inanimate matter in the universe.

Concerning the living beings, new species will come to life in the universe. This will be done by the Christ energy, and other animal and plant species will gradually develop. In certain parts of the universe some of the most developed species will be chosen to create the luminous bodies – the maintenance workers of the universe. In such cases, these species will develop much faster than they have until that moment. After the great goal has been achieved, this animal species, without the further assistance of the luminous bodies will degenerate and disappear.

However, most of the non-material beings, as it has been so far, will not have free will and their coming to life and their existence will have a particular purpose.

So, a billion billions of years will change almost nothing within the oldest energy structures of the universe, and the younger the energies are the greater the changes will be, concerning their improved adjustment to the functioning of the universe. As for the living beings, they will continue with their development regarding the increased number of new species and the advancement of all the species in their development, as well as occasional sudden increases of the development of the chosen species, so that they could assist in the creation of the luminous bodies.

Further pondering on what will happen to the universe after the billion billions of years has no point, but one can surely say that its development will be moving towards the goal it has to reach during the billion billions of years. This, however, does not mean that any big changes
would occur, as they have until now. Their main purpose will be to keep up with the work of the Creator: creating the universe with as many contents as possible.

What was the Creator's idea regarding the purpose of the universe?
His first thought and his last idea regarding the purpose of the universe and the way of its functioning are practically the same. They differ only in minor details. The difference is in the ways of actualizing the ideas during the entire history of the creation of the universe. This will probably be typical of the oncoming period of creating the universe, but deviations will be a lot smaller than they have been so far. The aim the Creator has put in front of himself is the perfect harmony of the functioning of all the elements of the universe in the future with an exceptionally perfect functioning of each of the complex elements. The goal is, therefore, perfection of the contents and their perfect functioning. Once this is reached, it shall never again change, for the universe is endless.

NON-MATERIAL LIVING BEINGS

The limitless vastness of the universe has always attracted human curiosity. However, what is it that people are interested regarding the universe? Also, what is it that they should be interested about and what should they know?

Our goal will be to point out to people what they should know about the universe so that they could develop faster spiritually with the assistance of the holy knowledge. The initial phase of the creation of the universe all until the creation of the first living beings, and especially before the universe was created, called the period of the Potential, should interest people only as mere facts, so that they would know when and how the universe was created. People should really be interested in the period starting from the appearance of the first living beings in the universe. The first living beings, as we said, were non-material in their nature; they were created as energies that had the power to multiply and to only partially adjust to the conditions it existed in, and thus they had the power to partially change.

How were the non-material beings created? They were not created by chance, but after the Creator's wish to make something new through the then already capable energies of Christ and the Holy Spirit. The creation of non-material living beings had already been programmed by the Christ Energy and the Energy of the Holy Spirit, and the very actualization was performed in full accordance with the intention. A special energy from the contents of the Holy Spirit was chosen. This energy could easily change and is very adaptable, and it also had a certain level of intelligence. In order for this energy to function as a living being, it was necessary to give it a certain life-giving program and it had to be constantly supported by a certain energy that contained the program so that the program would not cease to exist. That is why the life-giving energy or the Life Wave was created within the complex Christ energy.

The life-wave was given features that the Christ energy had determined in advance. Its frequency was between 2.6 and 26 Hz. This showed us that the wave changed its frequency constantly within this scope, going steadily up and going back to the initial frequency of 2.6 Hz. In this way it was capable of sending all of the information on various levels of the existing living non-material beings. As it was going through the energy chosen by the Holy Spirit, the life-wave activated the functioning of such energy system that quite resembled the human aura. It developed, gradually established the functions planned by the program of the life-wave, and after a period of development it reached its normal contents and function. This aura is actually a non-material living being that does not consist of the white and gray bioenergy as
with material living beings. It contains functions similar to the ones with material living beings: function of keeping good health, creativity and intelligence, information function and others.

Therefore, one can get a rough image of a non-material being as an aura without a body. However, this aura had the capacity to move like all energies did: very fast, and it could almost instantly be wherever it wanted to. This very feature of non-material living beings was one of their faults. These first living beings were created for a purpose; they had a task. They did not have, in principal, free will. Their program had already been made. Aberration from this program could not be big, i.e. it was within the limits that secured the safety of survival, functioning and multiplication of those living beings. Stepping outside of these boundaries was made impossible by the very program inserted into these living beings.

These non-material beings were programmed to accomplish certain tasks, and so each shifting or going to other spaces in the universe would be the aberration from what Christ Energy had in mind, and that is why their great speed was actually a negative feature. In order to rectify this, their program of life had a feature that defined precisely in what cases and how far they could go from their dwelling.

The development of these beings, after they had been created, was going on with the support of the Life-Wave, which was constantly giving them new impulses of life, supported their development, their multiplying and their changes every time it went through them. Nothing could happen in the lives of these beings that had not been brought into them by the waves of the life-giving energy. Their task was to work on keeping certain energy flows, which, due to their subtlety and small dimensions, could not be dealt with by more serious energy complexes. So, the first tasks of the living beings made by the Creator were small repairs on certain important energy routes.

Such limited tasks could not enable a rapid development of creativity and intelligence, but the very length of time these, let us call them, races of non-material beings, led to a very slow but at the same time high intellectual development. It took a number of billions of years for them to reach a very high level of intelligence. The destiny of most of these super-intelligent non-material beings, i.e. races, was defined by the tasks they had to accomplish. In case certain jobs had to be terminated, a need for their life was also terminated. Either that or they were given certain similar tasks elsewhere, because their adaptability to new conditions was relatively small, or they simply disappeared, due to the Life-Wave and because of the lack of need for their existence.

Many of these non-material beings reached top levels of intelligence and knowledge, thanks to, above all, their longevity. Lives of individual ones, depending on their race, had spans from 2000 to 30000 years. After that period, in coordination with their genetic code, their auras, i.e. their energy body disintegrated and they disappeared. Today one can say that there are billions of them. Out of this number there are about fifty million races that are on the super-intelligence level.

After the first tasks, given by these races, during the further development of the universe, their tasks started changing gradually. They were given more than one task each, and in the last third of the age of the universe, a small number of these beings was given free will and life without concrete tasks that had been thought of in advance. Yet, the number of the races with free will, that do not have a material being, is practically minimal and is but a curiosity in certain parts of the universe. Now, we could ask a question in regards to the level of the deviation from what the Creator has determined to be a constant. Not a single being that did
not have a materialized body with free will, regardless of the race, could deviate from the Creator's will. The lack of free will with the first living beings in the universe was a kind of a security and guarantee to the Creator that some of them would not deviate from the road he destined for them. Later on, due to the increasing demands put in front of these non-material beings that dealt with solving various issues in the universe, they were asked for increased creativity when decisions had to be brought, which were out of the realm of the program given to them. It was thus necessary to give free will certain to races, in certain cases.

It turned out that their efficiency, now that they were given free will, was incomparably higher, especially in the cases that were the responsibility of the Life-Wave. However, not a single one of these races was given absolutely free will. These limitations represented the borderlines and beyond them free will could not be exercised. These issues had to deal with the coordination of the Creator's will. Because those races were developing much faster than the others and were super-intelligent they had no problems with the indisputable authority of the Creator.

Non-material beings are being developed even today, as they most certainly will in the future development of the universe. New races are created to meet the rising needs, and they do not have free will. Other races dissolve and disappear after they have completed their tasks, or after there is no longer need for their existence. Certain races, however, will be given limited free will, because of the particularities of their tasks.

**NON-MATERIAL BEINGS AND HUMANS**

What are the relations between humans and non-material beings? None of these races has any negative or harmful effects regarding the human race, or any other energy or material race in the universe. That is so because they live in full harmony with the Creator's will. This is the reason why humans are not endangered by a single non-material race existing in the universe. On the contrary, the development of the human civilization could be accelerated if they could use the vast knowledge that non-material beings have gathered during the billions of years of their gradual development. They are ready to assist at any moment and in any aspect. All one has to do is to contact them.

You have been acquainted and you contacted the race of super-intelligent non-material beings that have no free will. They live some 200 kilometers in the earth's atmosphere. You were given certain basic data on their way of life, existence, and education. They have already given you the primary information and assistance. You only need to continue contacting them, and they will redirect you towards much developed and more important non-material races in the universe. These could be of great assistance to you and the human civilization. You need to do it.

**Contacting Non-material Intelligent Living Beings**

My first contact with the non-material intelligent beings that live in the earth's atmosphere happened on September 5, 1999. After the appeal I sent in my meditation, wishing to make contact with the collective conscious of this civilization I could see light in the distance. It was oval in shape and it resembled an eye, so my attention was directed towards that. Suddenly, I heard a voice or maybe I was only aware that someone was addressing me: Ljubisa, you want to contact us so that we could help you with certain issues. Yes, I am addressing you as a friend and asking for help. What would you like to know?
First, I would like to find out something about you, if you want to speak about it. We will tell you what you are allowed to know. We are non-material beings, made out of energy. Compared to earthlings we are super-intelligent. We can't do anything negative and destructive. Everything we do is useful for somebody, and it is never to harm another. We live in clusters, a couple of hundreds of us together. There are no genders here. We multiply by generating a segment of our energy with the embryo in it. Out of this, it gradually develops for a couple of days. However, in regards to its intelligence, it only has potentials that have to be developed in special schools. This development goes on for about two years. After this, we become equal members with the rest of the community. We don't have free will, so it may be hard for you sometimes to understand us. Our intelligence was being created for millions of years. That is everything that you need know for the time being.

In what ways can you help me?
Practically in every one. This is so because we can see the present, the past, and the future, and we can change the present in order to change the future if it is not positive.

After I had been given very useful information from them, I wished to thank them in a way, and so I said:
Is there any way I could do something to please you?
No, not in that sense, thank you. But the very fact you addressed us means a lot to us.
Can I speak to you again?
Sure, whenever you want to. We are openhearted and we are your friends. Good-bye.

THE CREATION OF MATERIAL LIVING BEINGS

After he had created the inanimate matter, the Creator came to the conclusion that he should give life to the matter and give it the same capacities that the energy had already been given. That is why living beings represent the combination of the processes of creating the inanimate matter and the process of giving the additional intelligent energy coming from the Holy Spirit, as well as the effects of the life-wave on this creation.

In this way this creation had the density that energies don't have. It also has the possibility to develop its intelligence and all of the elements that the life-wave transferred onto the non-material living beings. In the beginning, the animate matter was in shapes of extremely simple living beings, much simpler than bacteria. For a long time, which can be measured with a fifth of the age of the universe, the animate matter existed on such a primitive level. Then a leap occurred in their development, and it resulted in a very primitive creation, in comparison to the complexity of life forms today. This leap was necessary because status quo had to be retained on one of the planets that represented a very important product in the field of material.

The task of these beings was to prevent the degradation of inanimate matter on this particular planet, which was decomposing to its basic elements that were gaseous in nature. In order to keep the stability of the planet's surface one had to build in the elements that would stop this process and then keep it constantly in such a state. Living beings were ideal for this task, and their remains would make a protective sheath on the planet's surface that would prevent the further decomposing of the planet. In order to do this, the Christ Energy created a special program for these simple microorganisms, and that was the immense leap mentioned above. Regardless of their small size, they had two capacities: extremely fast multiplying by division to a number of parts after a very short period of their creation and a very short life-span that practically ended the moment it was initiated. These microorganisms multiplied extremely fast because they used the abundance of gasses useful to them, and their remains were literally
glued to the surface of the planet thus creating the protective sheath necessary to prevent the degradation of the rocks.

The microorganisms could develop relatively quickly and because of the level of development they could adapt to the new situation on that planet. Relatively soon after these microorganisms had been created, others were made at other parts of the universe. When more complex tasks had to be accomplished, a selection was made, and a mixture of certain organisms, so that new needs could be met. In this way, a large number of microorganisms were created during a long period of time. These microorganisms were becoming larger and larger.

After a long time, during which only living beings that were incomparably simpler than any microorganisms we know today, new, more complex organisms were designed so that they could accomplish certain tasks. Gradually, plants and animals emerged out of these microorganisms. A new task and goal that the new generation of microorganisms had to reach was the only reason for their creation. This, later, led to the gradual expansion of microorganisms and they became plants and animals in the present forms all over the universe. Therefore, in order for the animate material world to develop, changes had to take place within the Life-Wave, since it was creating, activating and keeping the lives of non-material living beings. The altered Life-Wave remained unchanged all until the moment when a need arose for the creation of more complex material living beings, which had to accomplish certain tasks, above all the tasks that had to deal with the maintenance of the inanimate matter. Since then until today, the Life-Wave has been changing gradually, enhancing its contents and ways of acting with the needs of the current material animate world and new elements for the creation of new material living beings. In coordination with the practice until today, the life-wave will change further on, following the needs of the Creator for the new contents within the material living beings.

THE CONNECTIVE ENERGY NUMBER ONE

By creating energies with special characteristics, as well as creating the inanimate and animate matter, the Creator has made the contents of the activities in the universe in such a way that it functions as an immensely complex organism but with all of the various and numerous elements working in perfect synchronicity.

The Creator has designed special energies in order to solve certain special problems, and they can be very interesting to people because their features can be used to solve many of their problems.

One of such energies is the energy that makes contact and keeps it constant between the two global and everlasting energies such as the Christ Energy and Space Energy. As we know, these two energies imbue the entire universe including the auras and bodies of humans. However, due to their different features, these energies can exist at the same place at the same time without having any contacts between themselves. But, these two energies have to be in contact so that they can synchronize certain mutual activities and have full effects in the end. In order to ensure this contact in all possible conditions, the Creator has thought of connective energies that would do this job perfectly well and safe.

One of these energies, let's call it Connective Energy #1, has the following features that may be interesting to people: it enters energy fields of global energies with ease, and establishes good contacts with each one, although their features are quite different. So, this energy has
the capacity to adapt to the energy it chooses and establish such connections with it so that one can almost not notice the transfer from one energy to another.

Its capacity to adapt extremely easy can be used for many purposes:
in order to connect the two energy fields;
to transfer information from one energy center to another;
to transfer one energy into the field of another (which is its main task), as much as the other energy is interested in it.

These three features can be used in many cases so that humans and the earth could be helped, not only for the healing work but in other spheres too. The connective energy can secure the transfer of healing components of some supreme energies of the universe such as the healing component of the Christ Energy, Space Energy and Energy of the Holy Spirit. As each of these energies is super-intelligent and spiritual, the contact with them can be achieved only through an appeal sent by the person of high paranormal capacities. The duration of such a connection can be set to "until the healing of a certain disease is accomplished", and after that level has been reached, it disconnects itself automatically. Continual transfer of a certain element out of the powerful global energies that would be suitable for the curing of a particular disease would not be possible without the Connective Energy #1.

While creating the connective energies, the Creator gave them certain capacities that can be used efficiently for the assistance in the development of the human civilization. You got the gist of the transfer of Christ energy or some other global energy through the Connective Energy #1. It functions continually until the healing takes place, but it works in impulses, at the moment when there is a need for it. The great assistance you can obtain from the connective energy is the transfer of certain energies, above all, the global ones, but other energies, too. Some of these energies are known to humans: heating energy, electric energy, or other energies that can be transferred to the consumer.

The activity of the Connective Energy #1 concerning the transfer of the heating energy is possible in principal, but it does not come from the heating sources such as the sun or some warm inanimate matter or anything else. It is transferred from the global energies within the universe. The heating takes place as it transforms within the global energy, and then the heating energy is transferred through the Connective Energy #1 to the consumer. This way of transferring is very simple, but you do not have the capacity to actualize it yet.

This capacity is very important because it will solve certain problems people have with heating their homes, so it is necessary for us to reestablish a contact after six to nine months, again in meditation, so that you can actualize it yourself.

Concerning the transfer of the electric energy, it is done in an identical way as the heating energy, and you will be given the information about this in six to nine months.

This assisting feature of the Connective Energy #1 can be used on a wider scale, but its actualization is somewhat more complex, and you will be given information in regards to this later on.

These features of the Connective Energy will attract most of attention among people, because they will find it most interesting and because it is the most attractive one to them, although it is only one of many capacities of the Connective Energies, the hierarchy of which is hard to discus. One of the features of the Connective Energy deals with the transfer of energies from
one energy field to another on a great scale, which can lead to certain global transformation and the humans as well as the earth's aura are interested in it. The ways and realization of these activities of the Connective Energy #1 will be explained to you in the following months when you gain more experience regarding its use.

THE CONNECTIVE ENERGY NUMBER TWO

Starting from the fact that there is a possibility of establishing harmonious relations of all the elements and structures of the universe, the Creator has been gradually building connective energies, which took care that this harmony takes place. Today this harmony is practically established all around the universe.

Apart from the Connective Energy #1, the Connective Energy #2 can also be interesting to humans. Its numeration has nothing to do with their importance or the order of importance, with when each was created, or with any other sort of hierarchy. It is simply the order in which these connective energies will be presented to humans.

The Connective Energy #2 differs from #1 in many aspects. It is not tied to one spot as number one, but is constantly moving through the universe searching for calls and needs of certain energies which want to make firmest possible contacts with some other energy structure. There are many such cases in the universe if we take into consideration the fact that weakening and breaking of connections with certain energies occurs due to the immense dimensions of the energy structures.

This is why these wandering connective energies are of great importance - they lead to the connection between the separated energies in a relatively quick and efficient way wherever they may be in the universe. However, this energy is very important for humans because it can establish a connection among persons willing to develop and harmonize their way with the Creator's will. These energies deal with that function by answering to the appeal of a human with exceptionally high paranormal powers and go to search for kindred souls of people who also want to advance. In the same way it answers the call of the energies to find contacts, the Connective energy #2 will find persons who have sent the same appeal as others, and thus it will create a network of like-minded people who share opinions on the development of individuals and of human civilization in general.

The person who sends the appeal will influence the way people of similar aspirations and aims think, although their development capacities are smaller. That is why the person who sends the appeal has a great responsibility and honor to convey his views on the development of the human civilization, his way of thinking to a large number of like-minded people who will follow him. This is a great responsibility also because that person has to undertake everything that is in his power, his way of life and work, to be as near as possible to the Creator's way. The number of people included in this network without knowing it will reach tens of thousands even after the first appeal to the Connective Energy #2. By repeating the appeal, other people will join, because being near to some of the connected will influence the awakening and activating of the correct way of thinking with the people that had not been connected after the first appeal. The appeal engulfs the entire planet and makes no differences regarding the gender, race, religion, and other issues. Those people will not know about their connection with your conscious, but they will very soon and with great pleasure accept everything they find, hear, and read about you, be it your products, books, articles or any of your public appearances.
A month after your first appeal you have to send another appeal and do so every month. This is the new capacity that has not been used among people for the increase of the number of people who will follow the Creator's path and thus speed up on their way towards the Great Goal.

THE CONNECTIVE ENERGY NUMBER THREE

By establishing good contacts, connections and control of these connections from within, among the energies around the universe, the Creator has practically foreseen all of the possible ways of deviation from the normal functioning. Yet, the deviations do occur, and considering the vastness of the universe, there are many of them. They are different in nature and that is why it is impossible to affect them by a simple spiritual energy. It is the only reason why the luminous bodies, the maintenance workers of the universe, have to have the knowledge of the universe that helps them solve each problem that occurs in the universe. However, there are certain movements and vibrations along the universe that represent a sort of a spinal column of the universe. They pass by and imbue with all the energies that are on their way and are in this manner the main highway or connection among a very large number of energies. This road goes through the central part of the universe and resembles a stripe, a highway that winds. This highway is very wide, yet it is of modest dimensions when compared to the infinity of the universe. Parallel with it, two to three other stripes, not so wide, go through the universe and have special tasks. This spine of the universe is the Connective Energy #3. This number has nothing to do with the hierarchy or importance of these energies. It is only the line of the connective energies that we introduce you to. The Connective Energy #3 is a very subtle information channel. We use this channel to follow the complete functioning of almost all the energies in the universe. The Connective Energy #3 is a means that only the Unique Field and the Creator himself use to find out momentarily what the functioning and the state of the universe is like.

This energy is interesting to the people because of its subtle mechanism of conveying the finest bits of information. That is why this energy is appropriate for the reception of information more than any other spiritual energy in the universe.

In order to use this channel, one has definitely to have high paranormal powers and to wish for the contact with this and that energy structure, with certain fields at places of power, even with certain mature luminous bodies. This means that the connections you have had so far with some of these energies, have improved a lot, are more subtle, gained in contents, precision and importance.

The contact is established practically instantaneously under the condition that the spiritual energy in question does want to contact you. By using the Connective Energy #3, as time goes by, you will expand, develop, bring to perfection, and use the capacities of contacting spiritual energies of all kinds to the maximum.

THE DEFINITIVE SYNCHRONIZING OF THE OPERATIONS IN THE UNIVERSE

After he had developed his ideas the Creator gradually completed the functioning of certain parts and in the end the functioning of the entire universe. One of the main breaking points in the universe happened at half of its present age, when the Creator decided to connect the activities of global energies in the universe (for humans the most important are the Christ Energy, Energy of Space and of the Holy Spirit) with certain specific energies that were active,
scattered all around the universe and that achieved tasks in regards to various special functions connected to that specific area. By connecting their functions with the global energies, a global system of functioning of the universe started operating. Its advantage in comparison to the previous period was that everything was taking place almost completely under the control of the global energies within the entire universe. In this way numerous problems were avoided, as well as the partial operations of certain parts of the universe, which were the consequence of the autonomous work of special energies within. These occurred occasionally due to specific new situations these energies encountered. We have also avoided the aberrations of certain regions from the functioning of the rest of the universe. That is why one can say that half way into the age of the universe the definitive synchronicity of operations within the universe occurred.

With the development for the creation of luminous bodies, further maintenance of normal functioning in the universe has been ensured all until this day.

**THE INDEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSE**

The Creator has never had a wish to create a universe that will function as clockwork, as a robot that would constantly perform repetitive operations, same achievements. On the contrary, the Creator has from the first day of his work on the creation of the universe tended it as one would tend something that grows, that later on has to take over not only its own development but its functioning into its own hands. This means that the Creator had expected the universe he was creating to be able to take his destiny into its own hands and deal with its own development in the positive direction. And it did happen this way. After one third of the age of the universe it began with its really serious, independent development that shall never stop and will never cease being creative.

At all this, everything that is happening within the universe will constantly reflect only the Creator's will. In this way the Creator has managed a double development: the initial one that is started from his wish to develop and create the universe, and the secondary one that comes out of the creative development of the universe itself. Since the Creator's desires in this aspect have no temporal limitations and limitations of the contents, this means that the development of the universe will go on forever and will never stop. It will change gradually as time goes by, and it will have more creative contents, better synchronization among different contents and will grow continually, increase, multiply the intelligent and super-intelligent energies that come out of such a development of the universe.

Together with the changes of energies that make up the most of the contents within the universe, the matter will change, its structure, its features, in the same manner the changes of energies in the universe will lead to the changes in the living beings. They will develop in coordination with the development of energies. Within the period of the activities of one sort of energies, the living species will develop in coordination with the adjustment to their environment. Certain species that have been seen to cooperate in the creation of the luminous bodies will develop exceptionally fast in comparison to other species from the same region. This is so due to the need and necessity for the enhanced creation of new capacities of mature luminous bodies.

**HOW TO IMAGINE THE UNIVERSE**

A man can imagine the universe as a continuous stretching of various energies, which, if we think of it in two dimensions, look like patches of various irregular shapes that are placed one
upon the other and partially cover each other, going all the way to infinity. A three-dimensional picture is somewhat different. It would resemble an endless sea, where, beside the basic waters, you would have water of different colors, hues, densities, which are also spread across the endless sea, and within them there are numerous smaller and bigger ponds of different colors, features and shapes. Here and there you can see a random black dot – matter. Yet, it is hardest to imagine that there are other kinds of liquid that can be found in the ponds or the sea and that each of them keeps all the features and that no mixing or dilution takes place; no changes. At the same time in this abundance of shapes, colors and features one can notice a slow movement of the shapes in different directions. In addition, there is a gradual distancing of certain shapes from one another, and their coming closer to others. Certain groups of different liquids move together in the same direction. This three-dimensional picture, observed through a long period seems like a multi-colored carrousel turning in various directions.

What are, however, the movements of individual, let us call them liquids, that take place in the short period of time, that are fast, and change their positions according to some planned program? Those programs can be constant and plain through the time, while other occur occasionally or can occur only once for special reasons. These liquids, as we have presented different energies within the universe, move without a sound along their endless paths. This is the walking or rhythm of the universe. Its deviations from the program are almost unimportant and we shall not take them into consideration. By moving, breathing, the energies of the universe do not go through some senseless ritual, but enable the functioning of the universe, development of each individual energy, and the development of the entire universe. This silent walk creates a new universe day in day out.

ARE THERE DESTRUCTIVE ENERGIES WITHIN THE UNIVERSE?

The universe has never been a battlefield of any clashes of the energies, clashes of different forces. It has never been a space where destructive forces existed. As in the case of the devil, all of the images people have of such destructive forces are simply a figment of their imagination; a reflection of their negative thoughts and feelings. As the Creator has made all of the energies in the universe with the built-in programs of their contents, development and activities, one can not even imagine that any of them could be destructive. Of course, as in other cases, it is possible that two energies contact each other and that the contact results in the creation of the third energy, or dense energy i.e. matter. This is a natural process that humans have been acquainted in chemistry and it has no evil intentions within, or destructive ideas and thoughts. People must realize this in order to remove the fear from negative, destructive and harmful energies in the universe forever, because the universe is the Creator's work, and he can't do anything harmful or destructive.

THE NEW ELEMENTS IN THE UNIVERSE

By changing the contents of the energies in the universe during his endless life, the Creator has gradually harmonized these energies with the new elements that appeared in the universe. Not a single element that appeared could survive on its own, because it was a new tissue in the perfect organism. That is why it was necessary to change the contents of most of the energies with each new energy that appeared in the universe. Especially the all-imbuing and most important energies had to go through such changes, so that the synchronization of the universe would continue after the new element had been inserted. Such changes were necessary in the contents of the work of the Christ Energy and the Energy of the Holy Spirit, so that living matter or living beings could be introduced and followed. The Life-Wave, which
had until then followed and maintained non-material living beings, was the one that went through extensive changes so that it could breathe life into living material beings and give them the capacities to grow, multiply and adjust to new conditions and gradual changes. One didn't stop there, because the Life-Wave has had to change its contents and functions a number of times since the first living beings came to life until this day, so that he could adapt them or enable them for the creation and maintenance of more and more complex material living beings in the universe. There are numerous new elements, such as the material living beings in the universe, and that is why the Creator is forced to constantly change and adapt the contents of numerous energies. He especially has to pay attention to the global energies, so that they could work in perfect harmony with each other under the given conditions.

THE INAPPROPRIATE CONTACTS WITH THE UNIVERSE

The order in the universe is precisely defined and it operates in a predictive manner. However, certain elements that deal in one or another way with humans or at least with their thoughts are interesting to humans. Physicists, astronomers, and some other scientists are all ears, so that they could hear the answer from the universe; the answer to the signals they sent into it. They are expecting to receive a reply from at least one civilization that is approximately on human level of development so that they could confirm the existence of at least one intelligent species in the universe apart from human. This activity seems ridiculous and pointless to all but, of course, humans. There are a couple of millions of material civilizations whose development is at least on human level, and there are hundreds of thousands of material civilizations that can be called super-intelligent. One has, however, to admit that material beings are quite rare in this part of the universe. This tells us about the vastness of the universe and that the Solar system is a small, unimportant particle of the universe, and that makes human opinion of themselves that they are the center of the universal civilization paradoxical. People will have great difficulties contacting other civilizations in this way for a number of reasons:
As a rule these civilizations are not interested in this sort of contact.
The way of sending the signals is wrong, so they will not reach far enough.
It will be clear to the civilizations on a high level of development, that could distinguish the weak and unclear signals that they are sent by an insufficiently developed, aggressive civilization that will not attract them and make them interested in replying to them.

This sort of contact with these civilizations will be achieved in an incomparably simpler way with the assistance of spiritual energies. The choice of a civilization that is to receive the signal will not be defined by the capacity of receiving the signal and its deciphering, their distance from the Earth, but by the chance to receive assistance and support in the positive development of the human civilization. The point is not to be directed towards the material effects, but towards harmonizing human thoughts with the Creator's will. In the forthcoming period, you will have the opportunity to achieve such contacts with our assistance. They will give you plenty of very useful ideas for the human development. As always, considering their free will, the humans are to decide whether they will accept it or not.

THE ASSISTANCE FROM THE UNIVERSE

Big global cosmic energies, as well as many other smaller ones, special, occasional and particular energies hold within the knowledge and capacities that could be used for the development of humanity and advancement of the human civilization. However, one can not reach this knowledge and these powers through research in the field of material. They can be reached only through research work that deals with the paranormal world, the world of
energies unbeknownst to humans – spiritual and other energies. They are ready to give humans all of the knowledge and powers any man can take over and actualize. That is where the basic problem of human development is. The humanity has directed itself towards the field of material, and it is losing its way in the cul-de-sac of the research. The research of the paranormal is completely neglected, especially in the West, and it is waiting in vain for the people who will be dealing with them. The basic problem is that one has to be on a high paranormal level in order to take over the knowledge and powers. Unfortunately, one reaches it slowly, in most part after a long period of research.

You are one of very rare people who have completely devoted himself to this field. You are a rare chance that we can use and convey our assistance to humans because of your nimble and easy contact with spiritual and other energies, your total dedication to finding, gaining and applying the knowledge and powers that will help the humanity so that they can strengthen their health and other developmental capacities. That is why you have to understand how important the mission that we want to actualize through you is, and how important it is for you to put aside your daily human chores and dedicate yourself fully to this holy mission. We will continue with the conveying of the knowledge and powers that you will, considering your level of development, be able to apply for the good of humanity. Besides, you will be given exceptionally important knowledge connected not only to the functioning of the universe, but also to the functioning of certain energies, dead matter and living beings. In order to actualize this, you have to receive information twice a day, whenever you have a day off.

THE SPACE ENERGY

The third global energy important to humans is the Space Energy. This is a very complex energy that consists of one sort of energy, but its activity is specially adjusted to each part of the universe, addressing the needs of such and such space. This also applies to the planet Earth and the space around the human body and its aura as well as for the space within the auras and bodies of humans. The Space Energy multiplies and strengthens the processes that work in harmony with a positive direction, positive wish. This means that the Space Energy can be involved in the healing field if you attach the part connected to the Space Energy activity to a healing session.

In this way the effects of your healing sessions will be multiplied from 5 to 20 times, depending on the healing energy you use. So for example the effect that the activity of the Pagoda Roof will be multiplied seven times, while the effect of the Beehive will be increased seventeen times. This way of assistance, given by the Space Energy, can be used with every session you choose. What is more, the programming of your products can be fortified by including the Space energy into the program. The effects of your products, solid, liquid and pills will in this way be multiplied and from the moment you start using the assistance of the Space Energy, you will be given the powerful increase in the effectiveness that you can call ‘Talisman Plus’, ‘Optimizer Plus’ etc.

THE FLASH ENERGY

The limitless universe, the vastness of which people can’t even imagine, still functions like a well synchronized super-intelligent mechanism. Only when you take into consideration its vastness and the endless number of energies with as many functions they deal with no
deviation from the programs within the universe, one can see the limitless capacities of the Creator who has designed such a miracle. The deviations that occur here and there at the present moment in the development of the universe may be neglected, yet the Creator removes them with various means among which we include the mature luminous bodies. This is done because he has learned the lesson from the beginning of the creation of the universe – so that no aberration should develop up to the point when it can not endanger normal behavior of the tiniest bit in the universe.

One of the most frequently used energies for keeping the normal functioning of the universe as it is, is the energy that makes its way into the space of the energy field that deviates from the normal behavior. It is in a shape of a streak, or a beam shaped like an arrow, or a beam with a sharp tip that can pierce the wrong-doing energy field. At the same time it sucks in the suitable energy power and contents that is transferred into the energy field and thus corrects gradually its contents and its behavior. This beam draws its energy from the global energies that are all around us, even at the place where this beam is active, by taking over the necessary powers and knowledge necessary for the recovery of energy fields that have deviated from their normal functioning. The global energies it used are above all the Space Energy, Christ Energy and the Energy of the Holy Spirit. This last energy gives it its basic energy power, and Christ Energy creates a program of the recovery of the damaged energy field, while the Space Energy multiplies the effects of this mutual action. The energy used to repair the energy fields can be called 'Flash Energy' is the most wide spread energy in the universe used for this purpose. It is super-intelligent, super-conducting and it fits perfectly into the structure of every energy field it has to repair.

It can be used to help people if you send an appeal that will lead it to the ailing organ or the patient's aura, and it will do what you asked it for in the appeal.

Its effects are very positive and there is no healing method, that you have been introduced to, that can be compared to it. This is so, because the Flash Energy, by its nature, draws all the necessary things from the energies of Christ and the Holy Spirit so that a certain process of energy changes would be realized. Its effects will be very mild and without unpleasant reactions. The Flash Energy is given only once and it will automatically go on working until the healing of a certain disease occurs. It can be used with great effectiveness even with the malignant diseases.

THE ENERGY OF THE FAN

Starting from the general idea of conceiving the universe the Creator has designed a line of auxiliary energies without which the functioning of the universe would be impossible. So far we have named the connective energies, and the Flash Energy. Let us mention a special sort of energy that is called the Energy of the Fan. This energy is most often found at the joining point of three or more energy fields. Such knots withholding a number of energy fields enable their normal functioning regardless of whether they are inside the very space of certain energy or at different characteristic points. This asks for an outstandingly complex system of a super-intelligent energy that functions constantly and keeps the distance among the energy fields. At the same time it establishes contacts among them and it does not allow the system to collapse at these 'tender' points. The fan functions in a way that can not be understood by humans except in the basic outlines.

However, the Fan system is rich with many variations and some of them can be of much use to the development of the human civilization. Namely, the Fan system can lead to significant
changes in weather conditions, it can prevent the occurrence of storms, hale, big snowfalls, and rain. Apart from this, it can initiate the movements of warm or cold air currents that will remove the problems that affect certain regions on earth. Therefore, the Energy of the Fan leads to the removal of cataclysmic weather conditions and it regulates short-term weather changes. Its goal is to remove the negative meteorological conditions and stabilize the weather to be most appropriate to the needs of the farmers and their crops.

The biggest region this appeal can be applied to is 20 kilometers in diameter. It is advisable to appeal the energy after the announcement of a storm coming, or at the time of the storm. As a rule, the weather condition will stabilize around half an hour after the appeal was sent.

THE CONNECTIVE ENERGY NUMBER FOUR

At the beginning of the last fifth of the age of the universe, certain changes occurred that significantly improved the contents of the work and richness of forms of life in the universe. Namely, at that time the Creator was actualizing his wish to weave threads through the energies in the universe. These threads would stretch across the entire universe, and thus they interconnected all of the cosmic energies. Their task was to convey wishes of individual energy fields for cooperation with other energies for researching and finding new contents that would improve the work and life of the universe. The energy threads that go through the entire universe like long hair are responsible for the actualization of many capacities intended for a perfect operation, as well as the functioning of the universal energies. What is especially important is their contribution to the establishing of contacts and cooperation among the energy fields that were very far away from each other and that would never be in touch with some other energy. The very actualization of this is not conveyed through this network but via the special energy waves and vibrations from one energy to another. In this way they have opened a wide field of cooperation of all the energies with each other in the universe, which led to limitless possibilities of development. This, we can call it Connective Energy #4 can play a very important role in the development of the human civilization. Through this energy one can come to new ideas, or solutions to certain problems that the human civilization meets with. The assistance will come from any part of the universe with a certain energy field that can solve or assist in the solution of a problem.

After the contact was made, the adequate super-intelligent energy will give the adequate advice and point to the ways and possibilities of solving certain problems.

THE UNIVERSE IS THE EXTENDED CONTENTS OF THE CREATOR

Almost each paragraph starts with the words "the Creator", because he is the basic source, the essence, the contents and the development of the universe. That is why nothing in the universe can be without the Creator and nothing in the universe happens without the Creator wishing for it. That is why one can say that the universe is the extended contents of the Creator that keeps on developing and yet staying the part of him. This fact does not prevent any of the parts of the universe, starting from the global all-imbuing energies, through different energy structures that are not so significant, from developing according to the program given by the Creator.

However, each of them actualizes its own development due to the built-in program that enables them to survive, but also to develop, make contacts with other energies and matter, and create new contents out of these contacts. The aim of the new contents is to develop a more complex, subtle and creative functioning. This means that energies have absolute
freedom and full creativity in actualizing their development regardless of the fact that this
development is directed by the Creator.

TEARING DOWN THE WALL OF PREJUDICE

The vastness of the universe is ever so incomprehensible to people because of its
dimensions. Its contents make it even less comprehensible, because they are not similar to
anything that has been developed by the human civilization; anything that exists here, even in
the most rudimentary shape; anything that would remind the humans of something familiar
and something that they could understand. That is why it is very difficult for the people to
understand and accept the existence of such a perfect mechanism, even if they were given
detailed explanation about the basic contents and functions of the universe. People can have
problems grasping the true motif of the existence and functioning of this perfect mechanism
that consists mostly of intelligent and super-intelligent energies. Regardless to that,
introducing people to the basics of the universe, which we are presenting to you, will eradicate
the misconceptions about the origins, causes, and contents and functioning of the universe.
This introduction will also eradicate the misconceptions concerning energies and matter and
their importance for the structure and functioning of the universe.

The most important issue of all is maybe introducing people to the role and importance of
luminous bodies that deal with the maintenance of the normal functioning of the universe. The
importance regarding the humans is there because they have been given a very significant
place in the development of the luminous bodies. Although we have spoken at length about
the luminous bodies, their mission and the mission of the human civilization in their creation,
especially in connection to the places of power, people will only now understand the right
place and role of the luminous bodies, as well as the place and role of the human civilization
and their way of development.

Whether a significant segment of the humanity will accept the holy knowledge at all, and to
what extent, will depend on how well you, your sons, and later on some other persons will be
able to introduce the knowledge to them and harmonize their thoughts with the creator's will.
Now you understand your place in introducing people to the Holy Knowledge. Without your
work, your sons' work and work of other people who will come after you, it will not be possible
to actualize timely and properly the holy mission of people – maturing of luminous bodies.

THE LIGHT WAVE

The infinite universe may seem like a pulsating egg to an observer who is looking at it from
the outside. This egg has no shell; it is semi-transparent with capillary network inside, and it
has dark and bright spots. It has dark bits that give place to transparent ones, while at the tip
of the egg one may see something like light that occasionally passes through the entire
contents of the egg thus illuminating it, and when it reaches the other end of the egg it would
disappear. The light that is emitted in equal intervals is the only direct contact of the Creator
with the energies in the universe, which he has created himself. The light that goes almost
instantly from one end of the universe to another gives the Creator a global insight into the
contents and the functioning of the universe. The Creator introduced the emission of this
energy wave around one third into the age of the universe, right after the first cosmic
cataclysms, so that he could have an instantaneous insight into the state of the universe and
thus avoid the dangers threatening to destroy the entire universe. From then on until today,
this wave, like a peaceful lighthouse, has been touching each particle of energies in the
universe at regular intervals and sends the Creator a true picture on the contents and
functioning of the universe. Based on this wave, the Christ Energy has created and started emitting the Life Wave that also enables the creation and development of the living beings in the universe as well as the insight into their state and problems they are faced with. In this way the Christ Energy can react timely to the problems that can affect billions of life-forms around the universe.

THE ASPECTS OF HOW THE ENERGY FIELDS SPREAD

The energies in the universe gradually actualize their steps in different directions and ways and they reach different distances and return to the same spot in different intervals, similar to the circles planets make around the sun. Such a pace is a part of their function, because the function could not actualize if the energy fields were static. By moving gradually and repeating its function, the energy fields actualize their effects on a much greater span of areas than if they stayed in one place. Starting from the fact that there are stationary energy fields that engulf only one part of universe, and also the global energy fields that engulf the entire universe, which are, actually, stationary, we can say that those are the three aspects of spreading of the energy fields or their functioning. Therefore, regardless of the fact that the fields can have their own emissions that can go in cycles, they can also be:
- stationary, encircling only a segment of the universe;
- global stationary, since they encircle the entire universe;
- mobile, which encircle certain parts of the universe, even big parts at that, which move constantly and repeat their function.

The most important for the normal functioning of the universe are the three global energies that are the most significant for the people. The total of the global energies is seven, but the remaining four are in no aspect important for the people. The energies of Christ, Holy Spirit, and Space give the meaning to the contents and functioning of the universe. Without them the universe would be like a human body without the spine and bones, without the blood stream and without the nervous system. That is why we are going to introduce the three global energies in detail, and people will be capable of seeing the contents and functioning of the universe, also in detail.

THE UNIVERSE IS THE BUNDLE OF ENERGIES

Energies that spread along the endless spaces of the universe are distributed according to the special schedule, which roughly reminds of a tree trunk with branches emerging out of it – to the right, to the left, forward, backward, alternating, dry and leafless. This schedule continues once the treetop is reached: the trunk again, then branching and the same cycle again, until the end of the universe. There are very many such cycles, they cross each others' paths, intertwine, go through the center of the universe, emerge at its outskirts, creating an enormous bundle similar to an egg-shaped ball of wool. These circles represent the phases in the development of the universe, exactly as the creator was making the energies, from the very beginning. Its smallest circle was his first work done, the next one that was mixed with it was his second piece of work, then a couple of them within the same dimension, then the ellipses came that were somewhat larger, a number of them at the same level, then a number of them on the following level but bigger and so on. The universe created in such a way is an extremely solid energy construction that can not sift away, that can not dissolve, change its directions and their position and its way of functioning. The universe is in a way a bundle of energies distributed according to a certain idea, a certain conception and contents of their work. This bundle is another one in a line of connections according to its origin, contents and functions of energies in the universe and is another connection that speaks about their unique
origins, and which, among other things, explains how it is possible to achieve the synchronization of numerous energies in the limitless space of the universe.

THE STATIONERY ENERGY FIELD

The time the first living beings in the universe was created overlaps with the time when the universe was given another dimension that can be reflected in its function to embellish the area it is in. This means that the energies created during the first fifth of the age of the universe started to act upon the very space they came from. All until then this space was completely empty, with no matter and no energies. Since then, thanks to the Creator's wish, the entire universe was filled with the energies has started emitting waves and vibrations into the free, non material and non-energized space and gave it life, contents and function. From then on, the vibrations of the space have been constantly present all around the universe. They have gradually changed because they made their contents and functioning more complex. The function and the contents of the space represent an energy vibration or energy field that spreads all around the universe, that mildly vibrates emitting in its midst the waves, whose function is to support the energies within the space. The energies are, to make it simpler, wrapped in these vibrations of the space, which can be found in and around the energy fields – therefore, they are wrapped and imbued by them. People can't understand the activity of this stationary energy field, but they need only to know that it is about an energy field that supports and eases the existence and dwelling of energies and energy fields within the entire universe.

This energy can be used to help people by enhancing its function at certain places, and the supporting of certain energy states or energies of use to humans can be improved a lot. In order to achieve this, one has to have great paranormal powers that can multiply the effect of this stationary energy field that is all around us and within us.

THE ENERGY SOURCES OF CREATIVE ENERGIES

The Creator's energy is the core, the essence and function of the universe, but all of the energies have been created as a consequence of his creative work, and then the creative work of the Unique Field. They have been programmed to create themselves and design their own contents of work. Gradually spreading in this way, the creativity of the Creator has gained the enormous size suitable to the enormity of the universal space.

However, in the last fifth of the existence of the universe, there have been more creative achievements that had not existed until then. Namely, the great global energies achieved a great interaction and understanding during that period, and it immensely increased their mutual function. This led to the creation of special energy activities that created mutual products generated at places of the mutual creative activities of the great global energies. Their creations are energy waves that come out of the sources of their mutual activities and go into the universe. Their contents and function are a very powerful, super-intelligent, creative vibration that solves many problems along the universe simply by passing by the critical area. Their super-intelligent activity reminds up to a point to the activities of luminous bodies, because of their high intelligence and great energy capacities. They, however, can not replace the maintenance workers of the universe because their activities are permanent, successive; they repeat in regular intervals and can not be adjusted to the changes of situations in the universe. They are a general correction of the deviations of energies within the universe from their supposed programs.
The new power, which you were given from the luminous body of Nikola Tesla, is the example of how these energies work, directed from their source towards the concentration of harmful energies within the earth's atmosphere. These harmful energies are the consequence of negative thoughts of people within the past one hundred years. This vibration is powerful and super-intelligent enough to continue with the present pace of destroying these harmful energies.

The importance of creative energies
A man will never going to grasp many processes that take place in the universe, nor will he understand the contents of individual energies and their functions. It will remain a secret forever. However, it has little or no importance to their civilization development in the directions intended for them by the Creator – the maturing of human luminous bodies. That is why this book of yours will be dealing only with the basic knowledge that people can understand and that are necessary for the faster human spiritual development.

One of the basic elements that people should base their elementary knowledge regards a very complex and important effect of the three global energies in the universe on the contents and functioning of the entire universe. These energies, that cover the entire universe practically give the meaning, tone and pace not only to the functioning and development of the universe in the future. Together with the remaining four global energies that are unimportant to humans are the spine of the functioning and contents of the universe today and in the future. They are, of course, the most important to the development of the human civilization, because people can be assisted in a line of activities, both to their spiritual development and healing, and for some problems of energies known to people, even to certain material problems. We have already mentioned their exceptionally important and efficient activities through: the healing Flash Energy, multiplying activity of the energy of Space, transferring the healing elements of the Christ and other global energies through the Connective Energy #1, the capacity to actualize the heating and electric energies straight from the global cosmic energies, affecting the harmonizing of one's thoughts with the Creator's path as the Supreme Power, the power that is actualized by drawing the circle around human settlements as well as other powers that you will be given during this process of transferring the holy knowledge to you. You will also be given the power to materialize certain products that humans will be interested in, the ones that regard the harmonizing and changing of the climatic conditions, stabilizing and protection of the planet Earth from being destroyed, as well as other capacities that will be given to you during this presentation of the Holy Knowledge through the initiation of by the simple transfer of knowledge. You will be able to actualize it instantly, because of your high paranormal level, and you will be able to assist the human civilization to develop in accordance with the Creator's will.

The assistance from the Energy Sources

Even with the entire Creator's efforts, the period that we can call the first fifth of the life of the universe, still produced some faults. There were certain deviations from the programs that were supposed to be actualized, and there were different contacts of energies that ended by the creation of the third, unwanted unnecessary energies. By doing so, they have done harm both the contents and functions of these energy fields. The Creator has gradually, one by one, solved these problems. Through the endless history of the universe, numerous problems have been solved, and today we can say that the universe functions almost perfectly synchronized. The minor aberrations from the ideal are successfully controlled by the vibrations that ejecting great global energies from their mutual sources, while the luminous bodies remove special non-routine situations that ask for special solutions at various places and at various times.
These great or global or creative energies that imbue the entire universe are specially characterized by their Energy Sources that can be super-intelligent and exceptional capacities, immense power, but their problem is that they act routinely, removing, one by one, the basic, most common problems that occur in the universe.

However, these Energy sources of creative energies can still be directed onto the concrete cases both because of their position and time, and because of the contents of the problems that need to be solved. They are very important for the people because they can assist both the individuals and the human race.

In what ways can they help?

Above all, these energy sources of creative energies can be used in the following way: They can direct a certain number of sources towards the solution of concrete problems, for example, healing an illness, cleansing auras, solving people's problems, after the desire or appeal of the person with high paranormal power. Other ways of assistance deal with the directing a certain number of people towards the Creator's path, changes in the climate, thickening of the ozone layer and solution to different material problems that burden the human civilization.

Energy sources of creative energies are very efficient with healing certain organs. Changes in the auras and their cleansing happens very fast, cleansing of blood vessels that supplies the affected organ with blood, normalizing of the function of the organ and cleansing the blood vessels that supply the central nervous system with blood. So, the circle closes as in the case of the Flash Energy that independently closes the cycle and constantly repeats it until the complete recovery of the organs.

**THE DIAGNOSTIC ENERGY CENTERS OF THE UNIVERSE**

There are certain places in the universe that perform certain functions and that deal with practically all of the energies in the universe. These places are filled with special energies that are very selective and that can copy any program, any energy in the universe. Their task is to check the energy fields, according to a certain order or upon an appeal, in order to find the deviations of certain places from the programs supposed for such and such energies. By finding the places that deviate from the programs given to them by the Creator, these energies summon the luminous bodies to make corrections and bring those places into their normal states. These energies diagnose the energy fields from a distance, by marking the affected places and then the luminous bodies find them and affect them.

There are three centers with these energies within:
the center for special and particular energies;
the center for most medium and small energies;
the center for only 7 global cosmic energies.

These centers, we can call them Diagnostic Energy Centers play a very important role in the timely detection of deviations in the work and functioning of the energies within the universe. Luminous bodies would find it difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish the tasks given by the Creator without their diagnostics.
THE APPROXIMATELY INFINITE NUMBER OF ENERGIES IN THE UNIVERSE

The appearance of different energies with their particular programs and functions within the framework of the universe represents a very complex and extensive creative work of the Creator. It has been there during the entire existence of the universe. These energies are, apart from the global energies, the essence of the functioning of the universe. Without them the global energies would not be capable of offering such contents and such limitless abundance of functions the present universe contains.

The number of the medium-important, special energies nears infinity. One can imagine the amount of creative work necessary to think of the function of some energy within the entire function of the universe, and then think of its program, its place, intensity, way of functioning and enable its synchronicity with other energies in such a way that none of the infinitely many energies does not react in any way that would disturb the activities of the new energy.

This immense work is almost incomprehensible for the human spirit because of its complexity, ampleness, and particularity. That is why one has to realize the immensity of creative work necessary for its establishing and then the constant checking of functioning of such an energy whenever we meet some new energy, of medium importance or even of little importance for the overall functioning of the universe. The work was also immense in checking the functioning of such an energy, which was the last step in adapting to the existing extensive number of energies in the universe.

THE STRIPE ENERGY

Apart from the big, global, creative energies, the importance of which in the universe is undoubtedly the biggest, there is a world of medium and less important energies in the universe, each one has its particular role. They can assist people to a great extent in the development of the human civilization. One of these energies spreads in a shape of stripes along the universe and is one of rare energies that is separated into strips that go into the depth of the universe. These strips are separate from one another, and yet they are an identical energy structure and they have the identical function. Their task is to protect all of the energies big, medium, and small, from the cosmic pollutants. These pollutants consist of small or very small streaks of energies that detach naturally from certain energy fields and wander the universe contacting in different ways various energies of the universe. They, in a way, pollute a completely pure environment where these energies are active, similar to pollutants in the human environment. These pollutants, depending on their size and results of contacts with the energies of these spaces, often leave spots, traces, as a consequence of joining the energies at such and such place. This, at the same time, is a place without the basic energy, and often they contain some sort of energy that, together with the basic one, produces new items, thus continuing with the destruction of the basic energy.

The stripe energy field creates a network that in a way cuts off the energy smog, stops it and neutralizes it when in contact with it, regardless of the sort of energy. This smog can only move within limits of the network of the stripe energies that will neutralize it. Yet, the density of the stripes is not so big so it can neutralize and disable all of the particles of smog going through the universe. A great deal of this work is done by the luminous bodies, which neutralize these energy particles that wander around certain zones that are protected by the stripe fields.
The stripe energy can be used for the protection of people from the gassy harmful components and components containing small particles. Because of the super-intelligent structure of the stripe fields, they can perfectly protect humans from smog and other pollutants while at the same time they let in all of the components of the air that are useful or neutral to humans.

You have reached the level of development where you can create a product that would function on the basis of the stripe energy, be it for the protection of one person or the protection of bigger spaces that would protect a number of people.

These protectors are everlasting, they will never stop working. Their effects will increase with the rise of your paranormal capacities. The protector acts instantaneously, causes no reactions and a person feels after a couple of minutes as if one is in places where good quality air can be breathed in – mountains or far-away islands in the ocean.

**THE CREATOR CHANGES, TOO**

The initial phase of creating the universe was the transfer from the Potential to the creative time for the Creator. However, there were certain changes within the very Potential, because of the gap in it that showed up after the creative development had taken place. Instead of the part of the Potential used up for the creative development, creative contents filled in the space. This means that there were changes in the potential-creative segment and that threads of a creative genius appeared within the old potential contents. These threads were becoming more important and denser with the development of the creative segment and with the creation of the universe.

Big changes occurred in this way, during the creation of the universe; very big changes happened in the very Potential, since it was becoming more and more creative and less and less potential in regards to its contents. Only the core of the Potential remained untouched and it is even today the untouched potential segment of the Creator that no energies that could disturb its contents can enter. A big part of the universe, almost one third, is made out of this potential segment of the Creator, that practically does not mix with the rest of the universe and it will probably remain so forever.

Opposed to this, there is a reversible process: the creation of the potentials, i.e. potential capacities inside the Unique Field and big global energies of the universe started during the last third of the age of the universe. A need arose for the creation of special cores of the potentials, because of the enormous complexity and enormous capacities for the spiritual development. These cores would be used when solving certain problems that may be put in front of these energies in the future. Of course, the capacities of such potential energies are ever so smaller than the capacities of the Creator. However, they represent the spark of independence of big global energies that could be of help in the future with the solving of certain major problems that could arise in such energies, and which could assist them by begetting a creative function.

**A NUMBER OF ENERGIES WITHIN THE SAME SPACE**

Because he wanted to create the universe filled with different contents and wealth of functions, the Creator filled, so as to speak, each part of the universe with different energies. However, the creation of new energies in order to improve the contents and functioning, improved synchronization and removing of the danger from certain energies 'jumping out' of
the joint functioning of the universe, is continuous and will continue to be such in the future of
the universe all until the perfection in the contents, functions, and synchronicity of his work is
achieved.

As opposed to the matter, energies can not fill up certain spaces. Many energies can exist in
the same space at the same time, and they don't intertwine, disturb each other's normal
existence and functioning, development and contacts with other energy fields. This feature of
theirs makes it possible for the number and size of energies and energy fields to increase.
This increase does not create danger of pile-ups that could lead to any disturbances in the
functioning of the universe. The universal energies have never had any problems when
contacting each other because they were in the same space, but because their features did
not match at certain spaces and at certain times.

THE ASSISTANCE OF THE UNIVERSE IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF CLIMATIC
CONDITIONS

Slowly, as if in a dream, the movement of energies through the universe enables their normal
functioning and their development. Why is their movement the precondition of their functioning
and development? This movement of energies is connected with the 'covering' of their actions
on the certain areas in the universe; and their functioning has been thought of as the
movement of energies and energy fields and not as stationary. There are stationary energy
fields in the universe, but they are not typical and they have less importance than the mobile
fields do.

People can't understand the advantages of functioning through the movement of energy fields,
yet, humans can obtain certain assistance from such an activity. Namely, the movement of
energy fields represents a great energy power. This power is conducted by the one who has
created it and programmed it – the Creator himself. This movement of energies can be used
for certain changes in micro and macroclimate of the earth. These powerful energy forces can
be used to stabilize or establish a wide or narrow climate zone as people of the region might
wish for. These energies can establish the movement of energy currents, and by doing that
the climatic cycles on the earth after the desires of the people. This means that, with the
assistance of these movements, they can achieve the cyclic rainfalls and cyclic sunny periods,
snowfalls with no wind, with the ideal temperature and humidity. To be precise, one can
achieve cyclic climatic features that suit people and animals of the affected region best. and
cyclic sunny periods, snowfalls with no wind, with the ideal temperature and humidity. To be
precise, one can achieve cyclic climatic features that suit people and animals of the affected
region best.
You will soon be capable of using these enormously powerful energies for the benefit of all the
people on the earth.

THE ASSISTANCE OF THE CREATOR IN THE FUTURE

The universe will always be a secret to people, because they will not be able to use their
methods of research to reach its essence and contents. That is why the story we are telling
you, that you are taking over are the first and only contact of humans with the universe.
Certain data we gave you in short notes will have to be explained further so that people would
be capable of fully using the assistance that the universe is giving them gladly. Then we will
develop the bits that deal with certain possibilities of using certain energies that would be
important to humanity. For the time being, this material would make no sense. We will come
back to this topic for a number of times and each of our contacts will be a new offer and new assistance of the Creator to the humans to come out of the crisis they have been in and actualize the task he gave to them – the maturing of the most luminous bodies. Besides, the data you will be given about the universe will be of great help. They will help you to remove certain materialistic differences in various parts of the world and different states so that the development and well-being would be evenly spread on the entire planet.

**THE TRUTH ABOUT THE UNIVERSE**

The man has forever contemplated, in the beginning about the sky, then, after the first ideas on the universe about what it was made of, its contents, purpose, dangers, but also ways of use that can come from up there. Until recently, all the contemplation had no basis, it has not been certified by anything. During the last couple of decades the humanity has been dealing with the universe more seriously. They have been using the latest technology in order to find out about the enigma called ‘the universe’. However, none of the attempts have even scratched the essence of the universe and it is very unlikely that anything important will be found in this way. That is why it is our wish to use you, and later on other persons, to introduce the humanity with certain basic elements of the universe. We shall not be dealing with the most part of the contents and functions of the universe, because they do not touch the development of the human civilization. Yet, even that part of the universe that is important to people contains the sea of information new to humanity. The knowledge that has occasionally and partially been received by individuals in the course of history has not been sufficiently precise, and they have been incomplete, let alone the alterations that have taken place on the already imperfect texts or words of moth during the thousands of years. That is why the issues that can be found in the books, mainly in the East, that date from the period of thousands of years ago, are mainly only the echo of the true story about the universe.

It is thus necessary for you to completely dedicate yourself to the preparation and printing of this book, although our story is not finished yet, so that it could reach a large number of people as soon as possible and in the most appropriate way. By receiving the information you have had an impression that for many people the contents of this book may be unattractive, monotonous, dealing with problems not many people are interested it. However, your impression is wrong. This book will certainly not be interesting to all the people but the number of those who will swallow its contents be very large. You have obviously forgotten that your other books have been read, often with no breaks in reading, overnight or in one breath. The thing is that the spiritual energies cause, through the contents of the book, the people to read the book. It also influences the people in a paranormal way to believe that these information are something exquisite, that these bits of information are the original sacred truth. Therefore, pay no heed to the reception of the book among the readers, but, above all make efforts to publish it in Serbian, translate it in English, and publish it in America above all.

**THE RED ENERGY**

The Creator’s efforts have forever been directed to the designing a very complex energy system filled with contents. This system engulfs the entire universe so it could function perfectly, constantly improves and advances in its development. One of the latest energy fields of medium importance made by the Creator is the field, let's call it the Red Energy. It is not spread all around the universe. It takes up its central part and it does not reach its end. It is a thin energy board within the egg of the universe, and it encircles the central half of the middle of the egg of the universe. This Red Energy that resembles the red of rust, is a very complex and specific energy field and it stabilizes the pace of all the energies of the universe.
changing their rhythm, when necessary, so that their movements would be perfectly synchronized and harmonized with the supposed tempo. In order to do that, extremely complex knowledge and capacities of this energy are necessary, as well as the exceptional power that directly affects the corrections in the paces of all the energies in the universe, even in the global ones. The Red Energy is actually the sentry and one that corrects the pace of the universe. Without its constant control and simultaneous corrections of even the slightest deviations there would be disorder and certain energies would deviate considerably from their programs of pacing. The timetable of the cosmic energies is thus followed and corrected by a medium-strong, yet supremely important energy of the universe.

This energy also contains certain components that assist people immensely. Above all it can regulate certain relations among people, it can change them so that they become tolerant and they do not return to the way that is not in line with tolerance. This means that this energy could help people to harmonize their thoughts with the Creator's way even faster.

You have the capacity to apply these powers of Red Energy to the benefit of the humanity.

THE PROGRAM CORRECTING ENERGY

In the process of organizing the work of the universe, many a time has the Creator concluded that certain energies, regardless of the existing programs, start creating their own programs that gradually distanced them from the programs given to them by him. There were many such energies in the universe, and the danger from such deviations was growing with the importance of the energies for the functioning of the universe, especially the global energies. The Creator has solved the problem by creating an energy that only supervises the newly created programs, which energies have the right and capacities to create, based on the Creator's original program. Such programs, however, cannot deviate in any case from the basic Creator's programs. This energy was checking and then correcting each deviation of the new, special programs of energies in the universe, and in the case of their deviations, it was harmonizing them with the Creator's original program. In this way there were no such deviations since the first third of the age of the universe.

This energy is situated approximately in the center of the universe and it sends impulses in all directions to constantly check and search new programs of all the energies in the universe. If a deviation occurs, this energy emits a super-intelligent correcting beam that has contact with this energy field all until secondary programs harmonize it with the Creator's programs. This sometimes happen within seconds, and sometimes it takes a couple of days or weeks to remove such deviations from the program, and harmonize it with the Creator's. This energy is the Program Correction Energy and is very important in the universe and the need for it will never cease, as long as there is the universe.

This energy can be useful to the humanity, especially in regards to its development in harmony with the Creator's way. The Correcting Energy can be used to harmonize people's thoughts with the Creator's way. The activity of this energy would be to check the thoughts of each person and correct the thoughts that are not in harmony with the Creator's will. This would gradually influence the changes in the way people think, because the program of thinking is changed and the person's way of thinking is harmonized with the Creator's will. Such corrections are very important and they can be actualized by the persons with highly developed paranormal powers in many ways.
This would be a contribution and assistance in the process initiated by the "greatest of powers" that you use from some other side and with another approach, but with the same goal, which will enhance the speed of the process that you have initiated.

There is also the possibility, but you still do not have enough power for it, for the creation of a pendant or a product that could be placed upon a wall, similar to the "Home Guardian" that would harmonize the thoughts of the people using it, or who are in the same room with the Creator's will.

THE FIRST REVELATION OF THE UNIVERSE

The universe with its exceptionally complex contents is a unique thing that has never existed before, nor will it ever again be created. As the Creator is unique and genuine, so is his work. Therefore – everything that existed, that exists and that will exist is held within the Creator and the results of his toil. The fact that nothing exists apart from this hints to us that we should be introduced to the Creator's being and the results of his work in the as much as people need it and as much as it is useful for the development of the human civilization. There is a myriad of energies around whose functions can not be grasped, but there is also a myriad of energies and their functions that can be understood up to a certain degree. Yet, they are of no importance to the development of the human civilization. That is why it is unnecessary for the people to be introduced to either group of these energies.

The number of energies of interest to people is relatively limited, but there are still hundreds of them. We are, of course, going to pay attention and point out to their contents, purpose, and their way of functioning in the universe as much as the people need to be introduced to them and as much as they can understand it. This list contains the energies that people will not be capable of understanding, either because of their contents or because of their functions. However, these energies will assist the development of the human civilization a great deal. That is why we are going to give you their detailed description, but only in regards to the positive effects they can have on humans.

So, this FIRST REVELATION OF THE UNIVERSE that is going to be presented in the book "The Holy Knowledge" will contain the basic elements and knowledge about the Creator and his work – the cosmic energies, in the amount that people will find it useful and necessary to be introduced to. However, the stress will be placed on the energies that can be useful and important to people and whether they can understand their contents and functions or not. This book "The Holy Knowledge" will, therefore, give people the basic knowledge about the Creator, the universe and substantially detailed knowledge about the energies that can be useful to the human civilization. This introduction will be very detailed and people will be instructed on how to use certain energies for the development of the human civilization. This means that this last part in the presentation will be so detailed that people with high paranormal capacities could practically use it for the development of the human civilization so that they could help the development of the human civilization in order to achieve the great goal of the human race – the maturing of the luminous bodies of the people.

THE HEALING CAPACITIES OF THE UNIQUE FIELD

Slowly, moving silently, the energies of the universe do their everyday work and at the same time they develop themselves, and thus create a more complex universe with more contents in it. However, there are energies that do not follow the collective pace of the universe. Above all, the Unique Field is stationary. It was given this feature so it could have fewer problems in
the effective following the relations between the Unique Field and the energies it has created. This means that because it was mobile it was separated from the movement of energies. This feature gave it a clearer view on what was going on in the universe and it could check the functioning of energies in the universe. There are different energies created to follow the behavior of energies in the universe and to detect the deviations from the programs given by the Creator. At the same time, these energies act alone or through other energies, and work on the diminishing of such deviations and reestablishing their synchronized functioning. Apart from them, the Unique Field has its own control system so it could be informed and affect the correction of deviations of different energies from their programs. In order to achieve this, the Unique Field, as we have already said it, is everywhere in the universe, acts upon certain points where there have been substantial deviations regarding the space and intensity. Such deviations would be too much of a task for the luminous bodies, and it would take them a long time to complete it. That is why the Unique Field has taken over the basic, global correcting of the deviations of energies from their programs, letting the remaining minor and individual specific deviations to be corrected by the energies programmed to do so, and the mature luminous bodies.

These exceptional powers of the Unique Field can be used to assist humans or groups of humans. Namely, the Unique Field returns and reestablishes the primary programs designed by the Creator, yet at the same time it recognizes and establishes the programs created by the Christ Energy and Life Wave. Due to this, the Unique Field and its component in charge of such repairs can repair the general state of the aura and organism very quickly. It also normalizes the functions of the two and turns them to a very good state. Only certain functions will avoid this influence, but there are not many of such functions in the diseases and in the human organism in general. This means that the Unique field, by correcting the human aura with its healing capacity through this component can lead both the aura and the organism to a healthy state in a relatively short time, and have the effect that can be achieved in no other way.

The appeal to the Unique Field that can be sent by the persons with high paranormal powers makes no difference between the chronic and acute diseases. Also there is no difference between the organic and mental diseases. It causes no reactions and little time is needed for the effects to take place. The appeal is sent only once and never repeated for all of these effects and for all the types and levels of diseases. However, after one has reached the improved state with the diseases that cause severe and most severe difficulties, after a period of time, one has to continue with the influence of other energies that continue the work and lead a person’s state of health to perfection. Out of these energies you know only the Flash Energy and energy sources of creative energies.

THE ENERGY FIELD – THE CLOCK OF THE UNIVERSE

The steps, or the silent pace, at which the universe has been moving for ages, will continue and never stop. At the same time it represents the normal functioning of the universe and the further development of the contents in the universe. Out of almost myriad of energies in the universe, one has to pay attention only to those that are of importance for the development of the humanity, while others will remain unknown to mankind. One of very important energy fields that plays a very important role in the silent pace of the universe is the field that follows the relations between the energy fields around the universe. Its task was to signal all deviations from the universal clockwork so that the suitable energies would be included in the return of certain energy fields to the mutual pace and reestablish the full harmony in the universe. Such an energy field has the capacity of knowing perfectly the programs of all the
energies in the universe and the pace of their actualization. This includes the energies of the human auras, too. That is why it can be used to ensure the proper development of the human aura, so that it can complete its task – cleansing the human aura to the perfection and thus provide humans the basic preconditions for the enlightenment. This field is called the CLOCK OF THE UNIVERSE FIELD and can be used for the development of the human civilization. People with high paranormal powers can obtain an incredibly fast and perfectly harmonious and safe development of human auras by appealing to this field. The essence of the implementation of this energy is to direct and preventing any sort of deviation from the perfect work of the aura. These may occur due to the effects of negative thoughts and stress and other pollutants of the human aura. At that, one has to bear in mind that the Clock of the Universe Energy only registers the deviation from the fastest possible development and sends signals to the appropriate energies in the universe, above all, to the creative energies. In this way they can put correct this state in the fastest possible way. This energy is then of great assistance to the humanity, and the humanity can achieve its main goal – the maturing of all the luminous bodies within a very short time.

THE CONNECTIVE ENERGY NUMBER FIVE

The relations among the global energies and energies that are of medium or less importance are very powerful and full of contents. One can not imagine lack of any sort of energy existing and functioning in the universe without causing disturbance in the entire universe. That is why one can not speak about the insignificant or unimportant energies, but only about energies whose tasks and functions are more complex and which cover a larger portion of the universe than some other. Again, none of them is unimportant and none of them can be excluded from the functioning without leading to disturbances in the overall operation of the universe. There are certain energies that are seemingly limited in their character and importance, connected to a certain field in a remote part of the universe. These energies can play essential roles, which means that with the termination of their work and functioning nothing could replace it, and it would create substantial problems not only in that segment of the universe, but in the entire universe. The Connective Energy #5 is one such energy. It has the following features: it connects certain elements of the Stripe Energy with global energies, above all with the Christ Energy and Space Energy. Those functions can not be comprehended by humans, but the Stripe Energy could practically not function without them.

This capacity of the Connective Energy #5 can be applied to assist the development of the human civilization. Namely, the Connective Energy #5 is capable of transferring certain bits of information that are important for the functioning of the Stripe Energy, and the Stripe Energy draws the information and the activity through the Connective Energy #5 from the Christ Energy and Space Energy. It is peaceful for the rest of the time, all until a new need arises for fresh pieces of information and energies. Humans can apply this capacity in order to prevent themselves from the acute diseases that occur occasionally or suddenly and can not be planned and foreseen.

People with highly developed paranormal powers can use the Connective Energy #5. Its effects are strong and fast. It leads to the improvement with the patients suffering from acute diseases within hours, and sometimes even after only five minutes. The appeal can be sent only once should the complete recovery take place within a couple of days. In case the disease continues in its mild form even during the third day, one has to re-send the appeal. The connective energy #5 can be applied with all the acute diseases, and it can also be sent to improve the worsened states of chronic diseases, and the person experiences the improvement – return to the previous stage of the disease or even the improved state if
compared to the usual. This energy can not be used with chronic diseases, because it works occasionally rather than continually.

THE UNIVERSE OPERATES SIMILAR TO THE LIVING BEING

One can roughly represent the universe as a living being that is healthy and functions well only if all of its parts are healthy and well-synchronized. As with humans where the deviation of one organ leads to the wide scope of problems, in the same manner the deviation of one energy from its normal functioning must cause disturbances in almost the entire universe. That is why the Creator constantly insists on checking if there are any deviations and reestablishing the energies in their normal shape with their programs and functions. The Creator has designed a line of energies specialized to solve these problems solely.

Having in mind the cataclysms that used to occur in the first fifth of the existence of the universe and threatened to destroy the universe and his efforts, the Creator made a firm decision that the results of his work and work of many energies should not have been in vain. However, this can be understood, because it is almost impossible that no deviations occur during certain long periods in such a vast and endless space, among plenty of different energies whose number is nearing infinity. It has always been thus and it shall always be thus in the future and that is why these energies, let us call them universal inspectors, will never cease to exist. On the contrary, their sort may grow in numbers so that the mentioned risks are reduced.

THE SYNCHRONIZING ENERGY

One of the youngest energies that appeared only in the last tenth of the existence of the universe checks the synchronizing of all the energies within the universe. Its task is to use the energy waves that it sends towards all the energies in the universe and constantly check whether the synchronizing of cooperation among the energies that cooperate is on the level that is not lesser than the maximum supposed. It also checks whether this cooperation is in accordance with the program that the Creator has foreseen. This energy signalizes and points out practically instantly which of the energies are in question and which part of the cooperation is malfunctioning. It also signalizes what needs to be done in order to reestablish the operational synchronicity among the energies. The information received in such a manner is furthermore processed by the energies of different sorts, depending on the necessary corrections of the cooperation programs. These energies include the Energy Sources of the creative energies, then different energies created for that purpose, and the mature luminous bodies. The emergency call that this, let us call it Synchronizing Energy, emits along with the contents, intensity of deviation and necessary energy actions so that the synchronicity can be reestablished, is received by all the energy structures supposed to deal with this sort of problems. In coordination with their purpose, energy strength and its physical distance, they instantly work on rectifying and improving the synchronicity of the operation of the energies.

THE GREATEST HUMAN HEALING CAPACITIES

This feature of the Synchronization Energy can be applied really well in the development and assistance to the human community. Above all, there is a capacity within the Synchronizing Energy designed to ensure the corrections in the functioning of the human aura and body that have deviated from the synchronization with other elements. This leads to the poor functioning of the aura and body and consequentially to the disease in a human organism. That is why the Synchronizing Energy represents a new sort of healing that, by taking over its own function,
does not stop sending information about the poor synchronization all until the disease is gone. At that, when compared to the energies known until now, the Synchronizing Energy affects the complete aura and the organism, making no distinction among their segments. That is why the Synchronizing Energy is one of the most encompassing and most complex of energies that deal with human health that could have ever been accomplished. To its signal, connected to the aura and the body, all of the energies react and include themselves in the process. Above all, those are the Energy Sources of creative energies, Flash Energy and all of the other important energy structures, regardless of the fact whether we have mentioned them or not. In order to actualize such a power, one has to have a high level of paranormal development. Even though it affects the entire organism at the same time, this energy causes no reactions, due to its super-intelligence. It is effective against both the acute and chronic diseases, because it removes all the deviations from the normal functioning of the human aura and the body, and the developmental programs of the humans. It is also fully efficient in fighting permanently damaged tissues and malignant diseases, except in the last month of the malignant diseases.

The pace of its effectiveness does not depend on the number of the diseases in the organism, but on the sort and intensity of the disease. This means that the number of the diseases involved does not affect the pace of their removal. What matters are their intensity and sort of the disease. According to this, one can conclude that the diseases that are manifested will be removed following the pace needed by the energies engaged for their removal to accomplish their task. Considering the fact that the Synchronizing Energy activates the most efficient energies of the universe, and even though it simultaneously heals many organs, the pace of the healing will be faster than with any of the energies you have met so far. One can say that in the same time that the Flash Energy heals only one disease, the Synchronizing Energy heals a number of diseases of the same person. This means that each of the affected organs will be healed by the Synchronizing Energy following the pace that would take the Flash Energy to heal it.

THIS METHOD IS PRACTICALLY THE LIMIT OF THE HUMAN CAPACITIES CONNECTED TO HEALING PEOPLE FROM THE ACUTE AND CHRONIC DISEASES, ORGANIC AND MENTAL, PERMANENTLY DAMAGED TISSUES AND MALIGNANT DISEASES.

THE CORRECT WAY OF BEING INTRODUCED TO THE UNIVERSE

The creation of the universe during the unlimited time span has been an unparalleled unique process. The creation of the universe – it is the creation of the world that includes people among other species. People have been experiencing the universe in different ways, depending especially on the level of the development and civilization. The way people see the universe today, compared to what they need to know, points out a very low level of knowledge, and the numerous approaches proved to be wrong. There have been different opinions, even wrong information that people have accepted as facts. We are not going to deal with rectifying their mistakes, because the ways of examining the universe, the way the science has started it, is wrong and has no perspective.

The only true approach to the introduction of the universe that enables people to receive all the knowledge they want to receive about the universe, as well as the knowledge that people show no interest in, and which is of exceptional importance for the development of the human civilization and protection of the environment, even the planet earth, is given in this book – "The Holy Knowledge". That is why the knowledge that you were being given in the beginning, represented the encyclopedic origin of the universe, with basic features of the most important
elements and events. Even though we have introduced you to the energies that represent the essence and spinal column of the universe, we have but touched the essence of what people need to know. We have briefly dealt with the energies that people would not find interesting, even regarding the global introduction to the functioning of the universe, but their capacities and readiness to assist people with their healing or other features was crucial and we had to mention them briefly. There is also a line of energies that can help people in this way or another, and you will be introduced to them during our further exposition. However we are going to choose the most suitable energies from each group that have the similar effects so that we could stay concentrated on the issue.

THE SINUSOID ENERGY

A special sort of energy that we are going to talk about today is an energy that spreads around the entire universe like a mild wave, similar to a sinusoid. Its vibrations move along the egg of the universe in one direction, and in the second cycle they return in another direction. The egg seems to be filled with numerous small sinusoid waves that constantly move in one direction or another. This energy, we may call it the Sinusoid Energy is a very specific energy the essence of which is in the following: by going through all the energies and all of the matter that the universe consists of in constant cycles, it takes over appropriate information and conveys it to all the other energies as the knowledge of the functioning of each single energy. This means that the Sinusoid Energy enables all the energies in the universe to receive the information about the current behavior of all the energies in the universe successively and in relatively short periods. This makes it possible for other energies to find out what the ways of cooperation with any of the energies within the universe and actualize their capacities that are designed in their developmental programs. At the same time, from the moment they start activating this cooperation with some of the energies, the Sinusoid Energy successively conveys to them the way a potential cooperator reacts and how this cooperation is going on, and it also conveys the constant transfer of the effects of that cooperation when it starts developing. This means that the Sinusoid Energy is of great assistance in the future development of the universe as the only connection among the myriad of energies in the universe that enables them all to choose a new partner for cooperation, as well as to find out what ways of actualization and effects of cooperation are already going on.

This energy, considering its super-intelligence and its powers as well as its presence everywhere in the universe, has the capacity to assist people in certain fields. Namely, the issue is that the Sinusoid Energy can assist people in many fields, but the most important are the following: due to it being exceptionally informed one can affect certain groups of people through their auras so that cooperation can be established. This cooperation should follow the Creator's will. This means that two persons with high paranormal powers can direct their activities onto people ready for the cooperation in this manner. A person with high powers will be given information about persons ready for this sort of cooperation through paranormal ways through the Sinusoid Energy. The appeal sent by a person who is willing to cooperation will reach all the persons ready for it. This appeal is very strong and will find all persons that are interested in this way of cooperation although they may not be aware of it. The effects of the appeal are very powerful and give effects faster than after any known appeal so far. It changes the way of thinking fast, because it is directed exclusively to persons ready and in the mood for this sort of change.

The other appeals that you send will exemplify the preparation of all the people, even those that are deeply opposed to the harmonization of the way we think with the way of the Creator. It will gradually transform them to the level where they will be ready and in the mood for the
harmonization of their thoughts with the Creator's way, and then your appeal that is directed towards the real target through the Sinusoid Energy will start giving effects.

THE CREATION OF THE POTENTIAL IN CREATIVE ENERGIES

By creating the universe, the Creator has gradually expanded, elaborated, and created even more subtle contents and activities of the energies. The systems of the development that are built in each energy give it capacity to develop itself, of course, in coordination with the Creator's will. Recent events, if we take the age of the universe into consideration, yet ancient for the people, are the creation of the potential within the global or creative energies of the universe, such as the energies of Christ, Holy Spirit and Space, and the other four not interesting to people. The development of the potential within these energies is, considering the age of the universe, at the very initial phase and it has reached today a relatively modest size in comparison to the Creator's potential. It is, however, even now, from the human standpoint, an immeasurably powerful potential energy that represents new bases. Out of these bases completely new energies and their effects will be created when appropriate. It also may lead to significant improvement of the very energies that have created this potential, as well as to the solution of numerous problems that are waiting for them in the present and the future. The potential of these energies already has the power to create new contents in its global energies that have not yet been present in the universe. The creations of these potentials will be completely in coordination with the Creator's will, but a need will arise for the Creator to include himself with his potential in the necessary creations that would synchronize these changes with the achievement of the rest of the universe. This will be, after a long period of time, one of the most significant transformations of the universe that will make it even more complex and subtle. This process has already been initiated but these are pioneer steps of the potentials of the global energies whose creations are still modest in size. Yet, the Creator reacts to them immediately with his potential leading the rest of the universe in harmony with these changes. There are predictions that the development of the potentials of the global energies will be continued in the future, and that, after a period of time close to one fifth of the existence of the universe, potentials will emerge in large and medium sized energies – energies that are not global energies of the universe.

Due to these changes performed by the potentials of the global energies, as well as to the constant changes of the universe that are realized by the Creator's potential, such quality and contents of these energies will occur that they will near the capacities of the present global energies and they will enable the initiation of the creation of their own potentials that will again be in coordination with the Creator's will.

The transformation from the phase of the Potential to the phase of creativity took the Creator very long time. This process was gradual because it was the Creator's pioneer project. From the beginning of the creation of the universe until the fifth of its present existence, there was a period during which the universe was being born, boiling, when energies occasionally neutralized each other and thus lost the functions given to them by the Creator. After this period and after the measures taken over by the Creator in the following period, the universe was gradually synchronized and today it can present an almost perfect harmony of functioning of the energies and matter it consists of. This very day, of course, is not an important day in the development of the universe but one of normal moments of its endlessly long development.

Regardless of the numerous changes that take place gradually and very slowly, the universe will be more and more harmonious, more and more consistent, magnificent and filled with
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FREE WILL

After he had given free will to the people the Creator has enabled their exceptionally fast development with the assistance of the luminous bodies. There are beings that have free will although they have not taken the responsibility and honor to assist in the development of the luminous bodies. However, all of the material races that take over the responsibility to assist in the development of the luminous bodies are given the right to have free will so that the development of their luminous bodies would happen as soon as possible and in the most efficient manner. The biggest number of the non-material living beings has been created in order to complete certain tasks, and their having free will would be pointless. That is why the earlier attempts to develop the luminous bodies through non-material beings with no free will were not sufficiently successful – the time that it took them to develop the luminous bodies was in such situations up to one hundred times longer than the time it takes with the material beings with free will. Whoever was chosen to be the carrier of the development of the luminous bodies on the planet earth: wild boars, dolphins or humans, would be given the free will and it would stay there during the entire process of creating the mature luminous bodies. Giving free will to the non-material living beings in order to develop luminous bodies would be counter-productive because of the tasks these beings have and are completely devoted to complete. Free will is the prerequisite for the development of the luminous bodies, because it enables the material beings, which are the carriers of this development, to act and think the way they want to.

THE DISADVANTAGES OF THE FREE WILL – NEGATIVE THOUGHTS

There is, however, the other side of the medal called free will. Namely, when the material living beings stray from the Creator's way, they endanger their own, and other races, their environment, and the very planet they live on. One can not prevent this from occurring by repossessing free will, and then harmonizing their deeds and thoughts with the Creator's will, because once the free will is given, it can not be taken away. This problem has widely been present with the human race. The way they develop, the environment they grow up in, the typical way of thinking of the human race, lead to the occurrence of a number of negative thoughts that are not in harmony with the Creator's way. They damage the health of such persons and the health of other people, too. They establish bad interpersonal relationships, create tension, burning issues and wars that may lead to the self-destruction of the human race. Those negative thoughts and the wrong way of thinking act not only upon people, but their surroundings; upon the plants and animals, and what is the most horrible, upon the aura of the planet Earth up to the point that they brought the Earth's aura to the brink of existence, both as a planet and as a living being. This means that there is a danger that changes would
happen on the planet's surface that would destroy all the plants and animals and would completely change the ratio of sea and land.

The planet Earth and living beings on it already were in such a complex and difficult situation, yet it was not so dangerous as it is today. It happened one hundred years before Christ. The global Christ Energy decided to save the planet Earth and the human race, sending its emissary in a human form, in the form of Jesus Christ, to remove the damages in the Earth's aura. He also had to spread another sort of religion among the people, the religion that would be in harmony with the Creator's will. The ten commandments that people had to stick to represented a measure of prevention from the creation of negative thoughts and the wrong way of thinking. In this way, the pollution of the aura of the earth, as well as the health of people and other damages created by the wrong way of thinking, would have been much milder and happened less often. Harmony would be established in the behavior of people and lives of the animals and plants and the very planet Earth. Christ completed his task and a couple of centuries after Christ the way people were thinking was improving, following the development of Christianity. As a result of this, the initial problems were reduced. This went on all until the moment when Christianity started following the directions of the secular and religious leaders, who changed the text of the Holy Bible and adjusted it to their needs. It was the period when sins could be paid for. People who sinned would simply go to a priest and pay him a certain amount of money. It was a period of time when people who opposed the official clerical opinions were severely punished, and burned on a stake; it was the period of inquisition and religious wars, when religion was a legitimate excuse for robbery and conquests. And so the world found itself again deep in the situation when the wrong way of thinking and creation of a vast number of negative thoughts became dominant.

ORIGINS OF THE PLANET EARTH

How was the Earth created? There are a number of hypotheses by science, but neither of them is correct. Only one person, who was enlightened 32000 years ago in Australia was told the story of how the Earth had been created. People could not write then, and this person could not pass this knowledge to his disciples, so it went to the grave along with him.

The Earth was created in the following way: One particle in the universe that was going through a cloud of cosmic dust started attracting new particles; this new and bigger mass attracted even more particles that continued sticking to it. As it grew, this mass attracted more and more particles. This process lasted for about 300 million years and the Earth grew to be the tenth of its present size. Then a comet passed by it and pulled it along, incorporating it in its tail. In the tail the mass of the Earth grew to one sixth of its present size. Then, because it grew so much it could not follow the comet's speed, as it was passing by a large celestial body it gradually left the tail of the comet. It even attracted one part of the tail. This upper layer that was gained from the comet was white hot, while the core was considerably cold.

Then it floated into a sea of meteors and followed it for 400 million years. During that period it grew to 95% of its present size, because it attracted the meteors with its force of gravity. Because it got heavier, and because it was attracted by some other celestial bodies it gradually left the sea of meteors and followed a certain course for around ten million years. It passed by the Sun on this course. The Sun attracted it with its mass and only due to the enormous speed the Earth was moving it did not crash into it, but attracted a certain amount of the Sun's hot gasses that encompassed it. By and by, it became permanently attracted by the Sun's gravity, and made a great ellipse and passed by the Sun after 200 years. This ellipse became smaller and smaller, it became steady in the following 40 million years, and it...
still follows the same course. The entire stay of the earth in the solar system is one billion
eight hundred thousand years. The Earth’s diameter, since it had left the sea of meteors until
today has grown for only one percent, because of the inflow of matter from the outer space.

However, because the central core expanded, the diameter was extended for another three or
four per cent. The inner layer of the Earth that was created by the fall of the meteors, and that
is situated 100 to 400 kilometers under the surface of the Earth, is full of hollows that are
constantly filled with the melted matter from the core. When those hollows change shape or
when they fall in, they cause earthquakes and volcanoes. This is the Earth’s history.

THE HUMAN NEGATIVE THOUGHTS REPRESENT DANGER TO THE EARTH’S AURA

There are constant energy changes in the earth’s atmosphere. The upper layer constantly
moves westwards, and the bottom one moves eastwards. These two layers are separate and
have nothing to do with each other regarding the energies. Their movement enables the
survival of the earth. Compared to the human auras or any living beings on the earth, it is
constantly moving. Most damages in the energy composition of the earth’s aura are connected
to natural causes, which can cause mild damages, so the self-healing mechanism of the earth
can keep its aura in good shape.

Although it seems almost impossible: THE EARTH’S AURA IS MOST DAMAGED BY THE
HUMAN NEGATIVE THOUGHTS!

The energy structure of the lower layer of the Earth’s aura is very susceptible to the energy
coming from the human thoughts. As human thought is spherically spread and as it
immediately goes through all the layers of the atmosphere, it contacts the lower layers of the
aura and damages them permanently. The damages are inflicted upon the lower part of the
aura, above the place where the person is situated. However, due to the constant circular
movement of the lower level the damage is not done only on one spot. If a negative thought
lasts for a longer time they create dents that can cause the appearance of a dented ring in the
Earth’s aura, after the lower layer has run a full circle around the Earth.

The most damaged is the ring that encircles the energy field above the moderate belt of the
Northern Hemisphere, because most people live in this region and it includes European
countries, and Russia, China, Japan, North America.

These damages are being build up for thousands of years, and they gradually lead to the
blockades in the functioning of the Earth’s aura, similar to the blockades of the human aura.

Severe movements of the superficial segment of the earth and misbalance between the
superficial layer and layers beneath it occur due to the damages of the aura. Consequences
of these damages will be seen as earthquakes, volcano eruptions, big floods and a general
instability of the soil. Besides, what is a lot more important not only for the survival of the
earth, but the living beings on it, the rise of harmful radiation coming out of earth can occur.
This would cause the disappearance of the entire flora and fauna in the most affected regions.
It is possible that such damages may occur that would bring life on earth to question.

The development of the living world on the Earth is the result of the billion years of the
Creator’s efforts. That is why one animal species, such as human, the role of which and the
time it has been on this planet has been relatively modest during the history of this planet, can
not be allowed to destroy all of the work involved.
The basic problem is the free will of humans, who were given it as special species, and therefore force can not be used to solve this problem. That is why the only correct way is to change the way people think. This would gradually stop the worsening of the state of the Earth's aura before the critical line is crossed, and the cataclysms start their devastating work on this planet. If this process is stopped it would allow the faster development of human luminous bodies, and almost all of them would mature. This would lead to the creation of the critical mass of mature luminous bodies, who would be capable of repairing the vast damages in the Earth’s aura.

It is now clear to you why it is necessary for the talisman to be widespread. Because it plays the important role in changing the way people think and thus in the saving of the Earth’s aura.

**THE CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE THOUGHTS – THE END OF THE WORLD**

The Earth's aura has been so damaged and the concentration of negative energies is so high that it can damage the planet and lead to cataclysms of vast proportions, even vaster than those that had threatened to occur before Christ came on Earth. This happened in a relatively short time because of the increase of the human population and the increase of negative thoughts of each individual. It also happened because of numerous wars, especially the global ones, when millions and millions of people emitted their negative thoughts.

In this case, however, the Christ's Second Coming is not expected to save the civilization. There is no salvation for the civilization that is an exception among the universal civilizations, and the civilization that has deployed the wrong way of thinking, hatred and fight for power, envy, discontentment, and fear to such an extent that it may be self-destroyed. The spiritual energies are not willing any more to indulge themselves in the same business of cleansing the Earth's aura, because two thousand years ago people were given the capacity to maintain a permanent, stable life on their planet if they complied with the proper way of thinking and behavior. People missed that chance, disrespected the continuous appeals and advice, even the cries of the spiritual beings which were calling for the harmonization of the human way of thinking with the Creator's way. Most people simply chose to disrespect these appeals. That is why the spiritual beings do not find it necessary to do something that did not work the last time. This time they are ready to let people and the entire living world of the planet to their own destinies, so that the Earth could, after the cataclysms, start over and create new civilizations that will be in harmony with the Creator's will.

**IS THE END OF THE WORLD PREDESTINED?**

Although the cataclysm is very near, before us, the spiritual beings are still ready to give their maximum support to people, to remove the state humans led themselves to. There is still time and during that time people must find it necessary to change their way of thinking and harmonize it with the Creator's will. The most developed ones in paranormal sense should make maximum efforts, with the support of the spiritual beings, so that they could remove the negative consequences of the wrong way of thinking of people that threaten to destroy the entire planet.

The cataclysm that would endanger the entire planet is not predestined, it is a consequence of an ages old harmful charge created by the negative thoughts of all the people in the world and can be substantially removed with the change of the ways of thinking of most people in the world along with the simultaneous activities of powerful individuals that will have all the
assistance of the spiritual energies. However, one part of the cataclysms can not be avoided, and it is predestined to happen on the Earth. It is a part of normal development of life on Earth that includes the changes in the ratio of land and sea, movement of the Earth's plateaus and volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and floods.

Should all the people and individuals with great paranormal powers succeed in timely removing the dangers that threat to destroy the Earth, that also deal with the part that is not predestined, then the remaining predestined cataclysms could be foreseen, and the people from the would be affected regions could be notified on time. In that case systematic migrations will be planned so that the predestined changes in the Earth's crust could happen with the least damage to the people and plants and animals.

The process of the defense against the cataclysms has already begun. Above all it includes people of high paranormal powers that make great efforts along with the assistance of the spiritual energies to minimize the danger to the Earth. Yet, we are the witnesses, in the past couple of years, the increase in the number of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, changes in climate and other harmful natural occurrences that are announcing the initiative mild period of the cataclysms on the planet. Will people manage to fight it? Will they reduce it to a bearable state, or will it completely destroy all of the flora and fauna on the Earth? ONE STILL DOES NOT KNOW THE ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS. It will depend to a great deal on whether the people on the entire planet will be ready to change their way of thinking and reduce the number of their negative thoughts and thus at least stop adding to the existing problem. Also, it will depend on whether certain individuals of great powers would be able to reduce all the negativity that has been gathering for more than a thousand of years, and this reducing should especially deal with the dirt that has been there for the past hundred to the minimum, predestined part.

THE PROGRAMS OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

The silent roads that the energies of the universe trod along, following their programs of functioning and development could be represented on the maps of the universe with great precision. However, much more important are the activities of the energies and their functions and the functions of their development in this silent pace. Each of the energies was created so that it could do something in the universe, so that it could fulfill their task that was given to them by the Creator through the programs that coincided with the creation of these energies.

Those programs contained the development programs of those energies, and they were supposed to gradually activate them independently of the Creator. Of course, their activation should remain within the framework of what the Creator gave them in regards to their development. In the same way the program of their work and functioning fits the work of certain functions within the universe, regardless of whether these energies are one insignificant segment or a spinal column of the entire program, so are they irreplaceable and no program can take place in full capacity and in a correct way.

What do these developmental programs contain? They contain the wishes and inclinations that the Creator brought into such an energy for their future development and their future functioning. In coordination with their capacities, the energies develop these programs gradually, bit by bit, and each new segment is a step in the development of the program, i.e. the realization of the next step in the development of the energy. Those developmental programs most often contain the same predisposition had by the programs of the basic
functioning of these energies: they do their function in the universe and cooperate with certain energies on accomplishing mutual tasks. Consequentially, it means that the development programs represent the complexity and reaching for the perfection of the functioning of such an energy within the scope of its work and the improved and more complete cooperation with other energies. Also, the new energies are dealing with both the old and new tasks in their cooperation. Therefore, the programs of normal functioning of the energies as well the programs of the development are within the framework of what they should be doing that has been planned by the Creator. They can not deal with certain functions that do not go along with the global program given to them by the Creator. That is why the development of an almost limitless number of energies in the universe will not lead to certain deviations in regards to the harmonious work of the universe. On the contrary, even though the contents and the subtlety of the functioning are increased they will not spoil the synchronized work of the entire universe. Their development will lead only to the improvement of the harmony that exists even today among the energies of the universe. All ways of cooperation among the energies of the universe have already been included into the development program of the universe that was thought up by the Creator. This means that there is no aberration in the ways of cooperation among the infinity of the energies in the universe. This picture of a foreseeable, secure, synchronized and harmonious universe should not give one an impression of a clock mechanism, or robot-energies. On the contrary, there are very many ways to improve the contents of the functioning and contents of the developmental programs that represent the immeasurable wealth of these energies. The universe with its capacities reminds of a field filled with various flowers, colors, scents, sizes, shapes that gradually change their shapes, the way they look, smell, by crossing and creating even more diversity that makes this picture even fuller. Exactly those limitless capacities of the development of the universal energies including their super-intelligence speak about the wealth of the contents and capacities in their functioning and development.

THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE MATTER

Why do we almost not mention the matter in our overview of the functioning of the universe?

Because the matter is only a fruit of reciprocal effects of some energies with the presence of the third, catalyst, energy, which compiles the energies to dense and turn to solid matter. The matter is a part of the energy, its dense segment. One can ask a question: If the energy that created the matter was super-intelligent, what happens to the matter? Is it capable of thinking and intelligence? Does it have development programs? Does it develop? By merging two energies and turning them into their dense substance, the intelligence of the energies that participated in the process is by all means transferred, too. This means that the matter can be intelligent, not intelligent or super-intelligent, if the original energies were of the respective sorts. However, the presence of the intelligence of the energy in the matter can not be long, because the matter can not function as energy. The intelligence of the energy is lost in the proportion that was included in the functioning of the energies and in the development process. Unfortunately, this function is dealt with most by the biggest part of the intelligence of the energy, so that the rest of the intelligence of the energy that is connected to some other aspects of the existence of the energy is but a segment of the entire intelligence and it stays in the matter that was created from these energies. This intelligence still has a great capacity for the further development of the intelligence that is now connected to inanimate matter. However, the capacities of the development of the inanimate matter, the capacities of its functioning in coordination with the functioning of the entire universe, according to the Creator's idea, are very modest in comparison to the functioning of the energies, especially the super-intelligent ones.
The intelligence of the matter is never lost, it exists within the scope of a weak energy shield around each bit of inanimate matter, which is actually its aura that lives as long as that matter does. The aura of the inanimate matter is a weak energy structure that influences very weekly and slowly the functioning and the development of the very matter. Yet, without this week intelligent structure, the life of the matter would be completely stopped. The bigger the particles of the matter, the bigger the auras i.e. the intelligent energies that stay attached to the matter after it emerged as a product of energies. They can be extremely developed with some material structure, and they can create the complex systems of the aura that function very efficiently. Such systems occur around big complexes of inanimate matter, such as planets, stars, nebulae of great proportions. The most interesting energy to the people is the energy of planets and stars. The energy structure of the planet Earth consists of a large number of small energy auras that came along with the small and big chunks that joined it during its journey through the universe. When these structures joined into the mass of one planet most of the individual auras joined one aura, the aura of the planet, that is wrapped around the Earth, quite close to its surface. One bit of these auras, however, remains adjoined to each of the chunks that make up the Earth, and in this way it creates a conglomerate of a number of elements that the Earth consists of, starting from the particles of dust, to big meteors that the Earth picked up on the way. Each of these elements that make up the planet Earth consists out of the matter and thin vibrant remaining parts of their auras. These remains of the auras in a certain way define the behavior of these segments of the Earth, their development and life that are in most part affected by the mutual aura that encircles the entire planet. In that way the aura of the planet, i.e. the aura of the inanimate matter, that has reached great proportions represents a special complex energy structure that originated from the parts of small auras of material elements the entire planet consists of. This aura of the planet has its intelligence and this intelligence is the average intelligence of all the elements of the auras it consists of. The development components of the auras lead to the development of the intelligence of the very aura and its capacity to influence the hot mass. By developing gradually, auras of certain planets may reach exceptionally high levels of development and be precious because of its being specific in certain parts of the universe. The Earth, however, has not been around for so long, and besides, the elements it consists of are in most part the cosmic dust and tiny meteorites that did not have significantly intelligent auras. Because of this, the overall aura of the planet has started its development on a relatively low level, and the short time of its existence did not allow its full development.

The auras of the stars have a different structure because the autonomy of the parts it was made of was lost due to the fact that the entire matter of the star is melted and is liquid. Therefore, its aura consists out of two parts: a thin, weak and less intelligent layer that represents a sphere very close to the surface of the star, that has been created by the remains of the auras of the elements that the star was made of; its main aura that is far away from the surface of the star and that has originated in the way similar to the way the auras of the planets were made of. Due to its impressive dimensions and the long period of development, as a rule, it reaches high intelligence and high capacities to influence the hot mass.

**THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE MATERIAL LIVING BEINGS**

As opposed to the inanimate matter, the animate matter creates its aura in the moment of the conceiving of an embryo with the assistance of the Life Wave that is constantly emitted by the
Christ Energy. This wave carries within the programs of the development of these embryos from the conception to the birth of a living being. The aura is developed parallel to the development of the body and gradually forms its elements. At that, all the auras of the living beings in the universe consist of the same sorts of energies that we have named the white and gray bioenergies, and the information energy to follow. So, the auras of all the material living beings in the universe consist of the same sorts of energies but because of the different developmental environments the auras of these living beings are different by their structures. Still, these three energies, taken all the variations into consideration, play the same role, just like they do in the human auras. This means that a part of the aura of each living being in the universe consists of the white bioenergy, that is the carrier of the mental processes, coming to conclusions and bringing decisions. This is so because the white energy alone is intelligent by its nature and it accomplishes the tasks it was created for only when in living beings. The level of the development of a certain civilization depends on the conditions of development, constructions of the auras, and of course on the age of a particular civilization of material living beings.

THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE RESEMBLES THE BUILDING SITE

The first moments of the creation of the universe resembled the initial phase of building work on a site, when the first holes are dug, and gradually this field would become a bigger and more complex building site. At the same time certain elements of this site have already started functioning, and simultaneously new buildings were being built all around them. Approximately around one tenth of the age of the universe the accent was put on the energies, or buildings that were being built, some of them even functioned independently. Somewhere around the fifth of the age of the universe this ratio was considerably changed, and most of the energies represented already finished buildings, while a small number was still in the process. Until one quarter of the age of the universe all of the buildings were practically finished and only occasionally something was built. After the half of the age of the universe the building of new buildings was real rare, but many of them were still redesigned, some of the buildings went through alterations. In the last third of the age of the universe, the creation of new buildings or energies was exceptionally rare, but there was still some work left on some of the buildings. Great accent was then put on creating the infrastructure, such as sidewalks, telephone, electric and other installations and connections that connected them and joined them, enabling the further development of the contacts and spreading the contents of the contacts.

The last fifth of the age of the universe is characterized by the synchronization of the work and all the major developmental capacities of certain buildings, so that their mutual contacts and cooperation were led to a very high level. At the same time it led to the development of new contents within them. This development could be shown as decoration of certain flats, rooms etc, which makes the tenants feel more comfortable, gives them better contacts and improved cooperation with the rest of the buildings. And in the end, they started with the creation of certain research centers in some of the biggest buildings that will deal with the future development of the inner contents and contacts with other buildings in the future. In this way, one could illustrate the creation of the universe through its limitless history of the existence.

THE HUSK OF THE UNIVERSE ENERGY

At the very beginning of the creation of the universe, the Creator had in his mind such contents and the way of functioning of the universe that would lead to the creation of one perfect structure that functions well and at the same time has the capacity to develop itself. He succeeded in it for the most part except certain deviations occurred. The deviations occurred
since the Creator has actualized certain new ideas during the creation of the universe, and they had not been planned in the very beginning. We should mention one idea out of the above-mentioned that was actualized around the half of the age of the universe. It dealt with the creation of one energy, which led to quite important changes in the contents and the ways of functioning of the universe. This energy resembles a kind of a 'wrap-it-all' of the universe; a shell that is egg-shaped and its work is directed towards the center of the universe, so it goes through all the energies.

Let us call this energy 'The Husk of the Universe'. It is very thick, but in comparison to the size of the universe it is seen as an insignificantly thin husk. Its role and function, as the Creator has imagined them, are to keep the energies of the universe within the borders designated by the Creator. However, extension of the universe is possible should the Creator desire so. At the same time, this energy brings certain pieces of information about the energy status of a particular field to all the energies it goes through. In a certain way, this is a way of how to define charge, and energy pressure of the energy within the universe that affects the husk. The information gives the energies of the universe very important data about their function and cooperation with other energies. This function of the Husk of the Universe is totally unclear to people and this is why we are going to say only that it is very important for the functioning of the universe, and that after it had been established by the Creator, important and positive changes happened in the functioning of the universe. These changes affected each individual energy and they led to the overall improvement of the work and synchronicity among all the energies.

Apart from the fact that this energy has played a great role in stabilizing the status and the further development of the universe, it has been also important to the people because it could assist them when there were problems to be solved. The Husk of the Universe Energy can be used for the establishment of good relations or tolerance among people. It can also be used for the improvement of the functioning, and for the cleansing of the auras of all the people from smog. At the same time, this energy can be of help in changing the climatic conditions in certain areas or on the entire planet. This will be done by the redistribution of the energy flows that would lead to the optimum climate on earth. It would include bringing the rain where it is needed and the other way around, as well as the redistribution of heat in the same manner. Cleansing of human auras and establishing tolerance among people can be achieved by people with high paranormal powers if they send an appeal for it.

FROM THE MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE UNIVERSE TO THE ASSISTANCE FROM THE UNIVERSE

Why do people have to know the truth about the universe? Without knowing the truth the human civilization will find itself in a dead-end street. Regardless of the existence of tradition in the countries in the Far East, the western civilization, being economically stronger and more aggressive, has imposed its way of thinking regarding all the fields of human interest. It is capable of completely smothering the interest of people from the East in spiritual life in fifty years, and it would infect the ways the way people think in every developed country in the world. This brings into question the achieving of the Creator's goal. At the same time, this would be the end of your efforts, because you would be alone in your attitude and you would lose people who support you.

Introducing people to the truth about the universe will help them to find out the truth about the Creator, about his grand creations through the limitless time and about what he is to do in the time ahead. They will find out things about the essence of his being that is nothing but love.
People who read your book will see the true face of the Creator, his perfection and his goodness. Finding this out will wash away many misconceptions and many lies about his cruelty, sternness, punishing, threatening. Another misconception will be uncovered, the one that says that when a man does wrong, it is enough for him only to ask God for forgiveness and everything will be forgiven and forgotten.

Your readers will see a limitless world of the universe with a limitless number of energies and their limitless number of contents and functions; their reciprocal affecting each other and cooperation that make the universe be as it is. They will see that there are specks of matter among the enormous and endless energies. The human race and the flora and fauna have developed on the surface of one of the specks. They will realize how insignificant planet Earth and human race are. They will see that they are nothing but the dust in the vastness of the universe and that it is no center of anything, no super-intelligent civilization. It is just one of the civilizations at the back of the line of material living beings. People will understand that before us there are millions of super-intelligent civilizations of non-material beings and hundreds of thousands of material living beings. That is why the efforts of human science to search for contacts or the human hope that there is at least one race similar to them seem ridiculous to us.

Yet, apart from the insignificance of the human race that is completely opposite to the image people have of themselves, the human race is also exceptionally significant for the planet Earth and the solar system as well as for all the global and other energies in the universe, even the Creator himself. This is so because the human race has been chosen to be the carrier of the development of the luminous bodies. This feature makes them different and because of this feature they are placed among the most important civilizations of the universe. Still, people and especially the world of science do not know anything about this importance. They will realize to what extent the scientific approach to the universe has been and the importance of the human civilization. They will also be interested in all the aspects that make the human civilization important, even in the Creator himself. There will be an increase in the number of people interested in the luminous bodies, visiting the places of power and harmonizing thoughts with the Creator's way. People will be interested in your products that cleanse the aura and assist in the development in the world of paranormal. In this way the book "Holy Knowledge" will gradually initiate masses of people in the desired direction and help to achieve the great goal. Introducing people to the functioning of the important energies in the universe, as well as their utilization in order to heal or help the human civilization, and the possibility to check their effects, will persuade people in the truth that stands behind what is being told here. This will enable the further application of the energies of the universe to assist the human civilization on a wider scale. Once the iron wall is torn down – the wall of non-acceptance and lack of understanding, only in the paranormal field, these negative attitudes will be cease to exist, and in the end all of the useful things in the universe will be accepted and welcome to assist the development of the human civilization.

That is why the importance of this book is incomparably greater than the importance of any book that had dealt with this issue so far. This book will activate the creation of new books with key information and slowly the scope of veritable data on issues that could not be approached with the usual methods of research will be expanded. Your contribution in writing this book is, therefore, priceless and you are not nearly aware of this fact. However, the spiritual beings will be able to appreciate your efforts and they will award you appropriately. It is exceptionally important for the people to realize the truth of your book and to spread this truth in all the countries of the world. That is why you have to fight for it to be printed first in
Yugoslavia and then, after it has been translated into English, in the United States. Later on it will be published in other countries of the world.

THE ASPECTS OF POSSIBLE COOPERATION BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THE MATERIAL AND NON-MATERIAL SUPER-INTELLIGENT BEINGS IN THE UNIVERSE

We have already said that the attempt of scientist to make contact with a civilization that would be at least on the human level is at the same time both futile and ridiculous and that the true means to establish such contacts is through the world of paranormal i.e. using the energies unbeknownst to science. In this way the contact with super-intelligent civilizations from outer space is possible and necessary for the further development of our civilization. These civilizations are ready and have the means to assist the human community. This is so because their thoughts and deeds are directed towards the Creator's path and they will represent no danger for the people when they get in touch with these beings. On the contrary, their positive attitude and humanness are a guarantee that their effects will be harmless and very useful because the capacities of these civilizations are far beyond human. That is why the contact with them is similar to the contacts of civilized people with the natives of far-away places who have seen a white human for the first time. Yet, there is a difference: the white man had primarily had in mind how to exploit and abuse the low level of the natives' development and rob them off of all their wealth while the attitude of these highly developed civilizations from outer space is quite the contrary. Their positive and humane way of thinking and acting will help them concentrate on assisting humans to reach the maximum of their capacities, without using them for the benefit of their own civilization. The assistance they can offer to the human community is multifold and can be divided into several fields of operation.

In the first place, it is to assist people to establish, on a general level, such a way of thinking of the humans that will be in harmony with the Creator's way. This assistance would be seen in forwarding the knowledge to highly developed people and initiating them to be able to change the way of thinking, and these people will later on forward it through appeals to all the people in the world.

Secondly, assistance could be given in order to change the climate in smaller or bigger areas, and this would happen upon the agreement with what the people find appropriate and with the benefit animals and plants could have from such changes. They could also be protected from storms and similar.

The third aspect of assistance is to help people to solve certain issues that trouble the human community. Above all this would touch the energy, especially electric and heating energy. Solving these problems would come from sources that have energy in their nature and are situated in the outer space.

The fourth aspect of help would deal with different pieces of advice regarding the issues of agriculture, livestock tending and industry, urbanism, transport, education of children and grown-ups and the methods that would help one to advance spiritually. The knowledge and advice would be forwarded gradually, through a number of years in accordance with the readiness of the human race to accept them, apply them, and master them. For the time being you will be the only person to forward the knowledge of the highly developed civilizations of non-material and material nature from outer space onto people. So far, you have been able to establish contact with super-intelligent non-material beings from the Earth's atmosphere, and upon our advice you used them to contact a super-developed non-material civilization in the Orion constellation. This cooperation and further contacts will cover a wider scope as you
become more capable of taking over the information and as people become ready to start applying them gradually. Without the assistance of these super-developed civilizations the development of the humans would be a lot slower and the level of the danger that comes from wars and conflicts would be risen to the maximum.

THE CONTROL ENERGIES

Some of the energies that contain a program of control, diagnosing and alarming in regards to the state and functioning of the energy fields in the universe have a common feature to instantly react to the changes that occur within different energies in the universe. Considering an almost limitless number of energies that they control, an extremely complex system of energy indicators is situated within the programs of these intelligent Control Energies.

This system can be applied in the control of the states within the human organisms and their auras. Once the aberration from normal functioning and development of the above mentioned is noticed, one can instantly react to it. The aberrations of even the tiniest elements in the functioning of the aura and the body would be instantaneously forwarded to the energy that is capable of acting upon it and bringing them back to the normal, that is, programmed level. That would be the system of absolute control and keeping the human organism in a healthy state, concerning both the mental and physical state of people. It would also protect the aura from any sort of damage in any aspect of its functioning. This capacity contains a great chance to create, in the beginning, a capacity that would be actualized through a session, and later, maybe in a couple of months, when a person who practices it becomes accustomed to it, into a routine work. One could design a product that would be the true protector of health and mental and physical potentials of humans, as well as the guarantee that they would develop spiritually in the fastest possible way.

You are capable of actualizing this appeal. After a couple of months, you will be able to create a pendant that will be permanently capable of doing the work similar to your session. In order for you to actualize this product, you will have to deal with a minimum of five hundred healing sessions of this sort within the period of six months.

The effects of this session will soon be visible; even after three or four days. This is so because the usual process of retreating of certain ailments after your sessions and healing products alternates with the continuation of others. Yet, with this session this process will be terminated, and already during the second week it will be obvious that apart from the withdrawal of the affected disease, no new processes of diseases, acute or chronic ones, will be created.

That is the true session of mental and physical health and the undisturbed development of the humans, which will be a measure of prevention against all the ailments troubling the humanity. What is especially significant with this session, i.e. the future product, is the constant keeping the cleanliness of the aura, which will lead to the incomparably faster reaching the high level of paranormal development. Along with that, the process of creating the enlightened persons and maturing the luminous bodies will be incomparably faster. This power, that you have just received together with the session that uses the synchronizing energy is the ULTIMATE LIMIT OF HUMAN CAPACITIES and you have to dedicate to it fully so that you could experience, know and apply them in the best possible ways to assist the development of the human civilization.
RIDING THE ENERGIES – THE GIFT OF THE UNIVERSE TO PEOPLE

The universe with no end, the universe filled with contents and functions, yet it is so strange, so hard to approach and untouched to the common humans and common human mind. Still, the universe can be experienced regardless of whether the human is highly developed in the paranormal field or if someone has heard for the first time that there is something called ‘the universe’. Namely, due to the existence of the luminous body that is constantly connected to their humans all the people were given the capacity to establish a contact with cosmic energies and the universe as a whole. We are given the opportunity to go on a silent, pleasant ride on those and within those energies as one would ride on soft waves on a float or in a boat and watch the blue skies and sun rays. This wonderful ride through the universe, with the assistance of the energy it is filled with is possible to achieve in the following manner:

You have to place yourself in a sitting or lying position, close your eyes, relax for a couple of seconds and imagine white mist passing by you in one direction constantly. Then you need to imagine yourself entering the fog and that this fog is carrying you softly along, as if on wings. During this experience you will feel fine, relaxed and content. While it is carrying you, it may change its color and density, it will look different, but you will enjoy being in it and will observe the things you pass by. All of this will be pleasant to you, you will feel mild joy, contentment. After a couple of minutes of this pleasant ride, you will thank the energies that carried you along the universe, open your eyes and stretch.

This ride on the cosmic energies can be performed once to twice a day, a couple of minutes at a time. Any person can perform it, but each person should find a way to feel as pleasant as he or she could during the ride. At some point in the past, this capacity to ride the universe was had only by the paranormally highly developed persons, but now that we have told you, every person can enjoy this pleasant relaxation and meeting the energies that fill the universe and that surround us completely. The result of such an exercise is gradual improvement of functioning of the nervous system, stabilizing the nerves, relaxation, reducing mental and organic ailments and preventing new diseases from occurring.

Still, this mildly healing and relaxation can not remove serious health problems. It will, though, show many the way to achieve exceptional results in healing the diseases and ailments of the modern society with the assistance of cosmic energies.

THE PROGRAM SELECTOR ENERGY

There is a whole world of energies in the universe that are intended to perform particular duties and often solve only one particular problem that may occur. This is especially the case with the creative energies and they must have particular capacities so they can solve the problems. Global energies can not solve individual problems without diverting their attention considerably from their basic functions that are closely connected to the maintenance of the universe.

Specific energies that assist the global energies are super-intelligent and they are in possession of exceptionally high specific powers. There are different tasks that these energies accomplish and, as a rule, one energy can accomplish only one task because of the particularity of expertise that is required in this case.
What is this actually about? The problems they deal with are different with every single one of the global energies and there is no rule that a group of problems may have something in common.

We shall mention one of the problems that appear within the complex of the Christ Energy, and tackles certain aberrations from normal functioning of hundreds of energies within the Christ Braid. At that particular spot the Christ Energy of the entire universe is concentrated inside a very small area. This leads us to the process of maximum synchronization of the programs and it includes the multiplicity of their already vast capacities. During this process, mild aberrations from the supposed programs take place. People can not understand these malfunctions, but they have to be removed nevertheless, so that no serious changes and deviations would occur when these energies leave the braid. This work is done by a couple of very specific energies.

We will discuss only one that perfectly separates the functions and activities of hundreds of different energies in the braid and enables them to go through the braid without any deviations from their programs. We can call this energy the Selector of the Programs. It has been present for more than half the existence of the universe. This energy, the Selector of the Program is not, of course, important to people per se, since it has been functioning since the times when there have not been any intelligent material beings, but because its power and its nature can be applied in the assistance to the development of the human civilization. What is this all about? The Selector of the Programs Energy is capable of perfectly controlling each human thought and divides them into those that are: exceptionally harmful for this person, other people and living beings, the planet Earth, moderately harmful, mildly harmful, neutral, useful.

After it has made the selection it can neutralize all the negative thoughts with its vast intelligence and powers, yet this selection is done slowly, so that a person could adjust to the changes. Gradually, during the initial period, only very harmful thoughts may be removed, then the next in line and so on. Even during the first month of this process, the persons involved would be considerably changed in a positive way, after the three months only mildly harmful and indifferent thoughts may occur, and usual neutral and positive thoughts would appear instead. This power can be actualized with the assistance of persons who are highly developed in the paranormal sense. After six months, if you perform five hundred of such sessions you will be able to create a product that will automatically and constantly observe and select the thoughts of the person wearing the product.

The session and the product make permanent changes in the white bioenergy of the human aura, which is the one responsible for human thinking. Those permanent changes considerably narrow the chances of the negative thoughts occurrence as well as thoughts harmful for that person and his or her environment. As a result of this, even after a three-month therapy or after a person stops wearing the protector, in a couple of months' time, a person keeps the way of thinking that is in harmony with the Creator's way in 80% of cases.

THE HEATING ENERGY FROM THE UNIVERSE

In the process of creating the energies the Creator has never had any other idea but to fit them into the allover functioning of the entire universe. He has never created an energy that would be independent, that would have no touch with any other energy and which would not be a part of the entire grandiose mechanism of the universe. This means that the Creator has from the very beginning had a vision of the universe as an unbelievably complex, rich and wonderful creation, even in regards to the spiritual energies he has created. That is why all the
energies of the universe, starting from the Unique Field and Christ Energy, and ending with the least important energies that are in possession of intelligence appreciate the Creator and his magnificent work with awe, admiration and love. It is understandable that people have difficulties in understanding the grandeur of the universe, its unbelievable diversity, yet perfect synchronicity. They are least prone to understand the meaning of the existence of the universe. People are not expected to understand it.

The knowledge given is there only to assist and accelerate the development of the human civilization, and there are no intentions to explain to people the purpose and functioning of the entire universe, even in its outlines. That is why you will not delve deep into the contents and functioning of the universe when, first you, and then other people start forwarding the knowledge you have gained. That particular bit of knowledge has no significance for the development of the human civilization. We will continue with accentuating the knowledge on the energies and the initiations that will make it possible for the human civilization to come nearer to some of the cosmic powers they are capable of taking over, and that will help ease the life of the human race, reduce the pain and suffering that occur due to diseases and ensure the fast move towards human goal – maturing of all the luminous bodies.

Among the many energies that can help people in different fields of work, the Christ Energy has the greatest part. It is the creator and organizer of all the living beings in the universe, both material and non-material. This energy has many ways of how to assist the development of the human civilization. One of the most important aspects is surely creating the heat energy. Heating, as we know, is a considerable issue with the majority of human race that live in the colder regions of the planet Earth. Heating sources, that are used today pollute the atmosphere, and are the cause of many diseases. They also reduce the development of plants and animals, and besides all this the fuel reserves will be relatively quickly spent. Nuclear power plants are an even bigger problem. People made them without much thinking about possible catastrophic consequences. The majority of humans live in fear of potential meltdowns that may affect large areas very quickly with the radiation and the effects last for a very long time. That is why it is necessary to change the heating sources very soon, so that these negative aspects and potential danger for the people would be reduced to the minimum and/or be finally removed altogether.

How can this be done? The Christ energy is a limitless potential of energy power that is spread all over the universe and is all around us and within us. This energy can be transformed into the heating energy in a number of ways. One of the ways that would be most suitable to people is taking over the heating energy directly from the consumers. At that it is possible to lead the heating energy to the consumer, using the paranormal means. Such a consumer would own a pendant programmed to take over and emit the heating energy within the human organism and create the protective energy sphere around the human body, 2 meters in diameter. It would prevent the rapid cooling of an organism. The sphere would keep each human body within the realm of this heated zone regardless of whether they stand, sit or lie in bed. The super-intelligent energy, that would be in charge of this process, would regulate the temperature in coordination with the needs of the organism, taking into consideration what temperature the person finds most appropriate at any moment. The activity of this pendant would be permanent and would solve the problems of an individual during the cold periods 24 hours a day.

The second possibility, i.e. another variant of the same capacity is to make a product that would cover a bigger area, of some 20 meters in diameter, sufficient to cover larger houses or apartments. This product would permanently be keeping the temperature of all the rooms on a
level that would be a compromise among the people who dwell there. These products would be used to heat houses, different building objects, even streets, squares, halls where people gather to watch sports, or places where people go for entertainment, as well as in many other similar cases. In the same manner these products can be used in mini-farms where animals live, or hothouses. In the last case, they could provide agricultural products at a low price. The list of possible applications of these mini-generators of heat is very long. People will be able to solve one of the burning issues of every state and every individual, because they would be given the energy that is free of charge, perfectly pure and does not pollute the air, it is constant, it does not require any wires or anything to transfer the heat, and it works wherever you put it. How can this wonderful plan be realized, and how can humanity be helped in this way?

You have the capacity to create the first product of the kind that you will use. For the time being it is only a sample and an experiment, so that you could introduce people with this phenomenon; so that you can find out what their reaction is and if they are interested in it. Only when your experience tells you that you have reached a satisfying level, you will start with the manufacturing of these products for personal use. The bigger heaters, that cover 20 meters in diameter, you will be able to produce only when you gain enough experience with the personal heater.

So far, you will create only one product, tonight, and you will do it with our assistance. You will not make any more of them until we give you the green light to go on. This is so far the most complex product you have encountered and that is why you have to keep to our instructions.

A couple of days after the heater was made, I was given the explanation from the spiritual beings while I was meditating.

Your first findings about the functioning of the heater are partially correct, especially regarding the findings on the inside-out heating. You have discovered that this is not about heating the air around the person, but about heating the organism to the suitable temperature that is in coordination with the current needs of the person involved. So – we are heating the body, not the air around the body. The protective sphere-like layer is not there to keep the heated air within, but represents the heating insulation. It will not allow the heat from the body to easily wither away into the air around the body. The process is, therefore, reverse, but the effects are much better, because one gains two things – the temperature of the body will be kept, and it will be ideally suitable for that person only. The temperature is not determined according to what the person thinks would be ideal, but according to the health status of the person. Secondly, the inner heat removes a lot of problems and ailments in connection to the poor circulation, cold, and other problems connected to the exposure of certain body parts to cold. This inner heat has an optimum effect on the functioning of all the organs in the body. Regardless of the fact that the heat comes from within, which is the opposite from what you have expected, the effect is full and in harmony with what is necessary, and that is the protection of the human body from cold. You have to go on with your research, because some other positive and interesting effects will take place the next day and the days following it. These effects are the parts of this power and are the addition to the effects you have already noticed.

**WHAT CHANCES HUMANS HAVE TO CONTACT THE ENERGIES OF THE UNIVERSE**

There is a certain hierarchy in the universe. It does not represent any inter-energy relations or ranks of command chain, but levels of intelligence, energy power and the area that certain
energy covers, as well as the inter-energy cooperation with other energies. This hierarchy is thus according to the importance of these energies for the functioning of the entire universe. An approximate chart of possible contacting the energies of the universe looks something like this:

In the first place we have the energy easiest to contact and communicate with. This is the energy people have always had a constant touch with. This communication takes place at a paranormal level, so most people will never realize it. With relatively little effort and time spent, one can contact the energy. It is called the energy of the luminous body. This contact can be established during your test for the meditation "The Road to Enlightenment" This contact does not mean real communication, but is the first step on the way, since the luminous body reacts to the appeal of its human.

The second level includes contacting the global energies all around us: the Energy of the Holy Spirit, Christ Energy, and Space Energy. Using different appeals, at different levels of the paranormal development, it is possible to make contacts with these energies, especially for healing purposes. Namely, these energies simply assist in the healing of the person the appeal is sent for. Any other contact in this sense is simply not possible.

The third level is contacting the Energy Cloud. After that is accomplished, various contact with different energies are possible, be it through occasional contacts in meditation, or through channels one can lead continual conversations with the energies most suitable for such a conversation. This third phase has limitless number of varieties and a continual scale from the first contacts that are transferred through drawings, paintings, cognition, hearing and in the end the dialogues, all of which are a perfect way of contacting them.

Contacting the luminous body is possible once the brainwave frequency of 12.2 Hz is reached.
Second grade contacts are possible in the scope between 4.5 Hz and 6 Hz.
Third grade contacts with the Energy Cloud are possible from 0.15 Hz.
Having a normal dialogue is possible after one has reached the level of 0.0000009 Hz. However, the clarity of the dialogue does not depend on the frequency achieved, but on the current mental and physical state of the person and the conditions of meditation. In addition to that, it also depends on how trained the person is and what the results of the previous contacts were. These contacts with the universal energies are very important for the development of the human civilization, because they can provide greater knowledge and deeper and more correct understanding the holy knowledge.

Persons who are highly paranormally developed can make a more effective, clear and precise contact with the spiritual beings with a special appeal.

**BEING INTRODUCED TO THE ENERGIES – THE WAY THE HUMANITY SHOULD DEVELOP**

The unanimity of the universe, concerning its origins, contents, functioning and synchronization of the work of certain energies represents the greatest achievement of the Creator and actually everything that has ever been achieved. That is why the universe is what the Creator has done, and it shows his great energy powers, unquestionable intelligence and knowledge, limitless contents and functions that also show diversity and beauty that breaths with love and happiness. That is why the universe, seen through human eyes, can be symbolically represented as a field with various flowers of different colors, where you can hear bees buzzing and butterflies flying, and the flowers emitting their enchanting scent. Similar to this, but in his own way, the Creator can see this wonderful meadow called the universe. The
universe is the cradle of all the living material and non-material beings, all the matter, all the energies. Its limitless life is filled with the constant development in the improvement and filling the contents, perfecting the functions, cooperation, and synchronization of all the energies. The universe is above all an energy space, while the matter makes a very small portion of it. In most cases the matter is just a product of an accidental joining of the energies. It will be so in the future.

The material world is just a product of the energy world, and that is why it is necessary for the people to understand that and to relate in their development not to the consequences but to the sources of their existence. They should relate to the energies, super-intelligent ones, spiritual energies that are all around the people and within them. However, one can only contact them once one has reached a certain level of development. Contacting these energies leads to solving all human problems, even though they may seem insoluble to them. That is why the only true way of the human race is that each individual should come close to the energies he or she was made of. A man in his development has never supposed that some spiritual being, such as the luminous body, is the one responsible for the development of the individual and the entire human community. Regardless of the development of various energies, their goal was to point to the need of humans being close to the energies he was made of in the way humans could grasp it. This is a very slow process, and in the West, it is a reversible one. Turning completely towards the materialistic, with the dogmatic approach of many religions that push away the modern man, the western civilization has taken a turn that can lead to nothing good.

That is why your work on introducing people to the Holy Knowledge and telling them that it is necessary to be directed towards the spiritual values is very important. This work includes writing books, giving lectures that should tell people what true values are and what are the values they should return to. At the same time, your products, especially the talisman and home guardian, gradually change the way people think and harmonize it with the Creator's will. This mode of changing the way of thinking is the only one for the people of today who need to change their way of thinking. That is why each of your activities on spreading the Holy Knowledge and harmonizing the way people think with the Creator's will is to be blessed.

You should be given practical help on your way. When you contact certain persons, people who may distribute your products, people willing to print your books, examine the effects of your products, people willing to listen to your lectures, people from Radio and TV, you have to send the following appeal before contacting them:

I WANT THIS COOPERATION TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE HARMONIZED THE WAY THEY THINK WITH THE CREATOR'S WILL.

This will open doors whenever you deal with this holy obligation.

INSTEAD OF THE CONCLUSION

The Creator has created the universe because he felt such an urge in order to actualize limitless capacities within him, in the same manner a pregnant woman carries life within her. During its infinite development, the universe became a perfection in functioning of the infinite number of energies and matter that are synchronized to perfection, so it represents the product that only the Creator could have made.
Far from the center of the universe, and far from any of important happenings in the universe, there is a small solar system. Plants and animals exist on one of the planets of this system, and they are at a very low level of intellectual development. As on many other planets, this one, called the Earth, has been chosen to develop the race with most perspectives and be given the holy task of assisting in the development of the spiritual energies of particular powers called the luminous bodies. In order to become as successful as possible this race was given free will. The process of the development of the luminous body is approximately 150,000 to 200,000 years long. By gradually developing, the human race assisted the development of the luminous bodies. The level of the human civilization that has been achieved up to now is the result of 144,000 years of development with the assistance of the luminous bodies. At the same time, the boar, that was one of the candidates for the chosen species, has developed only twice since the time, for it has not been assisted by the luminous bodies.

Unfortunately, for the past two thousand years, the disadvantage of the human race has reached its maximum. The disadvantage deals with the way of thinking, which easily creates negative thoughts, which are the danger to our health and the entire planet Earth, because negative thoughts destroy the planet's aura. In the last fifty years the damaging of the earth's aura has reached such proportions that the planet is under threat of horrible cataclysms that may destroy the entire living world on the Earth.

There is hope, however, that people can finally accept our appeals, and that they will finally change their ways of thinking and harmonize them with the Creator's will. This would only mildly affect the cataclysms, but would not remove them. We only hope that the small group of paranormally developed people will try to stop the cataclysms on the Earth. At this moment one can't answer the question:

**WILL THE HUMANITY SURVIVE OR NOT?**

This book will be one of the last attempts in making people come to their senses, and making them realize what their mistakes are, and stop thinking and acting in a way that harms their health and endangers the life on Earth.

This is why this book should carry with itself the Creator's blessings and his hope and wish for the people to make the last, yet right, step and save their civilization and the rest of the living world on this planet. The Creator sends his appeal with sadness, and asks them to make the right step, for they all are his children.

**THE "ROAD TO ENLIGHTENMENT" MEDITATION**

During 1995 while I was deeply meditating the Energy Cloud was giving me information about a new kind of meditation that had not been practiced by people. It also gave me instructions on how I should practice this kind of meditation and how I should spread it. The Energy Cloud told me the following about it:

"This method of meditation that you have started practicing with your sons is the true way towards the spiritual development. It is also the only one that can be taught and yet give the maximum results. It is the correct one exactly because one meditates in a natural way in harmony with the level one has attained and because there is a natural cause for it – appeal and paranormal powers. Its effects are constantly coordinated with the level of the person's development. The aim of this meditation is to gradually adjusting a person's brain so that it can function on as low frequency as possible, i.e. that brainwaves should be as low as
possible. As you know, the Unique Field is the source of a great number of paranormal powers, but approaching them depends on the level of the brainwave frequency: the lower they are, the higher the powers.

Your method is the only one that capacitates people to reach the frequency of brain of 0.15 Hz. One would take on average a couple of years of practice to reach the level. I take the lead once a person reaches the 0.15 Hz, because a man can not practice the further lowering of the frequency alone. Under my supervision and with my assistance, one can reach enlightenment in five to ten years. Soon after, both the luminous bodies may mature. All the other methods take twenty to thirty years of meditation, with very slim chances of success.

Your method is a revolutionary one and nobody has tried it yet. In a couple of years you will develop a system that can be taught and that will be applied all over the world. Thanks to this meditation technique, a great number of people will considerably raise the level of their paranormal powers, and many of them will, with my assistance, be able to reach the greatest human goal – the enlightenment. That is why this meditation can be rightly called – ROAD TO ENLIGHTENMENT."

Today, the Road to Enlightenment Meditation is applied in Yugoslavia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Russia, USA (there are meditation groups in Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Atlanta Ga. and Sarasota, Fla.)

**AFTERWORD by Vuk Stambolovic**

The universe has, always, been something people yearned for. Yet, with all the yearning, people could not turn to it as to a whole. They only attached to certain of its domains. Mostly to the physio- and bio- spheres. Noosphere and Theosphere remained out of reach. In vain they have yearned to reach them with their taller and longer praying places. And then, in the times of monologue Reason, the basic moral intuition was suppressed. And utilitarian ethics took over; the ethics that saw the meaning of what humans could reach in mono-happiness attached to the framework of the manifesto world. Yet, a tradition of another orientation cross-culturally remained. The tradition of entering into one's self. The meaning of progressive interiorization, at that, was not drained only in the domain of personal development, that is, in the domain of the development of a deeper identity and wider perspectives. The truer the discovery of deepness within oneself was becoming, the more revealed the deepness of the universe became. The book in front of us speaks of one such experience. In one of its particular parts, the one that deals with the structure of the Universe, the "Holy Knowledge" is above all directed towards one particular intersubjective community; the community of people whose cognitive eyes suit the domain this book reports on. Namely, the references of knowledge exist only in relevant cognitive spaces. In order to know, in other words, that is in order for the knowledge to be separate from believing, before one "sees" one has to "do" something specific. This "done" then ensures consensual insights. And then the appropriate conclusions. Yet, Ljubisa Stojanovic's message has its universal part.
The part that aligns with the universal from other transpersonal messages. Above all it relates to the Emptiness as the creative Plenum of the Universe. The emptiness is, therefore, shown as the omnipresent, contained in each of the spots in the space/time. But not as a manifestation. No. As a clear space where forms manifest. The second common denominator is the Love of the Universe. This is the love of kindness and understanding. The love that reaches us from the depths that are beyond our present level of development and the one that calls us to go higher, following the path of love and wisdom and thus widen our own circle of loving the humanity and mercy. Ljubisa Stojanovic’s book reminds us also that we live in times where the Universe is even more manifesting. Yet, not in the way the new conquistadors are interested in. The universe is opening itself to us as it is, and not as what it can do: for me, for us or for you. If we would turn to that kind of meaning in the microcosmic domain, too, we would see that, even now, there are more Buddhas than grains of sand on the banks of the Ganges.

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY MEDICINE
LJUBISA STOJANOVIC, Ph. D.
(ICDEM)

Ljubiša Stojanović, Ph. D., healer, opened “Bodycare – Biotreatment” office in Novi Sad in 1989, in order to heal patients using bioenergy. The contents and the scope of activities within the office have gradually been expanded into the “International Center For the Development of Energy Medicine”, and its main task was to research and use spiritual energies and energy medicine. Nebojsa and Miroslav Stojanovic, the internationally recognized spiritual healers and masters of traditional and folk medicine work in this healing practice apart from the founder and director of the Center, Ljubisa Stojanovic, PhD. Professors from the School of Medicine in Novi Sad and medical specialists have for long been the associates of the Center

ACTIVITIES OF THE CENTER

• Research work on finding new methods of energy medicine that are to be used in healing organic and psychiatric diseases: through sessions of spiritual energy; with the aid of products based on spiritual energy, which act independently of the healer.
• Studious research work on examining the effects energy medicine (sessions and products) has on patients.
• Leading the office, where organic and psychiatric patients are treated through sessions and with the aid of the healing products. (Immobile patients and patients who live too far to come to Novi Sad are treated by the use of the so-called “absent healing” technique where a patient’s photograph is used as a medium).
• Writing and publishing books on energy medicine as well as research studies.
• Production and marketing of energy medicine products.
• Educational program: energy medicine seminars; multi-year seminar “Road to Enlightenment”; seminars from other alternative fields hosted by renowned lecturers from all over the world; lectures, including lectures on TV and radio.
• Organizing group visits to energy centers of the world.
• Cooperation with foreign institutes and centers of alternative medicine.
• Cooperation with foreign institutions regarding the control of the energy medicine products.
• Active membership in international alternative medicine organizations.
• Active participation at international congresses, conferences and festivals of alternative medicine.

ENERGY MEDICINE

Energy medicine is the medicine of the future! Why?
The cause of most chronic diseases lies in harmful effects our daily stresses and negative thoughts have on us. These are: hatred, fear, sorrow, discontentment. They can be affected with useful energies and the diseases withdraw, without any medicaments. Considering the fact that both the cause of the disease and the healing have energy in common, this method of healing can be called ENERGY MEDICINE.

All the ENERGY MEDICINE healing products of Ljubisa Stojanovic, Ph.D, and Nebojsa and Miroslav Stojanovic, Masters of Traditional and Folk Medicine, consist of two parts. The body of the product such as: metal pendant, plastic button, pills and creams made of Vaseline and paraffin, which are completely harmless and play no role in the healing process. Invisible useful energies which their authors, using their prayers in deep meditation, lead into the body of the product where they stays forever. Their constant activity upon the patient leads gradually to healing.

All of the Energy Medicine products are completely harmless and have no counter-indications.

The products of Ljubisa Stojanovic and Nebojsa and Miroslav Stojanovic represent a unique phenomenon in this world:

THEY ACT INDEPENDENTLY, WORK FOREVER AND ARE COMPLETELY HARMLESS!

Ljubisa Stojanovic, PhD

is a Doctor of Energy-Information Sciences, regular member of the Russian Academy of Energy-Information Sciences, specialist in folk medicine, regular member of the Scientific and Medical Network, Great Britain; and the International Society for the Study of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine, USA. He is closely connected and cooperates with the Russian International Science Research Institute for the Complex Study of Human Capacities, and with the All-Russian Research Center of the Traditional Folk Medicine, Moscow, Russia, and some other research centers.

His fifteen-year research and healing work, which has been monitored by the team of the Medical School Professors and specialist doctors, has shown positive results against most chronic diseases of today.

A survey of around 2800 persons who suffered from 151 different chronic, organic or mental diseases, has shown the following results:

19.5 % showed complete recovery
42.0 % showed substantial recovery
These results have been achieved by Ljubisa Stojanovic, Nebojsa and Miroslav Stojanovic by applying the ENERGY MEDICINE, i.e. applying the HEALING SESSION THERAPIES, in their Novi Sad office, and their PATENTED HEALING PRODUCTS that are present today on Yugoslav as well as European, Russian, and American markets.

PRODUCTS OF ENERGY MEDICINE

Within a goal of introducing the readers to the main effects of energy medicine we have prepared a short list of our product made by Ljubisa Stojanovic, Nebojsa Stojanovic – Anti stress, Miroslav Stojanovic – Anti virus and the common product of dr Stojanovic and Miroslav Stojanovic – Sclerosis protector. When purchasing the product a detail information will be given to you.

VIDEO CASSETTE – HEALING SEANCES

This healing video cassette is unique recording in the world of healing sessions by the help of spiritual energies, that is realized each time when the video is on.

The cassette consists of four sessions, individual of dr Stojanovic and the sons Miroslav and Nebojsa and their mutual session.

It helps in healing of most chronic and acute, organic and mental diseases.

Sessions By the rule must be repeated every day, and the patient can choose one or more sessions

The healing sessions will have the effect on all the persons that are present in the room in which the video is emitted, regardless the fact that you watch in the screen of TV or even if they are reading newspapers or sleep, the effect will be the same.

VIDEO CASSETTE - ENERGY WITH 12 PLACES OF POWER

Dr Stojanovic is giving you, while sitting in your room, the possibility to experience beneficial effect of energies from twelve most important places of power in the world.

Helps in healing and spiritual development.

Dr Stojanovic introduces the spectators with the origin and nature of these energies as well as with the archeological data and video recordings of the place of power.

Healing and developing energies from these places are characterized by the clearness of spirit, mind sharpness, wittiness, peace and the feeling for art and beauty.

The Holy Mountain /Hillandar/, the Sistine Chapel Vatican, in Rome, Westminster Abbey in London, Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, Chichen-itza, Palenque, Teotichuacan-Mexico, Sedona from the USA, the Forbidden City from Beijing, Temple of the Golden Buddha, Bangkok - Thailand, the Park of Deer and Djaipur from India.

ENERGY PRODUCTS
All pendants are made of pure silver or 14-karat gold. They can be worn on a necklace around the neck or in any other way.

**ABSOLUTE**

ABSOLUTE is the latest and the most effective healing product by dr sci Ljubisa Stojanovic

1. Absolute helps with healing practically all organic and mental diseases
2. Absolute increases efficiency of other healing energy medicine products that are used by some person, so it is recommended for all products to be used at the same time for in that way the best healing results are obtained.

Acting of absolute is obtained by the help of spiritual energies which leads to gradual removing and healing of majority of organic and mental diseases.

It helps in the simultaneous removing of all the illnesses that the user suffers from, but at first it will heal the mildest and the latest illnesses and at last the most serious and the oldest diseases.

Beside healing of the illnesses, Absolute helps in:

- protection against new diseases
- regeneration of the organism
- regaining the strength of the organism
- activating of creativity and humanity
- making spiritual peace
- stabilising of the nervous system

Absolute, by its mere presence, activates healing possibility of other products of energy medicine, so therefore they become more efficient.

That means that optimizer will regulate blood pressure better, Anti – stress will calm the nervous system better, Sclerosis protector will cleanse the blood vessels better and so on.

Thus particularly is recommended use of pendant Absolute together with other products of Energy medicine aiming to achieve the best effects.

Absolute helps with all diseases, chronic ones as well as acute, mental diseases and with permanent damaged tissues and malign also.

**SYNCHRONIZER**

The synchronizer represents the crown in healing possibilities of dr Ljubisa Stojanovic.
Synchronizer helps in healing all diseases: acute, chronic, organic, mental, permanently damaged tissues and cancer diseases.

The way synchronizer works:
- simultaneously synchronizer acts upon all diseases and difficulties one has
- it is guarding person's health until the end of person's life
- it is playing an important role in development of children, because it removes disorders in the psycho-physical development,
- it activates creativity and humanness as much as it can
- it changes the way people think gradually aiming to positive thinking
- it is a powerful prevention

Synchronizer creates over time a healthy, calm, humane, active and creative person, who is tolerant toward others and pleased with herself. Synchronizer helps with following diseases: ear, trout, nose, eyes, sinuses, heart, arteries, venus, lungs, stomach, diabetes, liver, gallbladder, kidney, urinary, prostate, ovaries, uterus, thyroid gland, anemia, skin diseases, joints, spine, cancer diseases, headaches, neuroses, fears, nerve tensions, nervousness, night urinating, insomnia, epilepsies, depression, psychoses, and addicted diseases.

BAD THOUGHT PROTECTOR

Represents the result of long-term research done by dr Ljubisa Stojanovic. Aiming to find the protective means against bad thoughts, which harmful acting leads to many chronic diseases, bad mood, and loosing will for life and work.

Bad thought protector helps in changing the way of thinking in positive direction which leads to lessening of bad, harmful or negative thoughts. And by that the protection against new chronic diseases is created, lessens the difficulties with the existing illnesses, eases and accelerates their healing.

- gradually leads to positive way of thinking, which means that bad thoughts, of hate, discontent, sorrow and fear will be rare
- correct way of thinking it enables good functioning of aura, consciousness and soul, which creates feeling of pleasure and good mood, content and happiness, will for better work and life
- greatly lessens the harmful effect of new stresses, because the correct way of thinking helps that even the most serious stresses accept more rationally
- lessens the danger of new acute and chronic diseases

Bad thoughts protector helps in: as the prevention against new chronic diseases, alleviating and faster and easier removing of chronic diseases especially mental ones.
HEALING TALISMAN

It is the first product made by dr Ljubisa Stojanovic, created in 1990 and by now it has helped a large number of people, meantime, new product have shown in energy medicine, but the healing talisman because of its efficiency, has kept large fame.

It represents help in preventing of creation of chronic and acute diseases

- helps with healing almost all chronic and mental diseases
- it reduces the danger of creation of new diseases
- in case of acute diseases it lessens the intensity and shortens the lasting of the diseases
- it protects from all harmful radiation: from earth, cosmic and man made
- it creates peace and tranquility, good mood, and will to work and live
- one's concentration and personal safety is increased
- it enables a full development of a personality
- prolongs one's life span and quality of life is better

Healing talisman helps with almost all chronic and acute, organic and mental diseases and works also as a prevention from new diseases

SCLEROSIS PROTECTOR

Sclerosis protector is a mutual product made by Miroslav Stojanovic master of folk and traditional medicine and dr Ljubisa Stojanovic. Sclerosis protector helps in: removing sclerotic plaques in blood vessels, making blood circulation better, regenerating arterial blood vessels and regenerating the tissue of the brain.

helps in –

- gradually cleaning from sclerotic plaques in blood vessels of all types (arterials and veins) specially blood vessels of head and brain, from the smallest to the largest and by that establishes better blood circulation
- regenerating the parts of brain tissue which functions, due to poor circulation, is significantly lessened, and in some places is completely stopped
- healing of the large number of organic and psychic diseases which cause lies in hardening of blood vessels of brain and other organs.

Scleroses protector helps with: organic diseases: stroke, ageing of blood vessels, sclerosis, headaches, high blood pressure, rheumatoid, osteoporosis, bad circulation, cold hands and feet, arthritis, spine and joints, eyes, sinuses, ear, heart, lungs, stomach, intestines, hemorrhoids, colitis, liver and gallbladder bladder, kidney and urinary tract, ovaries and uterus, triode glands, breasts, diabetes.

BLOOD PRESSURE OPTIMIZER
Helps in normalizing blood pressure and cleaning the blood vessels from sclerotic plaques.

-normalizes systolic blood pressure by stabilizing the nervous system (after holding optimizer in your hand for five minutes only systolic blood pressure lowers ten to 30 points )

-in removing of fatty platelets in blood vessels that nourish the heart, kidneys, liver and other organs by lowering the values of diastolic blood pressure

-in removing the cause that led to chronic low blood pressure, by which process it normalizes blood pressure in a similar way as it does with high blood pressure

Optimizer helps in: high and low blood pressure, irregular blood pressure, heart, blood vessels, kidneys, liver, eyes, ears, throat, nose, stomach, intestines, diabetes, gall bladder, ovaries, uterus, tiroid glands, anemia, reumathiodism, spondilosis, headaches, nervous tension, nervousness, insomnia, epilepsy, depression and psychosis.

ANTI - STRESS

Anti Stress is Nebojsa Stojanovic's invention, master of folk and traditional medicine

Anti Stress is unique in removing consequences from old stresses, stabilizing nervous system and helps in healing psychiatry and organic diseases

-removes harmful consequences of negative thoughts and stresses which already have resulted as illness and difficulties and by that helps medical condition - stabilizes the nervous system

-relaxes and improves the mood

-protects the user against new stresses and negative thoughts by neutralizing them

Anti Stress helps with nervous tension, insomnia, fobias, neuroses, bad wetting, epilepsy, headaches, addicted diseases, depression, psychoses and all organ diseases.

ANTI – VIRUS

Anti virus is the invention made by Miroslav Stojanovic, the master of folk and traditional medicine. It decreases the danger of air infections.

-decreases the danger of infections: viruses, bacteria, fungi, and amebas

-it helps in healing of existing infectious diseases, acute and chronic

-it is specially recommended to children as well to adults susceptible to often infection of respiratory organs as well as other

-Anti virus helps in healing the following diseases: throat, nose and sinuses, bronchia , lungs, stomach, intestines, sexual organs, ovaries, allergy sneezing, eyes, prostate, kidneys, urinary tract, thyroid gland, anemia, psoriasis, herpes.

ANTI – PAIN
Anti pain is the invention of Miroslav Stojanovic, the master of folk and traditional medicine. It helps in removing pains and other problems. Anti pain:

- helps in a fast removing of pain that occur occasionally as well as rare
- and also helps in those pains that occur as the consequence of injury
- helps in alleviating and temporary complete removal of the pain and difficulties that are consequences of chronic diseases.

It does not heal the disease, just removes the pain and by that contributes that healing has effects by the help of other means of energy medicine, but without pain. Anti pain helps in removing all the pains and difficulties no matter which organ or disease we are talking about.

ANTI – SMOG

It helps in protection of respiratory organs from polluted air:

-prevents entering the harmful effects into respiratory organs (nose, throat, bronchi and lungs), car exhaust fumes, oil refinery and chemical industries, power plants exhausts and house fireboxes, tobacco smoke, dust, pollen

Anti smog:

-enables with breathing pure mountain air
-acts momentarily and breathing problems are soothed as soon as you put the pendant in your hand
-eases breathing
-increases the amount of oxygen

-it is specially recommended for the most sensitive categories of popularity: children, pregnant women, nursing people, asthma patients and other patients with respiratory diseases, heart, allergies and elderly people

-it does not remove the scent, but only harmful substances.

Anti smog helps with the following diseases:

bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema of lungs, sinusitis, allergies, caugh, lack of air, heart, blood vessels, and digestive organs.

PROTECTOR AGAINST WEATHER CHANGE

It lessens difficulties and pains that are created by consequences of the weather changes:

-helps in preventing harmful impact that occur within the weather changes and provoke mood changes, insomnia, headaches, vertigo, pain in the joints, buzzing sound in ears, spine, veins, heart arrhythmia, unstable blood pressure.
-prevents worsening of chronic diseases that occur in weather changing such as: asthma, bronchitis, heart disease, stomach ulcer, rheumatism, gout and others.

Protector against weather changeh works as prevention and prevents from harmful impact occurred by the weather changing.

**PROTECTOR FROM ALL HARMFULL RADIATION**

Helps in protecting people from all harmful radiation from the most powerful to the most weak ones the way it works

Protector from all harmful radiation:
- neutralizes, rejects and redirects harmful radiation by not letting them to penetrate into human body
- helps in protecting from increased radioactive active radiation that occur on the areas bombarded by poor uranium
- helps in protection of increased ultra violet radiation that can provoke skin cancer
- helps in prevention from all weak harmful radiation such as geopathogenic radiation (from earth), from the surface of the earth and from cosmos.

Protector from all harmful radiation represents a preventive means to protect people from all radiation.

**COSMIC HEATER**

It warms human body mildly under lower temperatures and improves blood circulation.
- improves blood circulations and by that enables it to reach all parts of the body
- creates the feeling of warmness and pleasure even under lower temperatures
- helps in healing diseased organs with bad blood flow
- lessens danger of cold and flue
- it does not represent dangerous for persons with bad blood vessels and high pressure

**REGENERATOR**

It helps in alleviating of difficulties and it helps slowing of development of benign and malignant tissues.

Regenerator helps in:
- slowing in the development of malignant tissues
- slowing in the development and disappearing of benign tumors
leasing of difficulties with pts suffering from malignant and benignant tumors

leasing the danger of crating metastases

Regenerator in a certain amount helps in all benign and malignant tumors particularly in early stage of development

Products that can be attached to wall or carried around: House Guardian, Room Heater, Anti - Smog (house) represent the group of products designed to be placed in house. Their field of effectiveness is 20 meters in diameter.

The products that can be cared around such as Concentrator, Auto -stop, Auto-impulse, Healing patch and Healing photo are used so that patients carry them around and use them if it is needed (in the case of difficulty).

WALL AND PORTABLE PRODUCTS

DIVINE WATER

The plaque “DIVINE WATER” made by dr sci Ljubisa Stojanovic can be used to improve the taste of water in the case of hard and tasteless running water.

By the application of the plaque “Divine Water”, the water from the tap has been changed and it becomes mild, drinkable and tasty, alike the spring water

The plaque “Divine Water” is to be set onto one of the taps in the flat or in the house.

Therefore, it enables running from the same of better, milder and more tasteful water from the tap.

The water from the other taps in the flat or in the house, the ones that do not have put the plaque “Divine Water” will hold the usual quality of the water from the water supply.

THE EFFECTS

The Divine Water is used for drinking, cooking, and washing, watering the flowers and plants, and for all other uses in the same way as the normal tap water.

The Divine Water mildly, salutary acts on the body not only by its taste, that is alike the spring water, but also due to the changes in the mere structure of the water and its chemical content.

That enables that, beside the great taste, it helps in digestion and the functioning of the completely human organism.

According the analysis of the Institute for the Health Protection from Novi Sad, The Divine Water completely meets the demands of the Regulative on the microbiological and hygienic accuracy of the drinking water /"Gazette SRJ no.42/98 and 44/99)

The effects of plaque” Divine water” is eternal, indestructible and unchangeable.

It can be used by placing on any tap in any town, anywhere in the world.
The plaque “Divine water” can be used exclusively for the house use, the use in the commercial purposes is not allowed by the author.

**HOUSE GUARDIAN**

It helps all family members in healing and in spiritual development, protects them from harmful energies and improves mutual relations.

Its field of effectives is 20 meters in diameter, it is usually stuck on the wall in any of the room in house or apartment.

House guardian:
- it establishes good interpersonal relation with in the family and thus protects the house
- it neutralizes impact of harmful energies from the earth, and cosmos, as well as technical radiation
- it gradually removes the harmful consequences of stresses and negative thoughts and thus helps in cleaning of the disease
- it calms and stabilizes the nervous system
- it takes the person out of depression and activates
- it enlarges the work ability

**ANTI – SMOG (HOUSE PROTECTOR)**

It has the same purpose as anti smog pendant it helps as protector of respiratory organs from air polluters.

The way it works

It is stuck on the wall in the house or apartment it has an effect in the diameter of 20 meters

Anti smog (house protector)
- acts in the same way as anti smog pendant, but this is much more powerful
- it protects all members of the family from smog in the entire house area or the area of your our apartment

Anti smog (house protector) helps with the same issues and protects the same categories of popularity as anti smog pendant

**ROOM HEATER**

It helps in protecting from cold, it helps in improvement of blood circulation, and helps healing the diseases caused by poor blood circulation.

Room heater has an impact on all leaving beings in the diameter of the 20 meters and it is stuck on the wall of some room of the house and the apartment.
Room heater:

- makes powerful blood circulation with human beings and animals so that blood reaches all body parts and humans as well as animals fell warmness.

- secures prefect functioning of liquid flow in plants

- brings to warming people sensitive to cold or the ones with cold feet and hands

Helps in healing the diseases which cause lies in poor blood circulation and bad blood flow of the diseased organs

-it can be used as mild protection of animals and plants from cold in open or closed space

-it doesn't warm the air, walls, furniture or any other object, but only living beings.

Room heater helps with the persons with poor blood circulation, persons sensitive to cold, persons with cold feet and hands, with parsons with bad functioning of arteries and veins, heart diseases, kidneys diseases, spine, headaches, rheumatism, high blood pressure and with other diseases, in protection of human body from mild coldness, lessening the danger of flu and cold.

HEALING PATCH

It helps with healing of the diseases caused by poor blood circulation

The healing patch is placed as the band aid in the area of diseased organ and it is carried for a month and then it is being replaced by some other band aid healing patch unit. The package consists of 10 healing bands

The healing patch helps in:

- improvement of blood circulation of the parts of the body where it is being put on in regenerating and regeneration of larger blood vessels in the length of 2 to 3 cm

- healing of diseased organs caused by poor blood circulation

The healing patch helps with the joint diseases, of spine, arteries, veins, heart, kidneys, ovaries, uterus, prostate, bladder, eyes, ear, sinuses, throat, gall bladder, stomach, intestines, than it also removes pains originated by different causes, efficiently alleviates hot flushes with menopause and acts to other diseases and difficulties.

AUTO – IMPULSE

It helps in removing muscle pains and the feeling of chronic tiredness and its consequences

The way it works

Auto impulse is a stick of 7 cm length that is carried in he pocket

Auto impulse by its acting helps in.

- removing muscle tiredness by walking, standing or sitting, driving or else occurred by sport activities and other professional activities
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- removing of chronic tiredness and consequences that are caused by it as for ex. muscle pain and pains in our joints, night sweating, shivering (chill), headaches, sudden changes of mood, depression, insomnia and other.

AUTO – STOP

It helps drivers for safer driving of heir cars vehicles, as well as in the protection of a theft.

Auto stop looks like the button and it is placed at any place in your car.

Auto stop helps:
- driver to concentrate on driving
- driver not to fall asleep during driving
- driver to get out in critical situations in traffic
- in lessening the danger of car theft

CONCENTRATOR

It gives help in strengthening of concentration, will, attention, and persistence, with the concentrator you should exercise 5 minutes a day.

Concentrator enables
- successfully doing business you have wanted in the following few hours
- maximum of concentration, attention, will and persistence
- easily dealing with the kinds of work you even hate
- shorter than usual learning

Remembering the stuff studied for a long period of time elimination of stage fright while you are at the exam

Concentrator helps

students, pupils, drivers, people working with dangerous materials, electric energy, working at computers, it also helps political and other parties, people dealing with sport activities, people in love or people that would require help in sex.

HEALING PHOTOGRAPH

It represents the ideal article that helps removing different difficulties occurred as the consequence of every day stresses and also as the consequence of the weather changing.

The healing photograph is to be held all day long in your pocket, and during the night under the pillow.
The healing photograph helps in
- removing insomnia and securing firm and healthy dreams
- removing all your worries
- creating of good mood
- removing light pains

The healing photograph acts with bad mood, nervousness, tension, tiredness, headaches, pains the bones, insomnia and other disorders

ENERGY CREAMS
All seven kinds of energetic creams are made of the same mixtures of vaseline and paraffin, they are totally harmless
- they have no counter-indications

They meet the conditions given in yugoslav official register sfry, no. 26/83
Creams are energetically enriched

HEALING AND PAIN - REDUCING CREAM
It helps in healing of diseases and removing pains and difficulties

Healing cream and fast reducing pain and ailments helps in:
- healing of most chronic and acute mental and organic diseases.

It removes pains caused by the weather change and daily stress very quickly
- gradually removing pains and ailments with chronic diseases

Healing and pain reducing cream helps with organic diseases of spine, bones, joints, heart, artery and veins, stomach, spleen, ileum and colon, kidney, bladder, bronchitis, asthma, throat, sinuses, ear, womb, ovaries, menstrual pains, allergy, skin and other diseases

It also helps with mental diseases insomnia, problems with heart arrhythmia, migraines, stroke, bed wetting, fears, fatigue, depression, neurosis, vertigo, tensions and suffocation.

CREAM FOR ENERGY CLEANSING OF THE ORGANISM
It gives adequate help in cleansing of blocks in the energy flow that represent the major causes of chronic diseases
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Cream for energy cleansing of the organism helps in:
- gradual removing of energy blocks, narrowing and clogging of energy flows
- by easy retreating of chronic, organic and mental diseases
- easing up of nervous tension and nervousness
- better functioning of the whole organism

Cream for energy cleansing of the organism helps with majority of chronic, organic and mental diseases

CREAM FOR REGENERATION OF THE ORGANISM

It helps in regenerating and rejuvenating of the whole organism

The way it works
Cream for regeneration of the organism helps in:
- gradual restoration and regeneration of the tissues, organs and their functions
- healing out chronic diseases
- rejuvenating
- prevention

Cream for regeneration of the organism is for all types of persons, no matter what age they are or how healthy they could be.

WEIGHT OPTIMIZING CREAM

It effects to normalizing of body weight, it helps both those who want to lose weight and those who cannot gain it.

Weight optimizing cream:
- helps in removing the cause of obesity or thinness that could be of psychic or organic nature
- it corrects the way of thinking about the food in general
- it harmonizes the digestive organs and metabolism with those persons whose weight is normal
- it does not require any dieting or limiting in food intake
- it normalizes body weight slowly 1 to 2 kilos per month, but therefore it is absolutely healthy

Cream will have slower effects to those persons who are tensed and anxious, these persons are with sweaty palms.
In order to achieve good results one has to use cream along with other energy products like anti stress and bad thought protector

**CREAM AGAINST SMOKING, ALCOHOL AND DRUGS**

It is intended to help persons with the addiction problems

The way it works

Cream against smoking, alcohol and drugs:

1. It acts on our subconscious:
   - it makes the knowledge that taking in is harmful and dangerous
   - the person gets will and power to get rid of them
   - it gradually stabilizes the nervous system

2. Effects to organism
   - it provokes the sense of repulsion and bitterness

3. It results in gradual loosening of interest in using of tobacco, alcohol and drugs

4. There are no side difficulties or problems

Cream against smoking, alcohol and drugs gives very good results in getting rid of smoking and alcohol habits, but with drug addicts it is intended for the first stadiums, it is recommendable, beside the cream, to use other product of energy medicine as anti stress and bad thought protector.

**CREAM AGAINST SKIN DISEASES**

It gives efficient help in healing of infectious illnesses of the skin

It helps in healing skin diseases that have occurred by infection as lichen planus peeling of the skin, fungus as well as with healing of wounds and injuries.

It does not help with changes in skin that reminiscence skin diseases, and they are consequences of changes in liver, stomach, gall bladder, food poisoning and poisoning with drugs as well as vitiligo

Cream against skin diseases helps with: psoriasis, eczema, acne, lichen planus, fungi, skin infection, warts and other illnesses occurred by skin infection.

It is recommended that with psoriasis and eczema, along with this cream the other energy products are used like anti stress and anti virus.

**ANTI – WRINKLE CREAM**
- it helps in gradual regenerating of the skin and removing wrinkles

- the first to withdraw are those that are the thinnest and the earliest, and at the end those that are the deepest and the latest.

- it gives the results even after the period of one month of use, but it is recommended to be used at least 4 to 6 months in order to gain the best results

Prevention

It is recommendable that, after end therapy for wrinkles removing, use the cream three times a year using it for a period of one month. in that way the recidivism of the wrinkles will be stopped.

ENERGY PILLS

All pills are diet products, totally harmful, they have no harmful contraindications and they are regulated by SFRJ, nb 26/83.

Pills are energetically enriched.

PILLS FOR ORAL DISEASES AND ADJACENT ORGANS

They help healing oral diseases and adjacent organs

Pills for oral diseases and adjacent organs help:

- with most chronic and acute illnesses of mouth, throat, adjacent organs and digestive organs.
- their effect is gradual and the pills are applied in the period of one month to several months depending on the kind and
- intensity of the mere illness.
- pills for oral disease and adjacent organs help with:

- paradenthosis, caries, mouth infections, throat inflammation, sinuses, ears, headache, head cold and other diseases of digestive organs.

PILLS FOR DIGESTIVE TRACT

Pills help in healing digestive tract illnesses and diseases of the interior organs.

Pills for digestive tract help with:
- healing diseases of esophagus, stomach, duodenum, large and small intestine, interior organs
-in regeneration of intestinal flora they are damaged by using drugs and antibiotics
-in the cases of food poisoning
.-in removing stomach cramps with babies
-with nursing women the pills increase the excretion of mammary glands

Pills against digestive tract helps with catarrh, stomach ulcer or duodenum ulcer, diarrhea, colitis, gastritis, intestinal sluggishness, pancreas diseases, hemorrhoids, liver, gall bladder, prostate, ovaries and uterus, painful menstrual cycles, sterility and other diseases.

HEALTH ELIXIR
It helps in healing of most severe or less severe illnesses
It helps:
-establishing of good functioning of the whole organism (harmonizes the work of endocrine glands, immune and vascular system)
-with most mild and rather chronic organ and mental diseases
-with acute illnesses
-in improvement of general health condition, vitality and good mood

BOOKS by dr sci. Ljubisa Stojanovic

It is the fifth book written by dr sci. Ljubisa Stojanovic called Places of Power. It is about the goals of development of human civilization, about spiritual energies - light bodies that help people in development, about the places of power that creator made in order to help development of human civilization and also about experiences an special benefit that is achieved by visiting those places of power. the text of the book is being given in deep meditation.

The sixth book written by dr sci Ljubisa Stojanovic, represents the first revelation of the cosmos, and the text of which the author was given in deep mediation. Through it the spiritual beings give the people more messages among which the four are the most important:
1.-Occurrence, content and the functioning of cosmos
2.-Destruction of illusions about cosmos
3.-The danger of cataclysms
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4.-Possible help of the cosmos to the people

Book: KNOTTING (2001)

The seventh book dr Stojanovic wrote in cooperation with the novelist Slobodan Nenin. It consists of several stories put in different periods of the development of human civilization and in some novelist way the reader finds out about the basic elements of the holy knowledge.

Book: DISCUSSIONS WITH TESLA (2002)

The eighth book by dr Stojanovic Discussions with Tesla, represents the content of the discussions that he had during two years time, being in deep meditation, with the spiritual being of Nikola Tesla.

The book is about development of dr Stojanovic, about cosmos, help of cosmos to the human civilization, fatal cataclysm, spreading the holy knowledge and enlightening. In the introductory part the detailed survey is given of the previous books written by dr Stojanovic and that makes easier to the reader to understand the things given in this book Discussions with Tesla.


The ninth book written by dr Ljubisa Stojanovic is telling us mainly about spiritual energies on various subjects that he was getting from 1994 till March 2003. Among them are many interesting themes: “The truth about Jesus Christ, Nonmaterialistic civilization, The library of cosmos, The development of intelligents, Alien visitors and others”. The special chapter is a conversation of the author and few highly development cosmic civilisations.
HOW TO HEAL ILLNESSES USING ENERGY MEDICINE

Energy medicine uses healing seasons and healing products for healing diseases. The best results are obtained by simultaneous application of sessions and products of energy medicine. Healing by seasons is being done using healing video cassettes. Healing products of energy medicine, 31 in total, are divided in 3 groups: basic, special and additional

BASIC: Synchronizer, Bad thoughts Protector, Healing Talisman, House Guardian and Cream for energetic cleansing of organism. These products help simultaneously in healing all diseases organic and mental illnesses and is highly recommendable to be used by all means.

Synchronizer and Bad thoughts Protestor should be used no matter which illness is in question.

SPECIAL: special products exist only for certain diseases or groups of diseases, they give the best results if used with basic products.

ADDITIONAL: they are addition to five basic and special products. Same product can be for one disease special and for the other additional. For example: anti stress for high blood pressure special, but for kidney disease it is additional healing product.

SUMMARY OF ALL HEALING PRODUCTS GIVEN THROUGH DISEASES

ORGANIC DISEASES

Ear, throat and nose


Sneezing caused by allergies

Basic product plus special products: Anti smog, House Guardian, Protector for all harmful radiation, Anti virus, Healing cream for fast removing pain, Pills against oral disease and diseases of neighboring organs, Space Heater

Additional products: Sclerosis Protector, Protector against weather changing, Cream for regeneration of organism, Health Elixir, Healing Photograph, Healing patch.
Eyes


Additional products: Health Elixir, Cream for Regeneration of Organism.

Sinuses

Basic products plus special products: Sclerosis Protector, Pills against oral disease and diseases of neighboring organs, Anti smog, Protector for all harmful radiation, Anti virus, Healing cream for fast removing pain, Healing Patch.

Additional products: Space Hheater, Cream for Regeneration of Organism, Health Elixir, and Healing Photograph

Heart (angina pectoris, infarct myocardium, heart arythmia, increased blood pressure)

Basic product plus special products: Blood pressure Optimizer, Space Heater, Anti smog, Anti pain, Protector against weather changing, Anti stress, Healing cream for fast removing pain, Cosmic Heater.

Additional products: Health Elixir, Healing Photograph, Healing Patch, Protector for all harmful radiation.

Blood vessels (arteries and veins)

Basic product plus special products: Blood Pressure optimizer, Sclerosis Protector, Space Heater, Anti smog, Anti stress, Cosmic Heater, Healing Cream for fast removing pain, Healing Patch.

Additional products: Cream for regeneration of organism, Health Elixir, Healing photo.

Lungs (chronic bronchitis, bronchial asthma, emphysema, colds)

Basic product plus special products: Anti smog, Sclerosis Protector, Space Heater, Protector against weather changing, Anti virus, Anti stress, Cream for regeneration of organism, Healing Patch, Protector for all harmful radiation.

Additional products: Blood pressure Optimizer, Cosmic Heater, Health Elixir, Healing Photo.

Abdomen (catarrh, stomach ulcer, duodenum ulcer, ileum colitis, hemorrhoids)

Basic product plus special products: Anti stress, Pills for digestion tract, Space Heater, Sclerosis Protector, Anti virus, Healing cream for fast removing pain, Blood pressure Optimizer, Healing Patch (locally)
Additional products: Anti pain, Protector for all harmful radiation, Health Elixir, Cosmic Heater, Health Elixir

Pancreas and Diabetes

Basic product plus special products: Anti stress, Sclerosis Protector, Space Heater, Anti virus, Healing cream for fast removing pain, Blood pressure Optimizer, Healing Patch (locally), Pills for digestion tract.

Additional products: Cream for regeneration of organism, Health elixir, Cosmic heater

Liver and gall bladder


Additional products: Protector for all harmful radiation, Health Elixir, Cosmic Heate, Healing Photo.

Kidney, urinary bladder tract and prostate


Additional products: Protector for all harmful radiation, Cosmic Heater, Cream for Regeneration of Organism, Health Elixir, Healing Photo.

Gynecological diseases (ovaries, uterus, infections and sterility)


Additional products: Health Elixir, Cosmic Heater, Healing Photo.

Thyroid gland


Additional products: Health Elixir, Healing Photo, Cream for Regeneration of Organism.
Anemia


Additional products: Health Elixir, Cosmic Heater, Healing Photo, Pills for oral diseases and digestive tract.

Allergies and skin diseases, psoriasis and herpes

Basic product plus special products: Anti stress, Sclerosis Protector, Space Heater, Anti virus, Anti smog, Blood pressure Optimizer, Healing Cream for fast removing pain, Cream against skin diseases.

Additional products: Protector against weather changing, Protector for all harmful radiation, Health Elixir, Cream for Regeneration of Organism.

Weight disorders

Basic product plus special products: Weight optimizer Cream, Blood pressure Optimizer, Anti stress, Sclerosis Protector, Pills for digestion tract

Additional products: Health Elixir, Space Heater, Cream for Regeneration of Organism.

Joint and Bone diseases

(arthritis, spondilosis, reumatorisam)

Basic product plus special products: Space Heater, Sclerosis Protector, Blood pressure Optimizer, Anti stress, Protector against weather changing, Anti pain, Cosmic Heater, healing Cream for fast removing pain, Healing Patch Cream for Regeneration of Organism.

Additional products: Protector for all harmful radiation, Health Elixir, Healing Photo.

Malignant Illnesses

Basic product plus special products: Regenerator, Sclerosis protector, Anti stress, Anti pain, Anti virus, Cream for Regeneration of Organism, Healing Cream for fast removing pain.

Additional products: Protector for all harmful radiation.
MENTAL DISEASES

Headache
Basic product plus special products: Sclerosis protector, Room heater, Anti stress, Anti pain, Anti smog, Blood pressure Optimizer, Healing Cream for fast removing pain, Healing patch.
Additional products: Protector for all harmful radiation.

Bed wetting
Basic products plus special products: Anti stress, Anti virus, Sclerosis protector, Healing Cream for fast removing pain, Pills for digestion tract diseases.
Additional products: Space Heater, Health Elixir, Cream for Regeneration of Organism

Phobias, nerves tension, insomnia
Additional products: Protector against weather changing, Healing Photo.

Epilepsy
Basic products plus special products: Sclerosis Protector, Anti stress, Blood pressure Optimizer, Protector against weather changing, Space Heater, Health Elixir, Cosmic Heater.
Additional products: Cream for Regeneration of Organism, Healing Photo.

Psychoses and depression
Additional products: Healing Photo.

Addiction diseases
Basic products plus special products: Cream against smoking, alcohol addiction and milder cases of drug addiction, Anti stress, Sclerosis protector, Anti smog, Cream for Regeneration of Organism.
Additional products: Health Elixir, Healing Photo.
Prevention against any diseases


Telephones for orders:
Novi Sad, +381 (021) – 6311–269
Belgrade, +381 (011) – 3555-978
R. Srpska, +3875 (051) – 660–824
Slovenia, +386 (04) – 204–1469

E-mail: soh@nscable.net, Web page: http://www.soh.co.yu